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MODEL REDUCTION FOR CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
Dale Enns, Ph.D. 
Stanford University, 1984 
In a number of applications areas, the control engineer is faced with 
controlling a physical system for which an analytical model can be derived in the 
form of a very large number of coupled, first order, linear, time invariant 
differential equations. This high order analytical model is an input to the 
controller design process for any design technique. 
This thesis develops an approach and a technique for effectively obtaining 
reduced order mathematical models of a given large order model for the purposes 
of synthesis, analysis and implementation of control systems. 
This approach involves the use of an error criterion which is the H-infinity 
norm of a frequency weighted error between the· full and reduced order models. 
The weightings are chosen to take into account the purpose for which the 
reduced order model is intended. 
A previously unknown error bound in the H-infinity norm for reduced order 
models obtained from internally balanced realizations was obtained. This 
motivated further development of the balancing technique to include the 
frequency dependent weightings. This resulted in the frequency weighted 
balanced! realization and a new model reduction technique. 
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Two new approaches to designing reduced order controllers were also 
developed. The first involves reducing the order of a high order controller with 
an appropriate weighting. The second involves linear-quadratic-Gaussian 
synthesis based on a reduced order model obtained with an appropriate 
weighting. 
Several numerical examples are used to illustrate the theoretical 
developments of the thesis. These examples include aircraft and large space 
structure problems. The examples clearly illustrate the usefulness of this 
research for practical problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a number of applications areas, the control engineer is faced with 
controlling a physical system for which an analytical model can be derived in the 
form of a very large number of coupled, first order, linear, time invariant 
differential equations. This high order analytical model is an input to the 
controller design process for any design technique. 
Two important control law design techniques: linear quadratic gaussian 
(LQG) [Refs. 1-5] and Hoo optimization,[Ref. 5] result in high order control laws 
that are at least as complex (same number of equations) as the differential 
equation model of the system to be controlled. These control Jaws are typically 
overly complex and simpler designs are sought. 
Because of computational and other practical limitations, the order (number 
of equations) of such a model or controller must be reduced for synthesis, analysis 
and implementation of the control system. Nowhere is this need more clear than 
in the area of flexible vehicle control (aircraft or large space structures) where an 
infinite number of resonant frequencies (hence, equations) characterize the flexible 
vehicle. 
Using model reduction as a part of the controller design process is in effect a 
technique for designing a reduced order controller. The reduced order model 
must characterize the physical system with sufficient fidelity such that 
performance objectives (including, but not limited to stability) for the controlled 
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physical system can be met by designing control laws with the reduced order 
model. 
The intent of this thesis is to develop well understood tools for effectively 
obtaining reduced order mathematical models of a given large order model for the 
purposes of synthesis, analysis and implementation of control systems. 
Related Literature 
There is an enormous amount (e.g. see reference list of Ref. 6) of model 
reduction literature, however, very few of the researchers have studied this 
problem from the perspective of controller design based on the reduced order 
model. Indeed, most present their results without any mention of the controller 
and the impact of the model reduction on stability or other performance 
objectives. 
The most common approach cited is to minimize the integral squared 
impulse response error between the full and reduced order model (e.g. Refs. 7-10). 
For some unknown reason this error criterion was adopted and algorithms for 
solving the minimization problem have been developed. Unfortunately, a closed 
form solution to this problem has not been found and the iterative algorithms 
suffer from such difficulties as: choice of starting guesses, convergence, multiple 
local minima, etc. This approach is somewhat dissatisfying since there is no good 
reason for choosing such an error criterion and its lack of desirable solution 
properties. 
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Another approach to the model reduction problem is to neglect states of the 
internally balanced realization of the full order model [Ref. 11]. This technique 
does not attempt to minimize any error criterion. Rather, it is based on 
transforming the realization of the full order model into balanced coordinates 
where the states of the balanced realization are as controllable as observable in a 
well defined sense. The reduced order model is then obtained by neglecting the 
states which are weakly controllable/observable. In contrast to the previous 
approach, this technique permits a closed form solution involving standard 
matri.x software. 
A closely related approach is the Hankel norm model reduction technique, 
[Refs. 12-14J. For any error criterion this is the only model reduction technique 
which results in a closed form solution for the optimal reduced order model. 
Optimal here is in the sense of the Hankel norm which will be defined in a later 
chapter. 
A characteristic common to all of these approaches is that the ultimate use 
for which a reduced order model is sought is not formally a part of the model 
reduction process. For the purposes of this thesis, the ultimate use is for design, 
analysis and implementation of feedback control systems. 
Thef~is Contributions 
An approach to the model reduction problem where control design is a 
formal part of the model reduction process was developed. This approach 
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involves the use of an error criterion which is the H 00 norm of a frequency 
weighted error between the full and reduced order models. The motivation for 
choosing this error criterion (to be defined precisely in a later chapter) was the 
relation between model uncertainty and closed loop system behavior. 
The balancing technique was extended to include the frequency dependent 
weightings. The weightings are added in the context of the balancing method i.e. 
controllability /observability aspects of a weighted system. 
A previously unknown error bound (in the H 00 norm) for the internally 
balanced realization was discovered. This bound provides the missing error 
criterion for the balancing technique. This bound was compared to an error 
bound (in the H 00 norm) for the Hankel norm technique which was obtained by 
Glover [Ref. 15J. Unfortunately a corresponding, simple error bound (in the H 00 
norm) for the weighted case was not obtained. 
An explicit weighting for reducing the order of a controller was developed. 
This results in a straightforward reduced order controller design algorithm, 
however, the full order controller must first be designed with the full order 
model. 
Another approach to the reduced order controller design problem, where a 
reduced order model is used to design the low order controller directly was also 
developed. This approach, however, requires an iterative solution for the reduced 
order model. 
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The theoretical approaches were applied to several example problems to 
illustrat.e the methodology. A significant design/demonstration example was 
carried out for the ACOSS n large space structure. This example clearly 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the developments of this thesis. This example 
also shows the usefulness of this research for application to practical problems. 
Organization of the Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter II will 
cover the necessary background material on control system design and model 
reduction. Chapter m will cover the new model reduction technique. Chapter 
IV will cover control system design with reduced order models .. Chapter V will 
present the examples and Chapter VI the conclusions and recommendations for 
further research. 
Chapter IT will serve as a rererence ror the work that rollows. In the area of 
feedback controller design some feedback rundamentals as well as the LQG 
synthesis procedure will be discussed. In the area or model reduction the 
internaJJy balanced realization technique will be discussed. No attempt will be 
made at completeness, rather, only those aspects that directly relate to this work 
will be addressed. 
Chapter ill will discuss the new model reduction approach and techniques. 
An algorithm for computing the frequency weighted balanced realization will be 
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derived. The properties of the resulting reduced order models will also be 
discussed. 
Chapter IV will develop two new approaches to reduced order controller 
design. Both of these approaches are developed by connecting model reduction 
and controller design together with the relationship between model uncertainty 
and robust design. The first approach involves compensator order reduction and 
the second involves plant order reduction. 
Chapter V will present several design examples in detail. The control 
objectives will be stated and reduced order controllers are designed to meet these 
objectives using the techniques developed in this thesis. 
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ll. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
The purpose of this chapter is to cover background material in the areas of 
model reduction and feedback control system design. Some mathematical 
analysis notation and tools will be covered briefly. 
Notatilon 
The transpose of the matrix, A will be denoted by AT. The complex 
conjugate of the matrix, A will be denoted by A *. The conjugate transpose of 
the matrix, A will be denoted by A H. Eigenvalues and singular values of the 
matrix, A will be denoted by A[A] and urAl respectively. The maximum and 
minimum singular values of the matrix, A will be denoted by O'[A] and a:[A] 
respectively. The trace and determinant of the matrix, A will be denoted by 
lr [A] and del [A] respectively. A positive definite matrix, A will be denoted by 
A > 0 and a positive semi-definite matrix, A will be denoted by A >0. Real 
and imaginary parts of the complex matrix A will be denoted by Re[A] and 
Im[A] respectively. That is A = Re[A] + j Im[A] where j2 = -1. An n X n 
identity matrix will be denoted by In or I depending on context. A diagonal 
matrix, A will be denoted by A == diag {ad where aj is the (i,i) element of the 
matrix A. The notation: block col {Ad and block row {Ad is defined 
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block col {Ai } = fA 1 A2 ... AnI 
block row{Ad -
where Ai are matrices of compatible dimensions. 
The symbol, ~ is read equals by definition. The symbol, tI is read for any 
or for all. The symbol, R represents the field of real scalars. The symbol,R n 
represents the space of n X 1 real vectors. The symbol, ( is read is an element 
of (e.g. Xl R n). The symbol, 6( t) stands for the Dirac delta function (also called 
the unit impulse function). 
Linear Systems Terminology 
Consider the linear system given by 
X - Ax + Bu 
y - Cx + Du 
The order of the system is the integer, n. The system has m inputs and p 
outputs. The transfer function of the system is given by C(sI-AJ-l B + D. 
The symbols {A,B,C,D}n or {A,B,C,D} (when D=O, {A,B,C}n or {A,B,C}) 
represent a realization (above differential equations) of the transfer function of 
the system. Note that realizations are not unique. The statements (A ,B) 
controllable and (A, C) observable have the standard meaning, fRef. 34]. The 
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statement (A ,B) stabilizable will mean that the uncontrollable modes of the 
system are stable. The statement (A, C) detectable will mean that the 
unobservable modes of the system are stable. The realization {A ,B ,C ,D} will be 
said to be minimal if it is completely controllable and observable. The system is 
said to be asymptotically stable if ReI>' IA]] < O. The system is said to be 
minimum phase if Relz] < 0 where z is a transmission zero of the system. 
Tra.nsmission zeros are defined for minimal systems to be the values of z such 
that 
rzI-A -Bl 
l-C -DJ loses rank 
The Laplace transform of the function, f{t) will be denoted by L[f (t)](s), 
or when context permits f (s), and t will be used exclusively to denote time and 
s will be used exclusively to denote the Laplace variable. This is an abuse of 
notation but context will always determine whether the function or the transform 
is meant. 
The function, f (t) which is the inverse Laplace transform of the function, 
F(s) will be denoted by L-l[F(s)](t). That is 
f(t) -- L-l[F{s)](t) 
F(s) -- L[f(t)](s) 
Singular values will be used throughout this thesis and to make the thesis 
self con tained some definitions, identities, inequalities and theorems are tabulated 
in Appendix A. 
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Analysis Tools 
The analysis tools needed for the development of the thesis ideas are several 
norms. These norms will now be defined. 
Absolute value: The absolute value of the complex' scalar, z will be denoted by 
/ z / and is defined by / z /2 ~ zz*. 
Vect.or norm: The norm of the complex vector, x will be denoted by IIxll and is 
Maximum singular value: The maximum singular value (sometimes called the 
spectral norm) of the complex matrix, A will be denoted by urAl and is defined 
L 2 norm: The L 2 norm of the complex matrix valued function, I (x) of a single 
real variable, x will be denoted by III (x )1/2 and IS defined by 
00 
III(x)II? ~ J tr[!H(x)/(x)]dx. 
o 
Loo: The Loo norm of the complex matrix valued function, I(x) of a single real 
variable, x will be denoted by III (x )1100 and is defined by 
III(x)/Ioo - sup u[!(x)]. 
z 
Hoc norm: The H 00 norm of the complex matrix valued function, 1(8) of a 
single complex variable, 8 which is analytic in the closed right half plane will be 
denoted by 1//(8)/100 and is defined by 1//(8)/100 = sup u[!(jw)]. 
w 
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Hankel norm: The Hankel norm of the complex matrix valued function, f (8) of 
a single complex variable, 8 which is analytic in the closed right half plane will 
be denoted by II/(s)IIH and is defined by 11/(sllli 6. )..max[UY] where /(8) is 
assumed to have a state space realization: 1 (8) = C( sf -A tl Band U, Y satisfy 
the Lyapunov equations: 
AU + UA T + BB T - 0 
ATY+YA+CTC_O 
Note that this definition is equivalent to other definitions of the Hankel norm 
given in the literature. A finite dimensional realization of 1 (8) was assumed as a 
convenience for this thesis. 
General Framework for Control Systems Analysis and Synthesis 
The purpose of this section is to briefly review a new framework for analysis 
and synthesis of control systems developed by Doyle, [Ref. 5]. This review will 
stat.e the assumptions which imply the use of the specific analysis and synthesis 
tools to be used in this thesis. The point is that other assumptions could just as 
well be made and they in turn would require other analysis and synthesis tools. 
A g;eneral control system is depicted in Fig. n.I. The diagram already 
COMMANDS 
DISTURBANCES 
SENSOR NOISE 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
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PERTURBATIONS 
, OUTPUTS 
NOMINAL SYSTEM 
CONTROLLER 
Fig. II.I General Control System 
[nESPONSES 
\:RRORS 
makes the assumption that the actual physical system can be represented as a 
nominal system plus perturbations. This assumption is necessary since it is 
desirable for the nominal model (typically linear, time invariant ordinary 
differential equations) of the system to be as simple as possible (otherwise we 
cannot do much analysis, let alone synthesis). This is also the motivation for 
model reduction. 
Typically the input signals are gIven for a control problem. That is their 
magnitude, energy, frequency content, ... are specified in some way. The output 
signals on the other hand are functions of the inputs and the rest of the system. 
Typically some desirable output signal magnitude, energy, frequency content, ... 
are specified. These specifications mathematically take the form of frequency 
weight.ed norms. 
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The perturbations denoted by .6. can typically be bounded in some way. In 
general, these bounds mathematically take the form of frequency weighted norms. 
A simple example is the system in Fig. n.2 where the time constant of the 
nominal linear system 
x( t) - ax( t) -I- u (t) 
y(t) - x(t) 
is uncertain but bounded above and below with the absolute value norm, i.e. 
where a == constan t 
~ s-a 
Fig. n.2 Simple Uncertain System 
Another less trivial example is an actuator with a finite bandwidth and rate 
limit. shown in Fig. II.3. This system can be nominally modeled as unity 
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Yc e y 
e 
'8 
Fig. n.3 Finite Bandwidth Actuator with a Rate Limit 
plus a perturbation as shown in Fig. ITA. In this case the uncertainty is bounded 
using the absolute v.alue and L 00 norms and is expressed [Ref. 16] 
I ~(jw) I < 
lIe(t)lIoo < 1]a .:9 
W2 1 1 11] b2 + 4' (1+ q)2 + '2 (l-q) 
(~ + ~l 
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Fig. ll.4 Actuator Nominal Model Plus a Perturbation 
Note that the bound for A(s) depends on the signal level. 
Without elaborating any further here (see Ref. 5 for more details) Doyle's 
Table will be introduced now and is shown as Table IT.I. This table lists out 
various assumptions and the analysis and synthesis tools that result. The 
assumptions that will be used for the remainder of this thesis are found in the 
second and third rows of Table IT.!. 
The second row assumes the input signals have bounded L 2 norms and that 
the output specifications are expressed in terms of L 2 norms. Actually the 
frequeney content of these signals is also of interest but without loss of generality 
the weightings for this frequency content can be absorbed into the nominal 
model. The perturbations are assumed to be zero. These assumptions result in 
the use of Bode plots of singular values as the aIl'alysis tool and for this thesis 
loop shaping as a synthesis tool. 
Table 11.1 Assumptions and Corresponding Analysis and Synthesis Tools 
Assumptions 
Nominal Inputs Output Perturbati ons -Analys is Synthesis 
Plant Spec. 
14hite Covariance 11 =0 Covariance Wiener-Hopf-Kalman \ Noise LQG 
Linear L2 L2 11 = 0 Singular H (Zames, et al.) Values 00 t New ~Vl ...... (lJ Time- UVl stable L2 conic (lJ~ - Bode Plots Loop Shaping a-u General Invariant sector (Framework 
Multiple \l 
L2 Conic Structured New H 
L2 Singular 
00 
L2 Sectors 
(Structured) Value Results / 
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The third row assumes zero inputs and guaranteed stability as the only 
output specification. However, a specific class of perturbations is permitted. 
These assumptions also result in Bode plots of singular values and loop shaping 
as analysis and synthesis tools respectively. 
Note that for these two rows performance and stability robustness are 
treated separately. This is, in fact, one of the weaknesses of loop shaping as a 
design tool and singular values as an analysis tool. Singular values can be used 
in general but may be too conservative. In general, the weakness of loop shaping 
is that we are typically concerned with properties of more than one of the 
feedback system's loops simultaneously. 
This weakness is eliminated with the use of the structured singular value 
[Refs. 17, 18J. The structured singular value permits the non-conservative 
evaluation of robust performance. That is, it answers the question of whether or 
not the performance specification is met in the face of the perturbations (not 
necessarily small). This is not otherwise possible. 
Although the structured singular value and H 00 synthesis techniques [Ref. 
19J are Yery promising tools, they were considered beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Why Bode Plots of Singular Values? 
As already indicated in Table 11.1, using Bode plots of singular values is a 
consequence of the assumptions of the second and third rows of Table n.I. The 
purpose of this section is to develop these consequences in more detail. 
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Performance 
Let G( s) be the asymptotically stable transfer function from the input, u to 
the output, y, i.e. 
y(s) = G(s)u(s) 
Then the following two statements are equivalent IRef. 20]: 
for all 
and 
IIG(s )//00 < 1 
In other words, the H 00 norm of the transfer function (or the L 00 norm of 
the transfer function's frequency response) measures the worst case gain of the 
system. The idea is that for an arbitrary input, u(t), with unit L2 norm, the 
transfer function's Hoo norm gives the worst case L2 norm of the output, y(t). 
Typically frequency content is also important and the utility of this 
approach to measuring performance is increased by introducing the weighting 
transfer funct.ions Wy(s) and Wu(s) respectively. In this case the following two 
stat.ements are equivalent IRef. 20J: 
for all 
and 
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II Wy(s )G(s) W;l(S )1100 < 1 
The Bode plot of the singular values of G(jw) or Wy(jw) G(jw) Wu-1(jw) is 
just a I~raphical means of assessing performance (because the magnitude of the 
highest peak of the frequency response is the Hoc norm). Often the weightings 
are not explicitly constructed, rather, the singular values of G(j w) are plotted 
and the effect of certain weightings can be readily assessed by the shape of the 
frequency response. 
Stability Robustness 
The stability robustness of a MIMO control system can be determined with 
Bode plots of singular values with the aid of the following theorem. Consider the 
perturbed feedback system shown in Fig. II.5 where G( s) is the nominal open 
loop tra nsf er function and 06.( s ) is the 
..:l(S) 
GIS) 
Fig. n.s Perturbed MIMO Feedback System 
transfer function of the additive perturbation. 
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Stability Robustness Theorem: 
Assume that the nominal closed loop system is stable i.e. G(s)[I + G(s)J-l 
has no poles in the closed right half plane. Then for any stable A( s ) such that 
IIL(8) A(8) R-l(s)lloo < 1 
if 
IIR (s)[I + G(s )]-1 L -1(8 )1100 < 1 
the perturbed closed loop system is stable [Ref. 18]. 
Note that this test evaluates closed loop stability of the perturbed system for 
a large class of perturbations with a single test. 
Actually the Stability Robustness Theorem stated above is a special case of 
a more general theorem in Reference 18 but it will be adequate for the purposes 
of this thesis. 
Three stronger requirements for robust stability are: 
!![I + G(jw)] > u[A(jw)] '\Iw 
!![I + G-l(jw)] > o:[G-1(jw)A(jw)] '\Iw 
!![I + G-l(jw)] > u[A(jw) G-l(jw)] '\Iw 
i.e. satisfaction of any of these three requirements implies that the condition of 
the stability robustness theorem is satisfied. A proof of this statement is given in 
Appendix B. 
The advantage of these more conservative requirements is that bounds for 
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the pe:rturbation by itself or the perturbation normalized by the nominal are 
most times easily obtained or estimated and then can be readily compared to 
something that depends only on the nominal system. 
The Bode plot of singular values is again just a graphical means for checking 
whether the control system has stability robustness with respect to a given set of 
perturbations. For example consider the set of perturbations 
{Ll(s) such that u[G-1Uw)LlUw)] < l(w) \fw} 
where l(w) is a known function of frequency. Then ·if the Bode plot of 
Q:[1 + C-1Uw)] lies above the Bode plot of l(w) the perturbed closed loop system 
is guaranteed to be stable for any perturbation in this set. 
Closed Loop Responses 
The purpose of this section is to derive expreSSIOns for a :MIMO control 
system's closed loop responses. Consider the MIMO feedback control system 
shown in Fig. n.6 where G (8) is the plant transfer function; K( 8) is the 
compensator transfer function; Yc is the commanded value for the output, y; u is 
the plant input; d is the disturbance and n is the sensor noise. 
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d Y 
Yc u 
K(S) 1-.... G(S) 
n 
Fig. n.6 MIM:O Feedback Control System 
Employing standard feedback algebra results in the following closed loop 
responses where for notational convenience, the Laplace variable notation, s has 
been suppressed: . 
y - d + GK[yc - (n + y)] 
- (1 + GKtl [d + GK(Yc-n )] 
e A Yc - Y 
- -(1+ GKtld + [I - (/+ GKtlGK] Yc + (/+ GKtl GK n 
- (1+ GKtl (yc- d) + (/+ GKtl GK n 
u - K[yc - {n+ d+ Gu)l 
- (1+ KGtl K{yc-n- d) 
Desensitization 
One important goal of feedback is to accomplish desensitization. 
De~ensitization means making a system or system component insensitive to 
changes in operating conditions. A classic example is the feedback amplifier 
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where some of its component's dynamic characteristics vary widely with 
temperature, however, with feedback this variation can be made negligible. 
The purpose of this section is to quantify the effect of feedback III 
accomplishing this desensitization. Note that this will not be a stability 
robustness analysis (which requires another analysis), here, stability is 'assumed. 
To quantify the desensitizing effect of feedback in the multivariable case, the 
comparison sensitivity approach will be used [Refs. 21, 22]. In order that we 
compare "apples to apples," the relative sizes of perturbations to two transfer 
functions (open and closed loop) which are nominally the same will be compared. 
To facilitate this comparison, constant pre- or post-compensation will be used 
such that the nominal closed loop transfer function will be identical to the 
nominal open loop transfer function. 
OuipU1t Sensitivity 
For the effects of a perturbation on the output consider the open loop 
system in Fig. II.7 and the closed loop system in Fig. n.8 where G(s) is 
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y 
K(S) 
Fig.II.7 Open Loop System With Perturbation 
A(S) 
y y 
K(S) G(S) 1+ G(S)K(S) 
Fig. 11.8 Closed Loop System With Perturbation and Post-compensation 
the nominal plant transfer function, K(s) and ~(s) are the transfer functions of 
the compensator and perturbation respectively. 
For notational convenience, the Laplace variable notation, 8 will be 
dropped. Let the perturbed plant be denoted by 
Gp A G + ~ 
- (/+ Pot l G 
.. 
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where 
is a normalized (from the right) version of A(s) (i.e. % error). 
Then the transfer functions from y to '!J for Figs. ll.7 and ll.8 are given by 
Tol - GpK = open loop transfer function 
Tel - (J+ GK)(J+ GpKtl GpK = closed loop transfer function 
It can be verified that when A = 0 (Le. nominal condition) the two transfer 
functions: Tol and Tel are the same. What is of interest here is the effect of the 
perturbation on Tol and Tel. The effect of the perturbation on the open loop 
transfer function is given by 
To obtain an analogous expression for the closed loop transfer function, 
substitute for Gp and perform the following algebra: 
where 
Tel - (1+ GK)[I + (1+ Pot1 GKJ-l (/+ Pot1 GK 
(J + GK)[(J + Po t 1 (J + Po + GK)}-1 (J + Po t 1 GK 
- (1+ GK)(1+ GK+ Pot1 GK 
- (1+ GK) {[f + Po (1+ GKt l } (1+ GK) }-1 GK 
- II + Po(I+ GKt l t l GK 
- [I + (Po)el }-1 GK 
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At this point the effect of feedback on the perturbation is readily seen. The 
closed loop perturbation is essentially a scaled version of the open loop 
perturbation. In terms of the spectral norm we have 
U[{Po)cl] - u[po(l+ GKtl] 
< u[Po] 0=[(1+ GKt1 ] 
= u[PoJ a:[I+1 GK] .. 
That is if a:[I + GK) > 1 holds at some frequency (s=jw) then the use of 
feedback accomplishes desensitization at that frequency. Bode plots of singular 
values again can be used as a graphical means of assessing a feedback system's 
desensitization properties. 
Inpu t Sensitivity 
For the effects of the perturbation on the input consider the open loop 
system in Fig. II.9 and the closed loop system in Fig. n.lD. 
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u 
G(8) 
Fig. n.g Open IJoop System With Perturbation 
~(S) 
-u u 
1+ K(S)G(S) G(S) K(S) 
Fig. n.lO Closed Loop System With Pert1llrbation and Pre-compensation 
Let the perturbation be normalized from the left, then 
where 
Performing the same steps as for the output results in the closed loop 
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perturbation being given by 
At this point the effect of feedback on the perturbation is readily seen. The 
closed loop perturbation is essentially a scaled version of the open loop 
perturbation. In terms of the spectral norm we have 
u[(Pj led - u[(I + KGt l Pd 
< 0'[(1+ KGtl ] u[P..J 
- u[P.-j a:[I+1KG] 
That is if a:[I+ KG] > 1 holds at some frequency (s=jw) then the use of 
feedback accomplishes desensitization at that frequency. Bode plots of singular 
values again can be used as a graphical means of assessing a feedback system's 
desensitization properties. 
Feedback System Transfer Functions 
The purpose of this section is to define some special transfer functions which 
will be used for assessing a feedback system's performance, desensitization and 
stability robustness properties. The following terminology will now be attached 
to some of the transfer functions from above. Let 
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Lo(s) .Do. G(s)K(s) - output loop transfer function 
Lj{s) .Do K(s )G(s) - input loop transfer function 
1+ G(s)K(s) - output return difference 
1+ K(s)G(s) - input return difference 
So (s) .Do [I + G( s )K( s WI - output sensitivity 
Sds) .Do [I + K(s)G(s)]·-I - input sensitivity 
Ho(s) ~ [I + G(s)K(s)]"-I G(s)K(s) = output closed loop 
H .. (s) .Do K(s )G(s HI + K(s )G(s WI = input closed loop 
1 + [G (s )K (s )]-1 - H;I( s) - output inverse-return difference 
I + [K( s ) G (s )J-1 - H..-1( s) - input inverse-return difference 
The feedback properties are summarized in Table n.2. 
Typicll,l Control System Design Problem 
The design problem assumes that the external inputs (commands, 
disturbances, sensor noise) are specified in some way (weighted L2 norm bounds). 
An assumption regarding the uncertainty of the nominal model (frequency 
responsl~ error bound) is also required. It is also assumed that the objective of 
the desitgn problem (small error between the output and commanded output) is 
specified in some way (weighted L2 norm bounds again). Another objective may 
be that control energy is minimized in meeting the small error objective. 
Satisfying the control energy objective will be treated as a secondary objective 
and will only be mentioned briefly in a later section. 
Mathematically the control design problem takes the following form. 
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Table II.2 Summary of Feedback System Properties 
Closed Loop Responses: 
Stability Robustness: 
O'[Hj-l(jW)] > 0'[C-1Uw)AUw)] '\Iw 
Desensitization: 
0' [H;lUw)] > 0'[AUw)C-1(jw)] '\Iw 
0' [(PdclUW) ] 
O'[(PO)clUW ) ] 
'\Iw 
'\Iw 
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Assume that weightings have been obtained such that the magnitude and 
frequency content of the commands, disturbances and sensor noise for the control 
problem are described by 
IIL-1 [WYc(s )Yc(s)] (t )112 < 1 
II L -I [W d (s )d (s )] (t) 112 < 1 
IlL -l[W n (s )n (s )] (t )112 < 1 
Likewise assume that a weighting has been obtained such that the 
acceptable magnitude and frequency content of the error (Le. e t::. Yc -y) is 
described by 
Assume that the modeling process has produced a nominal model of the 
plant, G(s) (transfer function corresponding to linear, time invariant, ordinary 
differential equations) and one or both of the input and/or output scalar, 
frequency dependent, multiplicative uncertainty bounds Idw) and/or 10 (w). These 
bounds describe the uncertainty between the nominal model, G(s) and the true 
system Gtrue{ s) as follows. Although the true system is not precisely known we 
will assume it belongs to one or both of the sets: 
{Gtrue(s): u[G-l(jw) [Gtrue (jw) - G(jw)]] < lj(w)} 
{Gtrue(s): u[[GtrueUw) - G(jw)] G-l(jw)] < lo(w) } 
Given the weightings Wy,(s), Wd(s), Wn(s) and We(s), the nominal model, 
G(s) and its uncertainty bounds, /j(w) and lo(w) the control system design 
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problem is to find the compensator transfer function such that the performance 
objective is satisfied for the feedback system of Fig. n.ll. 
d 
Yc Y 
K(S) Gtrue (S) 
Fig. IT.II Feedback Control System Block Diagram 
Although Doyle's structured singular value and H 00/ L 00 synthesis method 
IRefs. 5, 17, 18, 19J solve this problem, the theoretical background required is far 
beyond the scope of this work, hence, this thesis will only discuss an approximate 
solution. In addition to the substantial theoretical understanding required, the 
H 00/ L 00 synthesis method requires significantly more numerical computations to 
obtain the compensator transfer function, K(8). 
A major simplifying assumption is to require only that the performance 
objective be satisfied for the nominal system (second row of Table n.l) although 
stability is required for the true system (3rd row of Table n.l). The other 
simplification is that no formal optimization will be attempted. 
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Performance and Uncertainty Requirements 
To meet the performance objective for each one of the command, 
disturbance and sensor noise individually requires that 
IIWe(s)[I + Lo(8)]-1 Wy:l(s)lIoo < 1 
IIWe(s)[I + Lo(s)]-1 Wi1(s)lIoo < 1 
IIWe(s)[I + Lo(s)]-I Lo(s)W;I(.,)IIoo < 1 
To satisfy the outpu t stability robustness requirement, requires that 
To gain a clearer picture of these requirements, note that they are satisfied if 
where 
We (w)Wy:1 (w) < !r[I + Lo(jw)] 
We (w)wil(w) < !![I + LoUw)] 
0'[[1 + LoUwWl Lo(jw)] < we-1(w)wn(w) 
0'[[1 + LoUw)]-1 Lo(jw)] < 10-I(w) 
We (w) l:l 0'[ We (j w)] 
wd(JJ) l:l a:[ WI: (jw)] k = Yc ,d ,n 
It will be helpful to choose the simple performance objective 
Ile(t)lb _~ IIYc(t)-y(i)lb<£ 
1 9' We(s) = -; 
and plot 1. w,~l (w), .!. wil(w), £Wn (w) and 10-1(w) versus frequency. Such a plot £./C £ . 
is shown in Fig. 11.12 where a log-log scale has been used. 
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Satisfying the requirements for the commands and disturbances requires that 
a plot of !rlI + LoUw)] lie above the command and disturbance curves in Fig. 
II.12. Satisfying the requirements for the sensor noise and uncertainty requires 
that a plot of 0'[ [I + Lo Uw)]-l LoUw)] lie below the sensor noise and 
uncertainty curves in Fig. 11.12. 
, 
log I "fWk' (wI I 
FOR 
OR 
log I£~' (wI I 
/DISTURBANCE 
SENSOR 
NOISE 
logw 
o ~--~~~~~~------------~~------~~ 
Fig. II.12 Typical Magnitude and Frequency Content of Commands, 
Disturbances, Sensor Noise and Uncertainty 
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Large and Small Loop Gain Approximations 
Although the requirements are III terms of !?:[I + LoUw)] and 
u[ [I + LoUw)]-l Lo(jw)] they can be well approximated by requirements on 
large and small loop gains as follows. Note that if !?:[I + LoUw)] is large (i.e. 
> > 1) then !!:[LoUw)] is also large in fact 
when 
Also note t.hat if 0'[[1 + Lo(jw)]-l Lo(jw)] is small (i.e. « 1) then u[LoUw)] is 
also small in fact 
when 
These observations suggest that Fig. 11.12 can be used to determine 
graphically the suitability of any Lo(s) and thus of any compensator, K(s) (since 
Lo(s) == G(s)K(s)) by simply sketching the singular values of LoUw). Such a 
plot is shown in Fig. 11.13. 
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logw 
o ~----------------~----~L---------------~~.-1r.----------------------~ 
Fig. n.13 Loop Shape Constraints and Trial Design 
The secondary objective of minimizing control energy can be approximately 
satisfied by having the u[Lo(jw)] line follow as closely as possible to the 
command and disturbance limits. 
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Crossover Requirements 
The large and small loop gain approximations are not valid when the 
singular values of the loop transfer function are near unity (i.e. crossover) and 
thus additional constraints are required for crossover. These constraints are that 
the minimum singular values of the return difference and the inverse return 
difference don't get too much smaller than unity near crossover. This is such 
that performance and stability robustness are not compromised for frequencies in 
the crossover region. Recall that when the minimum singular value of the return 
difference is less than unity, disturbance and command responses of the error and 
sensitivity are amplified compared to open loop. When the minimum singular 
value o>f the inverse-return difference is much less than unity the closed loop 
system could be unstable for small perturbations. 
SISO Interpretation 
The crossover requirements for SISO systems have historically [Ref.23] been 
expressed in terms of gain and phase margins. The relationships between the 
gain and phase margins and the magnitudes of the return difference and the 
inverse-return difference will now be derived. 
Phase ~Margin 
By the definition of the phase margin, PM of the loop transfer function, 
L(s); L(jw) = - (cos PM + j sin PM) for some frequency, w. In this case the 
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magnitude of the return difference and the invers~return difference are the same 
which can be seen by 
11+ L(jw)1 - 11+ L(jw)1 
IL(jw)1 
In terms of the phase margin they are given by 
11 + L(jw)1 = 11 + L-l(jW) I - V(I- cos PM)2 + sin2 PM 
- J2 J 1 - cos PM 
Thus clearly a small phase margin (say I PM I < 30 deg.) implies a small return 
difference and inverse-return difference magnitude. 
Gain Margin 
By the definition of the gam margIn, GM of the loop transfer function, 
L (8); L (jw) = - lOGM for some frequency, w. In this case the magnitude of the 
return difference is given by 
and the magnitude of the inverse-return difference is given by 
Thus clearly a small gain margin (say I GM I < 0.3) implies a small return 
difference and inverse-return difference magnitude. Historically the gain margin, 
GM as defined above is multiplied by 20 to give its value in dB. That is 
GM = 1 and GM = 20dB are equivalent. 
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LQG Loop Shaping 
The process of obtaining satisfactory (in terms of Fig. n.l3) Bode plots of 
the sinl~ular values of the loop transfer function is called loop shaping. The LQG 
design methodology can be a remarkably effective tool for achieving the loop 
shaping demanded by Fig. II.l3. A detailed description of the manner in which 
LQG can be used to solve multivariable control problems is given in Reference 
24. Some of the properties of LQG loops which make the LQG methodology 
effect.ive for loop shaping will be briefly summarized below. In addition to LQG 
propert.ies, some algorithms for loop shaping and two simple examples will also be 
LQ Regulator 
The linear quadratic (LQ) regulator problem assumes that a model of the 
system 
x - Ax + Bu XE Rn 
and a performance index 
Q > 0 , R > 0 
have been specified where the objective is to minimize J. This results [Refs. 1-5] 
in the control law u = -Kc x where Ke is obtained from the positive semi-
definite solution, Pe of the Riccati equation: 
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as Kc = R -1 B T Pc where it is assumed that (A ,B) is stabilizable. 
It was shown in Reference 25 that there is no loss of generality in taking 
Q = HT H where H is an m X n matrix. That is for any Q ,R the full state 
feedback matrix, Kc could also have been obtained for some H where 
Q = HT H. Thus the designer's only input to the LQ regulator problem will be 
taken to be H. To insure a stable regulator H is always taken to be such that 
(A ,H) is detectable. 
The L Q regulator's block diagram is shown in Fig. II.l4. It is well known 
-,_ ~_(SI_.A_).1_H;] 
Fig. D.14 LQ Regulator Block Diagram 
[Ref. 1-5] that if (A ,H) is detectable the regulator is stable. Other theoretical 
properties of interest here can be derived from the Riccati equation as follows. 
For notational convenience let 
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</>( S ) A (sl-Atl 
-
Lj(s) A Kc(sI-AtlB 
-
Wc(s) A H(sI-AtlB 
-
Note that Lj(s) is just the regulator's loop transfer function and Wc(s) is the 
transfer function corresponding to the weighting in the LQ performance index 
which the designer can specify. Starting with the Riccati equation we have 
ATPe + PeA + HTH - PcBBTpc = 0 
(-jwI-AT)Pe + Pc (jwI-A) - fIT H + KtKc - 0 
Pc </> + </>H Pc - </>H HT H </> + </>H K{Kc</> = 0 
BT Pe</>B + BT </>H PcB - BT </>H HT H</>B + BT </>H KtKc</>B - 0 
Kc</>B + BT </>H Kt - W!(jw) WcUw) + Lf(jw)LjUw) = 0 
[I + LjUw)]H[I + LjUw)] = 1+ W!(jw)Wc(jw) (Il.LQ) 
Two important properties of the LQ regulator can be determined from this 
final equation and they are 
LQ Property 1: !l[I + LjUw)] > 1 t/w 
LQ Property 2: u[LjUu;)] .:::: u[WcUw)] 
when a:[WeUw)]» 1 
The first can be seen by observing that the right hand side of (II.LQ) has 
eigenvalues which are all greater than or equal to unity (since 
WcHU w) We U w) > 0 t/w) together with the definition of singular values 
applied to the left hand side. The second can be seen be observing that the 
identity matrices are negligible when a:[WcUw)] is large (i.e. » 1 ). 
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The first property is important since it implies that the LQ regulator's input 
return ,difference has a minimum singular value which is larger than or equal to 
unity for any frequency. This in turn implies that the regulator has desirable 
disturbance rejection and desensitization properties (i.e. both are equal to or 
better than open loop for any frequency!). 
The second property is important since the command and disturbance 
requirements of Fig. n.13 are for large loop gam. Thus the regulator loop 
transfer function's high gain characteristics can be specified a priori by choosing 
the L Q weighting matrix, H such that We (s) = H( sf -A t 1 B has the required 
high gain characteristic. 
To achieve the high gain performance requirement with H( sf -A t 1 B it may 
also be necessary to append additional dynamics. For example, to achieve zero 
steady state errors may require additional integrators in the plant (i.e. integral 
control). This is equivalent to frequency dependent weighting [Ref. 26]. 
It is also well known [Ref. 27, 28] that the LQ regulator has certain 
guaranteed stability robustness properties. This is also a consequence of 
Q:[I + LjUw)] > 1 '\tw. It is the multivariable generalization of avoiding the 
-1 critical point on the Nyquist diagram for SISO systems. It implies that LQ 
regulator loops provide reasonable transition or "crossover" between the low and 
high frequency regions shown in Fig. n.13. 
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Finally we note that at high frequencies the LQ loop transfer function 
approaches [Ref. 24J 
.::: 1.. u[HB] 
w 
when HB is full rank. This shows how the high frequency roll-off characteristics 
are related to H. This is a relatively slow attenuation rate and is the price the 
regula.tor pays for its excellent return difference properties. We recognize that no 
. physical system can maintain a .!. characteristic indefinitely [Ref. 29]. This is 
w 
not a concern since L j ( 8) is only a design function and will have to be 
approximated by the full state loop transfer recovery procedure. 
Full State Loop Transfer Recovery 
The next step of the design process is to provide estimates of the states by 
processing the output measurements with a Kalman filter. This procedure is also 
well known [Refs. 1-5J. It involves the model of the system: 
x - Ax + Bu + e 
y - ex + fJ 
where I: and fJ are un correlated white noise processes with spectral intensities 
given by 
E[e(l)eT(r)] -- o(t-r)M 
E[fJ(I)f7T(r)] -- o(t-r)N 
where M > 0 
where N > 0 
the estimation equations 
; 
x 
-
y 
-
and the performance index 
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Ax + Bu + Kf(y-y) 
CX 
J = lim tr E[ (x(t) - x(t)) (x(t) - x(t)f ] 
t-oo 
where J is to be minimized by choice of Kf . 
The solution for the constant matrix, Kf is well known [Refs. 1-5] and IS 
obtained from the positive semi-definite solution, Pf of the Riccati equation: 
as K, = Pf C
T N-1 where it is assumed that (A ,C) is observable. 
Using the estimates of the state in the control law i.e. u = -Kc x results in 
the compensator transfer function 
It is also well known that this compensator results in a stable closed loop system 
for any noise parameters: M,N. For the purposes of this thesis these noise 
intensities will be treated as design parameters which can be manipulated by the 
designer and not as some sacrosanct noise intensities for the system. By duality 
with the LQ results [Ref. 25] there is no loss of generality in taking M = rr T 
and N = I where r is an n X m matrix. 
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For full state loop transfer recovery, the following value for r will be used: 
r = qB 
where q is a scalar design parameter. Then as q becomes large (assuming 
G(s) =~ .C(sJ-A tIE is minimum phase) it has been shown in Reference 30 that 
the filter gain behaves in such a way that 
lim K(s)G(s) - Kc(sI-AtIB 
q-oo 
where the convergence is pointwise in s. 
This design procedure essentially inverts the plant from the left i.e. 
lim K(s) == Kc(sJ-AtIB G-I(s) 
q-oo 
This inversion, intuitively is why G(s) is not allowed to have zeros in the right 
half plane. In practice the recovery procedure is effective as long as G(s) has no 
right half plane zeros with magnitudes in frequency ranges where high loop gain 
is required. The limitations on the achievable performance of feedback systems 
because of non-minimum phase zeros is discussed in Ref. 31. 
It has been suggested [Refs. 32,331 that an improved recovery is obtained by 
using colored rather than white process noise. This procedure however does not 
recover the LQ loop transfer function i.e. 
lim K(s )G(s) =1= Kc(sf.-A tlB 
q-oo 
when colored noise is used. Th4~ reason the authors of References 32 and 33 
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concluded that an improvement was obtained is that although their LQ loop 
transfer function, Kc (sl -A t 1 B did not satisfy the requirements of Fig. n.13, 
their LQG loop transfer function K(s )G(s) (obtained with colored noise) d'id 
satisfy the requirements of Fig. n.13. The point is that the desirable K(s )G(s) 
loop transfer function could have been recovered with white noise if the LQ loop 
transfer function had in fact been desirable. 
SISO Double Integrator Example 
The design methodology will now be illustrated with a simple example. 
Assume the desired loop shape must satisfy the requirements shown in Fig. n.IS 
I 
where G(s) = 2' The state space matrices are 
s 
log IK(jwIG{jwl I 
o~------------~----~~~--~~----------------~ 
Fig. IT.IS Desired Loop Shape For Double Integrator Plant 
given by 
rO 11 
A - Lo OJ 
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rol 
B - LIJ C = [I 0] 
The first step is to choose H such that H(sI-AtlB satisfies the low frequency 
requirement. This is obtained by choosing 
H = [w; 0] 
as can be seen from the plot in Fig. n.16. 
Solving the L Q Riccati equation gives 
the LQ loop transfer function is given by 
(s+ ~] 
(A] 
That it satisfies the requirements of Fig. n.15, can be verified by examining the 
plot of I KcUwI-A t l B I shown in Fig. n.16. LQ Property 2 can also be verified 
by comparing 
log l!<cljwl.AI·1a I 
OR 
log IHijwl.AI·1B I 
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log I !<cljWJ.AI·1B I 
logw 
O~----------~~~--~--~~~-------------4~ 
Fig. n.16 LQ Loop Transfer Function for Double Integrator 
IH(jwI-AtlBI and I KcUwI-AtlB I for frequencies w«wo (i.e. where 
IH(jwI-AtlBI »1). 
Solving the filter Riccati equation gives 
Computing the compensator transfer function results in 
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K(s) 
Fitnally the input loop transfer function is given by 
K(s)G(s) -
and its magnitude for 8 = jw is sketched in Fig. n.17 for several values of q. 
The L(J loop transfer function is also sketched in Fig. n.17 for comparison. 
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log w 
\.. ... --..... ~.,..---' 
IK(jW)G(jw) I 
Fig. ll.17 LQG Recovery for Double Integrator 
From the expression for K(s)G(s) above it can be seen that 
lim K(s )G(s) -
q-oo 
The convergence of K(s )G(s) to Kc(sI-AtiB as q goes to infinity occurs 
pointwise on s not uniformly on 8. This means· that for finite q the 
approximation K(s )G(s) .:::: Kc(sI-A tiB will be valid only over a restricted 
frequency range. Outside that range the approximation can be quite poor. This 
is evident from the plots in Fig. n.l7. Practically of course the errors at high 
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frequency cause little concern provided I K(jw) G(jw) I stays small. 
Designing a full state L Q regulator and then recovering the full state design 
with the Kalman filter has just been discussed. This approach was followed 
because it is the usual sequence one considers for LQG design. This process 
allows the designer to shape the input loop transfer function K(s )G(s). 
A dual procedure for shaping the output loop transfer function G( s )K( s) is 
to design the filter first and recover with the regulator. The equations for this 
alternate procedure are mathematical "duals" of the ones given above. The 
subtle differences between the two procedures are discussed in Reference 31. 
\ 
The filter loop transfer function, L()(s) = C(sI-At1K, shown in block 
diagram form in Fig. ll.18, enjo'ys the same properties as the LQ loop transfer 
function. These properties are summarized in Table 11.3. 
v 
Fig. n.IS li'iRter Loop Transfer Function 
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Tab Ie IT.a Regulator and Filter Loop Transfer Function Properties 
Input Output 
Minimal Q =HTH R =1 M =rr T N=1 
Parameterization where H is m X n where r is n X m 
Definitions Lj(s) = Kc(sl-A tlB LI/(s) = C(sl-A tIKI 
W((s) = H(sl-AtlB W,(s) = C(sl-Atlr 
Return Difference Bound 2:[1+ Lj(jw) ] > 1 2:[1+ Lo(jw) ] > 1 
Inverse-Return 2:[1+ L j-l(jw) ] > 1/2 2:[1+ Lo-I(jw) ] > 1/2 
Difference Bound 
Near Equality of O'fL.(jw) 1 .::: O'r W (jw) 1 L' J LC J rL (. )1 "-J fw (. ) 1 0' L 0 JW J = 0' l I JW J 
W( s) and £ (s) 
when 2:[ WcUw)] » 1 when !![ WI Uw)] » 1 (useful for design) 
High Frequency - r L (. )' =:::. 1. - f HB 1 O'l i JW J- wO'l J - f L (. ) 1 =:::. 1. - r cr 1 O'l oJW J- wO'L J 
Characteristics 
(useful for design) w -+ 00 for W -+ 00 
(A ,H) observable (A ,f) controllable 
HB full rank cr full rank 
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The duality of these two design procedures is easy to see in the SISO double 
integrator example given above by interchanging the roles of w; and q. That is 
since they appear symmetrically, let Wo go to infinity while holding q fixed to 
give the desired loop shape (either K(s)G(s) or G(s)K(s) since they are the 
same for SISO). 
The LQG input and output loop shaping procedures are summarized 10 
Table ]].4. 
Advanced Loop Shaping 
The LQG loop shaping procedures just discussed required that the plant 
have the dynamics of the desired loop shape i.e. the poles of either Kc (sf -A t 1 B 
or C( sl-A t 1 K, are the same as those of the plant. Actually, as already alluded 
to, dynamics may be appended if they are not already present in the plant. 
Advaneed loop shaping just formalizes this process. 
Assume the high gain characteristics of the desired loop shape are given by 
CI (sf -Ad-l BI i.e. AI' BI , q are all three specified by the designer to satisfy the 
high gain requirements of Fig. 11.13. The plant transfer function will still be 
given by C(sf-AtlB. This desired loop shape can be approximately obtained 
for either the input or output loop transfer function with the appropriate one of 
the following two dual procedures. 
The proeedure for the input will now be discussed and the other will follow 
by duality. The augmented plant state space realization is given by 
Table 11.4 LQG Input and Output Loop Shaping Procedure 
Input Output 
append additional dynamics 
if necessary and choose H 
or r such that the indicat- H(sI-A)-lB C(SI-A)-lr 
ed transfer function has 
satisfactory high gain 
cha racteri s ti cs 
ATp P A + HTH -
T 
P AT + rrT _ p CTCP + P BBlp = 0 AP f + = 0 solve'the Riccati and c c c c f f f 
gain equations K = BTp Kf = P C
T 
c c f 
to obtain the ideal Kc{SI-A)-lB C(SI-A)-lKf loop transfer function 
AP f + PAT + 2BB T 
T 0 ATp + P A + q2CTc _ P BBTp 0 - PfC CPf = = choose a scalar q and f q c c c c 
solve the Riccati and 
P CT BTp gain equations Kf = Kc = f c 
then if G(s) = C(sI-A,-lB 
)-1 K(s)G(s) ~ Kc(sI-A B G(s)K(s) ~ C(SI-A)-lKf 
is minimum phase 
as q ~ 00 as q ~ 00 
-
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A; - [~ 1,] B; - [:,] 
OJ = [C 0] 
Note that this does not change the input-output transmission of the plant i.e. 
Now to obtain an L Q loop transfer function which has the high gam 
characteristics of q (sf -Ad-1 BI let 
Hi = [0 Cd 
and solve the regulator Riccati equation for Pc > 0: 
to obtain the full state gain 
When A is stable Kc is given by 
with Kc = Btpc where Pc > 0 is the solution to the (lower order) Riccati 
equation: 
Note that when the plant is stable it is not involved in the computations so far. 
That is only Ai, Bi , Ci (typically of lower dimension than A ,B ,C) have to be 
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manipulated. 
Next the full state feedback recovery procedure is used as follows. Let 
where q is the scalar design parameter used for recovery and solve the filter 
Riccati equation for PI > 0: 
to obtain the filter gain 
The compensator transfer function is obtained as usual from 
Assuming G(s) is minimum phase and stable we have 
lim K(s )G(s) = K,(sI-Ad-1 Bl 
q-+oo 
where for w such that 
!![C1(jwI-Az)-1 Btl » 1 which was the design objective. 
The comments regarding the minimum phase aSsumption III a prevIOus 
section covering ordinary full state feedback recovery apply here as well. That is 
the desirable properties of the L Q loop function Kc (sI -Ad-1 Bl will be recovered 
for frequencies other than those near the magnitudes of right half plane zeros. 
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Using the procedure for an unstable system results in a loss of accuracy in 
the approximation of the desired loop shape. This is consistent with the fact 
that [llef. 2g] arbitrary loop shapes are not possible for unstable systems. Thus 
the procedure is still applicable to unstable systems but the choice of A" B
" 
C, 
must be made with attention to the limits to achievable performance. 
SISO First Order Example 
A simple example will now be discussed to help clarify the steps of this 
procedure. Let the plant be given by 
G(s) - 2 A = -1, B =: 2, C = 1 8+ l' 
Let the desired loop transfer function be given by 
100 
8 
A, = 0, B, = 100, C, = 1 
The plant is stable and Kc can be verified to be given by 
This results in the desired loop transfer function being achieved exactly by the 
LQ loop transfer function i.e. 
100 
8 
The filter gain can be verified to be given by 
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from which it can be seen that 
lim K j - f 2q 1 
q-oo - ~OOq 
Using this limiting expression for K, to compute K( s) it can be seen that 
lim K ( s ) G ( 8 ) lim 100q(s+ 1) (. : 1 -q-oo q- 00 8 2 + (101+ 2q)8 + 1 1 
lim 200 
- (l~l + 2) s+ q- 00 8 2 1 -+ q q 
100 
-
8 
As already alluded to, this procedure has a dual for shaping the output loop 
transfer function G( 8 )K( s). Both procedures are summarized in Table n.5. 
The design procedures just discussed are very powerful for shaping either the 
input or output open loop transfer functions. However, in most design problems 
both loops must have desirable properties. Thus, one major weakness of the 
design procedures is that only the properties of one open loop transfer function 
may be formally tailored. Of course for SISO problems the input and output 
loop transfer functions are the same since G(8) and K(s) commute. 
Table 11.5 Advanced LQG Input and Output Loop Shaping Procedure 
Form the 
augmented state 
space realization 
solve the Riccati 
and gain equation 
to obta in either 
Regulator Loop Transfer: -( T)-l-K sI-t\. B. 
c 1 1 
Input 
fA ol 
Ai' 0 A~ 
C. = [C 0] 
1 
A!-P +P A".+H!H.-P B.B!P. = 0 
1C C1 11 C11C 
P > 0 
c -
n A stable 
or 
Filter Loop Transfer: Co(SI-Ao)-lKf 
T T T AiPc+PcAt+CtCt-PcBtBtPc = 0 
solve the Riccati 
and gain equation 
Form K(s) 
then if G( s) 
is minimum 
phase 
Pc ~ 0 Kc=[O Kc J Kc=Blpc 
- - - TT 2- -T - -T- -A.Pf+Pft\·+q B.B.-PfC.C.Pf=O 1 1 1 1 1 1 
- --T P f ~ 0 Kf = P fC i 
K(s)=K(sI-A.+8.K +KfC. )-lKf c 1 1 C 1 
lim K(s)G(s) = K (SI-A.)-18 . 
c 1 1 q---XlO 
= Kc(SI-At)-lBt for A stable 
fA 
A = ~ 0 
C = [C 0 
01 
Ai 
CiJ 
Output 
[If] 
Bo = loJ 
K = PcT f f 0 
A stable 
r = 0 
ATp +p A" +q2cTc -p 8 8l p = 0 
o c coo 0 coo c 
p > 0 K = 8Tp 
c - c 0 c 
fOl 
~~ 
I 
U1 
\0 
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Motivation For Model Reduction 
As we have seen a powerful design technique (L QG loop shaping) exists to 
formally solve the control problem. However, this design technique requires the 
manipulation of matrices with dimensions greater than or equal to that of the 
plant model. Also it results in a compensator transfer function which has order 
equal to or greater than that of the plant. 
For many problems the order of the plant is so high, as to prohibit a 
successful design of the compensator (either by cost of computations or accuracy 
of computations). Even when the design process can be carried out it may be 
desirable to simplify the compensator (i.e. reduce its order) for implementation 
purposes. This could be to save implementation computer time and memory, 
provide ease of checkout and verification of the implementation, eliminate 
excessive gain scheduling, or for any of many other practical reasons. 
Thus we are led to search for reduced order models to simplify the design, 
analysis and implementation of the control system. Many methods of obtaining a 
reduced order model exist [Refs. 6-15] and the fundamental ideas of the 
internally balanced realization method will be discussed next. 
Internally Balanced Realizations 
Balanced realizations will be used throughout the sequel. When the 
adjective internally is used, it represents the essentially unique realization of an 
asymptotically stable MIMO transfer function defined by B. C. MOJre [Ref. 11]. 
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A geometric interpretation of the balanced realization, an algorithm for 
computing the realization and some of its properties will now be discussed. 
A state space realization of the system to be balanced is given by 
x - Fx + Gu 
y - Hx 
URN udt m 
It is assumed that the system is asymptotically stable, i.e. Re [AlPll < O. The 
minimal order of the system will be taken to be n where n < N. That is the 
given system may be uncontrollable and/or unobservable. 
Geom'etric Interpretation 
With reference to the block diagram shown in Fig. n.19 ask the following 
two 
~n-1 ~(SI'F)'1 
Fig. D.IO Block Diagram for Internally Balanced Realization Discussion 
(dual) questions. 'What set of points in the x-state space could be part of the 
zero initial condition response for some input, u(t) such that lIu(t)llz < 1? and 
what set of points in the x-state space as initial conditions could produce an 
output, y( t) such that Ily( t)ll2 < 1 with zero external input? 
Moore showed that these two sets are in general different ellipsoids. The 
following general theorem was proved by Moore, [Ref. 11]. 
Grammian- Ellipsoid Theorem 
Let F( t) be an impulse response matrix of some asymptotically stable, 
linear, time invariant system. Let 
00 
G F ~ J 0 F (t)F T (t) dt > 0 
S, t> {x(t): x(l) = J: F(I-r)_(T)dT, 'r/I, 11_(1)11, < I} 
S, ~ {X( 0): y( I) = J: F T(t -T)X( 0 )6(T)d r, 'r/I, lIy(t )11, = I] 
the grammlan, controllable set and observable set for F( t) respectively. 
Furthermore let the eigenvalue decomposition of the grammian be given by 
Then 
and 
GF = VI; VT, VT V = I, I; = diag {ad, V = block col[vd 
Se -- ellipsoid with semi-axes given by J(i; Vi 
So - ellipsoid with semi-axes given by . ~ Vi 
Vaj 
For the first question let F(t) = eFt G, then the answer is the controllable 
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set, 5e . For the second question let F(t) = ePTtHT , then the answer is the 
observable set, 5(1' These grammians have been given special names [Refs. 11, 
34,35]: 
00 
U - J (I eFt GG T eFT t dt = controllability grammian 
Y J ~ eFT t HT HeFt dt = observability grammian 
It is well known [Refs. 11, 34, 35] that these grammians can be computed from 
the Lyapunov equations 
FU + UF T + GG T - 0 (ll.la) 
FTy + YF + HTH - 0 (ll.lb) 
These results are now summarized. The lengths and directions of the 
controllability ellipsoid semi-axes are the square roots of the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors of the controllability grammian respectively. The lengths and 
directions of the observability ellipsoid semi-axes are the reciprocals of the square 
roots of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the observability grammian 
respectively. 
It is well known [Refs. 34, 35] that a zero eigenvalue of the controllability 
grammian implies {F, G} is uncontrollable and that a zero eigenvalue of the 
observability grammian implies {F ,H} is unobservable. The association of these 
grammian eigenvalues with the lengths of the ellipsoid semi-ax es is intuitively 
pleasing in that: an uncontrollable direction would clearly correspond to an 
ellipsoid semi-ax is of zero length and an unobservable direction would clearly 
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correspond to an ellipsoid semi-axis of infinite length. Hence the eigenvalues of 
these grammians provide scalar measures of how controllable or observable a 
given grammian eigenvector direction is. 
Moore also showed that there exists a realization of the system obtained 
with a change of variables by a similarity transformation, T, such that the axes 
of the ellipsoids are the same (balanced) for the new state variables (say z, where 
x = Tz). For model reduction, this balancing is the key idea because it provides 
a basis for the n dimensional x-state space where the direction of a given basis 
vector is as controllable as observable in a well defined sense. The lengths of the 
ellipsoid's semi-axes provide a scalar measure of how controllable and observable 
a given basis vector direction is. Finally the reduced order model is obtained by 
neglecting the weakly controllable/observable states of the system. 
Algorithm For Computing the Internally Bala~ced Realization 
There are in fact several algorithms for computing the internally balanced 
realization. Most suffer from numerical difficulties when they are applied to non-
trivial problems. The difficulties arise due to the squaring up nature of the 
problem i.e. the G and H matrices are squared to compute the grammians and as 
will be seen the controllability and observability grammians are then multiplied 
together. This is an important research area and progress has been made by 
Lau b at USC however these results were not used for this thesis. 
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The algorithm for computin!~ the internally balanced realization that will be 
presented here is slightly more !~eneral than Moore's in that {F ,G ,H} may be 
uncontrollable and/or unobservable. The objective of any balancing algorithm is 
to find a minimal (Le. controllable and observable) realization, {A,B, C} of the 
given possibly non-minimal realization, {F,G,H} such that the controllability 
and observability grammians for {A ,B, C} are equal and diagonal. 
To this end consider how the original grammians change due to a similarity 
transformation. Starting with (n.1 ab) we have 
T-1FTT-1UT-T + T-IUT-TTTFTT-T -I- T-1GGTT-T _ 0 
TTFTT-TTTYT + TTYTT-1FT + TTHTHT _ 0 
which can be rewritten as 
where 
tv + VtT + GCT _ 0 
F T Y + yt + il T il _ 0 
t ~ T-1FT 
-
G ~ T-1G 
-
il ~ HT 
-
V ~ T-IUT-T 
-
Y ~ TTYT 
-
Now om objective can be stated as follows: find T such that 
where 
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(; - T-1 UT-T = block diag {:E, :Ell} 
Y - TTYT = block diag {L;, L;y} 
E - diag {u}, 0"2' .•• , Un} 
EllEy - diag {u;+ 1, U;+2' ... , ux.} 
- UN - o. The 
uncontrollable and/or unobservable modes result in Ell Ey = o. 
The similarity transformation, T which accomplishes the objective IS 
obtained from the eigenvector decomposition 
UY = TAT-} 
That is the columns of T are eigenvectors (eigenvector nonuniqueness discussed 
below) of UY corresponding to A = diag {Ai} the real diagonal eigenvalue 
matrix of UY (assuming without loss of generality that the Ai' s have been 
ordered such that A} > A2 > ... > AN). The fact that UY has a real 
diagonal Jordan form is a consequence of the fact that U and Yare both positive 
semi-definite. It is also true that A is positive semi-definite. The proofs of these 
facts are not well known and are rather long, hence they are contained in 
Appendix C. 
Eigenvectors are not unique since a scalar times an eigenvector is also an 
eigenvector and when the eigenvalues are not distinct linear combinations of 
eigenvectors corresponding to a repeated eigenvalue are alsQ eigenvectors. 
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Specific eigenvectors can alwavs be chosen such that 
T-1 UT- T 
- block diag {E, Ell} 
TTYT 
--
block diag {E, E,,} 
where 
E 
- diag {O'J' 0'2, ••• , O'n} 
EIIE" - d· {2 2 2} lag O'n+ l' U n+ 2, ..• , O'N 
with 
The details of this choice of eigenvectors is messy and hence is also contained in 
App. C. 
Fortunately any choice of eigenvectors will work for the purpose of model 
reduction. The eigenvector scaling just leads to a choice of scale for the 
individual balanced state variables (the reduced order model transfer function is 
independent of this scaling!). The complication, due to repeated eigenvalues of 
UY, is eliminated by either retaining or eliminating all the balanced states 
corresponding to the repeated eigenvalue of UY in the reduced order model 
(there is no justification for doing anything else!). 
The square roots of the eigenvalues of UY are the singular values of the 
balanced grammian. That is 
i = 1, 2, ... , N 
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Let Tn be the first n columns of T (i.e. those columns which correspond to non-
zero balanced grammian singular values), likewise let Sn be the first n rows of 
T- 1, then the nth order minimal internally balanced realization of {F,G,H} is 
where 
A I; + I;A T + BB T - 0 
A T I; + I;A + C T C - 0 
(II.2a) 
(II.2b) 
Moore showed that the internally balanced realization is essentially unique 
when the balanced grammian singular values are distinct. Essentially unique is 
taken to mean unique up to a change in sign of a state variable. 
The algorithm for transforming a given asymptotically stable, possibly non-
minimal realization {F, G ,H} into an internally balanced, minimal realization 
{A ,B, C} is summarized in Table II.6. 
Simple Example 
A simple example will now be used to fix ideas. Consider the following 4th 
order non-minimal realization with one controllable and observable mode, one 
controllable but unobservable mode, one uncontrollable but observable mode and 
one uncontrollable and unobservable mode. 
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Tab Ie n.6 Internally Balanced Realization Algorithm 
Given: F, G ,H with Re [A[F]] < 0 
Solve for U and Y from 
FU + UpT + GGT - 0 
FTY+YF+HTH_O 
Solve for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of UY i.e. 
UY = TAT-1 
Partition T,A and T-l such that }: > 0 
Compute A, B, C with 
Then A E + EA T + BB T _ 0 
ATE + EA + C T C - 0 
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[1 0 0 Il m F -2 0 G 0 -3 -0 0 
H = [1 0 1 OJ 
The two grammians can be verified to be given by 
1 1 0 0 
2 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 
U 3 4 Y 0 0 0 0 
- 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 
0 0 0 0 
The similarity transformation or the eigenvector matrix of UY can be verified to 
be given by 
1 o - 1 
2 
0 
2 1 0 0 
T 3 
- 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
The grammian singular values can be verified to be given by 
E 1 - 2 
Ell - diag { 316' 0, O} 
I;y - diag {O, 214' O} 
Finally a minimal realization is given by 
A =-1 B = 1 C = 1 
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Some Properties of the Internally Balanced Realization 
Tbe internally balanced realization has several fascinating properties. The 
properties of interest here are stability, controllability and observability of 
reduced order models obtained from the balanced realization. 
AB mentioned earlier a reduced order model is obtained from the internally 
balanced realization by neglecting the weakly controllable/observable states of 
the balanced realization. The singular values of the balanced grammian provide 
a measure for determining how controllable/observable a given state direction is. 
The idea is that the states corresponding to the smallest singular values can be 
neglected, This is expressed by the following. Choose the order of the reduced 
order model, r such that (J r > (J r+ 1 then let I:;1 = diag {(Jb (J2, ••• , (T r} and 
:E~ = diag {(Jr+}, (Jr+ 2, ... , Un}· Partition A, B, G compatibly as 
A - ~~: B = [~:l 
C = [CI 
then {All. B}, Cdr is 'the rth order reduced order model of {A, B, C}n. 
Immediately from (ll.2 a,b) it can be seen that the realization of the reduced 
order model is internally balanced i.e. 
AuEI + EIA?; + BIBr - 0 
A?;EI + EIAu + CrCI - 0 
Moore showed that the reduced order model is generically asymptotically 
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stable, controllable and observable. Pernebo and Silverman [Ref. 36J proved the 
following stronger result. The condition that U r =I:- U r + 1 implies that the reduced 
order model will be asymptotically stable, controllable and observable. 
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HI. FREQUENCY Wl~GHTED MODEL REDUCTION 
One of the main points of this thesis is that model reduction and control 
system design are not independent of each other. That is, given that a control 
system will be designed, analyzed and implemented based on the reduced order 
model, the technique used for model reduction must be cognizant of this fad. 
The point is that the reduction will introduce error and the criterion used to 
define a small error must reflect the purposes for which the reduced order model 
is intended. 
Model Fidelity With Respect to Control System Design 
The overriding concern in eontrol design is stability of the closed loop 
system. The next concern is that the performance objectives are satisfied. In 
Chapter II, it was shown that for good performance and robustness a loop shape 
must be obtained which has high gain (typically at low frequency) to satisfy 
disturbance attenuation, desensitization and command response specifications and 
low gain (always at high frequency) to satisfy sensor noise· and robustness 
specifications. Furthermore the loop must accomplish the transition (crossover) 
between these two regions in a stable manner. Therefore the model reduction 
error criterion must aSsess how much the use of a reduced order model can affect 
the desired loop shape. 
In the low frequency range, the feedback compensator should provide 
adequate loop gain, so the high gain of the loop shape will not be seriously 
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degraded by some low frequency model error. In the high frequency range the 
loop must be rolled off such that stability robustness to uncertainty in the full 
order model is maintained. Thus an accurate approximation of the full order 
model is not necessary in the high frequency range. This leaves the mid 
frequency or crossover region as the only critical region for accurately modeling 
the plant dynamics. 
To assure stab ility it is also clear from the Nyquist stability criterion (and 
its MIMO generalization) that the reduced order model must not neglect unstable 
poles. Thus another requirement for model fidelity is that the reduced order 
model have the same number of unstable poles as that of the full order model. 
These comments can be interpreted graphically for the 8180 Nyquist plot 
shown in Fig. m.l for the loop shape requirements: 
IL(jw)1 > R 
11 + L(jw) I > 1 - r 
IL(jw)1 < r 
w < WI 
WI < w < w" 
w" < w 
where L (s) = G(s )K(s) = K(s )G(s) and G{s) and K{s) are the plant and 
compensator transfer functions respectively. The solid line is the locus of 
Gr(jw)K(jw) versus w Le. the loop is analyzed and designed with the reduced 
order model transfer function Gr{s). 
It can be readily seen from Fig. m.l that if Gr(jw)K(jw) satisfies the loop 
shape requirements and the error between G(jw) and Gr(jw) is such that the 
locus of G(jw)K(jw) versus w lies in the shaded region, then the loop shape 
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Im[G,(jwIK(jwll 
Rt[G,{jwIK{jwl] 
Figure 111.1 Allowable Reduced Order Model Error Bound 
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requirements will be satisfied for G(jw)K(jw) as well. Thus Gr(s) is an 
acceptable reduced order model and the frequency dependent width of the shaded 
region is the frequency dependent allowable model reduction error. 
Motivation For Frequency Weighted Model Reduction Error Criterion 
The above comments have already indicated that for control design the 
model reduction error criterion must take into account the frequency dependence 
of the allowable error. This rather intuitive discussion will be made more formal 
now. 
Given that the model reduction method will not neglect unstable poles and 
that a stable closed loop. system can be designed for the reduced order model, the 
stability of the full order model closed loop system can be assessed with the 
stability robustness theorem of Chapter ll. 
Consider the full order model closed loop system in block diagram form 
shown in Fig. ID.2 where G(s), Gr(s) and K(s) are the transfer functions for the 
K(S) 
Fig. ID.2 Full Order Model Closed Loop System 
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full order model, reduced order model and the compensator respectively. Note 
that, the block diagram is really just a rearranged version of the compensator 
and the full order model in a standard feedback configuration (i.e. Gr{s) cancels 
out). Applying the stability robustness theorem to this configuration implies that 
the full order model closed loop system is stable if either 
or 
where 
II [G{s) -- Gr{s)J Wi{s) 1100 < 1 
Wj(S) ~ K(s)[J + Gr{s)K(s)J-I 
Wo(s) ~[J + K(s)Gr(s)]-1 K{s) 
It is of interest to compare the magnitude of these weighting transfer 
functions with the intuitive discussion given above. For simplicity consider the 
8180 special case. Let 
W(s) - Wj{s) = Wo(s) 
- K(s)[1 + Gr(s)K(s)t1 
- Gr{s )K(s)[1 + Gr{s )K{s WI Gr-l{s) 
Now then Gr(jw)K(jw)[1 + GrUw)K(jw)J-I (the closed loop system frequency 
response) will typically have a magnitude as shown in Fig. ill. 3 (Le. 
I GrUw)]{(jw) I » 1 for small w and I Gr(jw)K(jw) I « I for large w). 
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I Gr(jwlKljwl I log I _=============:::::::~~ _____________________________ I~Og~W~~ ,1 + Gr(jwIKljw) 0 '"" 
Fig. m.3 Typical Closed Loop System 
Next the reduced order model transfer function, Gr (8) will commonly have a 
magnitude plot like one of those shown in Fig. rnA. 
Fig. m.4 Two Common Reduced Order Models 
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Using Fig. m.3 the magnitudes of the weightings corresponding to the two 
pb.nts in Fig. IIl.4 can be computed and are sketched in Fig. m.5. . 
log IWijw11 
D~--------~~~----------~~----~------~ 
Fig. ID.S Two Common Weightings 
It can be seen that these weightings indeed emphasize the crossover region 
and· place less weight on low and high frequency error depending on the reduced 
order model DC gain. Thus the intuitive discussion is consistent with the formal 
stability analysis. 
Definition of Frequency Weighted Roo Model Reduction Error Criterion 
It has been shown that for stability, the frequency dependence of the model 
reduction error is important. That is, errors should be small in some frequency 
ranges (crossover) and can be larger in other ranges (low and high). This 
motivates the use ofa weighted error criterion. 
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Stability also reqUires that an inequality be satisfied for every frequency, 
hence, it is the magnitude of the highest peak in the weighted error that is 
important (as opposed to some integral squared error criterion). This motivates 
the use of the H 00 norm. 
To obtain a formal definition of the error criterion let G( s), W j ( s) and 
Wo (s) be the given full order model, input weighting and output weighting 
transfer functions respectively. Then the scalar model reduction error, Eoo for 
the reduced order model transfer function, Gr ( s) is defined to be given by 
The purpose for which the reduced order model is intended (i.e. control 
design) is reflected by the choice of the weighting transfer functions. The 
remainder of this chapter will develop the model reduction technique assuming 
that the weightings are given. The choice of weightings is important and will be 
discussed further in Chapter IV. 
Model Reduction Problem 
The model reduction problem will be defined to be the following. Given an 
nth order state space realization {F, G, H}n of the full order model transfer 
function, G(s) = H(sI-FtIG and transfer functions for the input and output 
weightings, M~·(s) and Wo(s) respectively, find an rth order ( r specified and 
r < n) state space realization {Au, B I , GI}r of the reduced order model 
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Gr(s) == G1(sI-A ll t l Bl such that Eoo is minimized and G{s) and Gr(s) have 
the same number of unstable poles. 
In mathematical notation the problem is 
Given: {F, G, H}n' w.·(s), Wo(s), r < n 
Find: {All' B I , G l }, 
such that F and A 11 have the same number of closed right half plane eigenvalues 
and 
is minimized. 
Thiis problem appears to be intractable, however, the 8180 special case with 
unity weightings and r = n-l has been solved with the Hankel norm technique 
[Ref. 14], although the reduced order model is also required to have a constant 
feedthru term, D1, i.e. Gr{s) = Gl (sI-A 11t l Bl + Dl • 
Interna.lBalancing As An Applooximate Solution 
Consider the unity weightings special case and reduced order models 
obtained from an internally balanced realization. This also requires that the full 
order model is asymptotically stable. For this special case the model reduction 
error criterion, Eoo can be bounded. 
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Internally Balanced Realization Model Reduction Error Bound 
Assume that the asymptotically stable, minimal realization {A, B, C} n of 
the full order model transfer function, G(s) = C(sI-AtlB, is internally 
balanced, i.e. 
where 
and 
A E + EA T + BB T _ 0 
ATE + EA + C T C - 0 
E = diag {O'd 
Let the matrices A, B, C, E be partitioned compatibly as 
A 
-
[All 
A21 
A 12] 
A22 B = [~:] 
C 
- [CI C21 
E 
- [~I ~21 
where the dimensions of A 11 and EI are r X r. Assuming that 0' r+ 1 > 0' r 
implies that the reduced order model Gr(s) = C1(sI-A 11t 1 BI is asymptotically 
stable and thus satisfies the model fidelity requirement that G(s) and Gr(s) have 
the same number of unstable poles (zero in this case). 
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Then the model reduction error criterion is bounded: 
and for r = n -1 the bound is tight, i.e. 
The proof follows. Let 
¢(s) A (sf -A lltl 
-
~(s ) A sI-A 22 - A 21¢(s)A I2 
B(s) A A21¢(S) BI + B2 
-
C(s) A C\¢(S)AI2 + C2 
-
then 
G(s) - Gr{s) - C(sf-Atl B - C1¢(s)Bl 
C C !(Sf-A ll ) -A I2 ]-1 [BI] 
- [ I 2] -A21 sf-A 22 B2 - CltP(s)BI 
Using the inverse of a block matrix formula [Ref. 34] 
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C ( 8 ) - C r ( 8) = [C 1 c 2] 
[
¢(8) + ¢(S)AI2 .6.-1(s)A21¢(S) ¢(S)A I2.6.-I(S)]·[B 1] 
.6.-1(s)A21¢(S) .6.-1(S) B2 
by algebra and the definitions of B(s) and C(s). 
From the definition of the maximum singular value we have 
- rC(·) G (. )1 - \ 1/2 rrC(·) G (. )HG(·) C (. )lH 1 0" l J w - r J W J - "max II J W - r J W J l J W - r J W J J 
Substituting for G(jw) - CrUw) in terms of BUw), C(jw) and .6.(jw) from 
above, we have 
Using the fact that )..max[AB] = )..max[BA] for any matrices A, Bwhere the 
products are defined [Ref. 37], we have 
Expressions for B(jw)BH(jw) and CHUw)C(jw) are obtained by using the 
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partitioned form of the internally balanced grammian equations 
A 112:;1 + EIA it + BIBr -- 0 
A 122:;2 + )~IAlt + BIB[ - 0 
AZ2Ez + EzAlz + B2B[ -- 0 
A it 2:;1 + 2:;rA 11 + erCl -- 0 
AlI 2:;2 + 2:;lA 12 + Crez -- 0 
Alz 2:;2 + 2:;2A 22 + e[cz -- 0 
where the first three of the above equations were obtained from 
A L: + :SA T + BB T = 0 and the last three were obtained from 
An expression for BUw)iJH (jw) is obtained as follows. By the definition of 
B(s), we have 
B(jw)iJHUw) = A 2I<jJUw)B IBr <jJHUw)Alt + A2I<jJUw)BIB[ 
+ BzBr ¢HUw)Alt + B2B[ 
Substituting for BIBr, BIBl and B2B[ from the partitioned form of the 
grammian equations, we have 
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BUw)BH (jw) - -G21~UW)~ nE,+ E,A;;)~H(jW)AJ; 
+ A21¢>UW)(AI2E2+ EIA?;) 
+ ~2,E,+ E2Ar.)~H(jW)AJ; + A22E2 + E,Ab} 
- -G2' [<p(jw)~nE,+ E,A ;')~H(jW) + ~Uw)E, 
+ EI¢>H U W)] AiI 
+ (A21~(jW)A'2+ A22) E2 + E2(Ar,~H(jW)AJ; + Abl} 
after rearranging terms. Substituting jwI - ~Uw) for A 21¢>Uw)A I2 + A22 from 
the definition of ~(s), we have 
B(jw)BH Uw) = -{A2,~(jW) [AnE, + E,A;' 
+ E1¢>-HUw) + ¢>-IUw)E1]¢>HUW)A?; 
+ ~wI-d(jW)lE2 + E2[-iwI - dH(jW)l} 
where the first term was also further factored. Noting that the first term is zero 
by the definition of ¢>( s), we have 
The expression for CH (jw)CUw) is obtained analogously and is given by 
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These expressions for B(jw)BH(jw) and CH(jw)C(jw) are then substituted into 
the final expression for u[G(jw) - Gr(jw)] above to obtain 
O'[G(jw} - Gr(jw)] - A;;~[~-1(jw)[A(jw)E2 + E2A H(jw)]A-H(jW) 
[E2AUw) + AH(jw)E2]] 
- A;;~ [[Ez + A-l(jw)EzAH (jw)] 
[A-H (jw)E2A(jw) + E2]] 
after algebraic simplification. 
Consider order reduction by one state (i.e. r =: n-l) then E2 = Un and 
where A(jw) A AH(jw)A-l(jw) is an "all pass" i.e. IA(jw)1 = 1 '\tw. Thus 
after rearranging terms and making use of the "all pass" property of A (j w) we 
have 
-- Un \1 + A(jw) I 
By the triangle inequality we have 
This completes the proof of the bound for r = n-1.. 
The remainder of the proof is achieved by using the order reduction by one 
state result and by noting that {All, Bil Gdk obtained by the kth order 
partitioning is internally balanced with balanced grammian, 
Then 
SInce G,ds) is a reduced order model obtained from the internally balanced 
realization of Gk+ l( s) and the above bound for order reduction by one state 
holds. 
Noting that 
n-l 
G ( s) - G r ( s) - ~ Ek ( S ) 
k=r· 
by the definition of Ek(s), we have 
Using the triangle inequality we have 
u[GUw) - GrUw)] < Y! u[EkUW)] 
k=r 
But u[EkUw)] < 2Uk+ 1 from above, hence 
. by the definition of the trace operator and E2· This completes the proof of the 
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bound: 
Note that when r = n-l by the definition of ~(8) we have 
(the inverse of A 11 exists since A 11 has eigenvalues with strictly negative real 
parts). But, from the determinant of block matrices formula [Ref. 34] 
A(O) - det A 
det All 
Neither det A or det A 11 is zero since both A and A 11 have eigenvalues with 
strictly negative real parts, thus we have 
0< IA(O)I <00 
and hence 
A(O) -- ~ A(O) - 1 
Using this in the equality from above for w = 0 we have 
- 20"n 
Thus the bound is tight for order reduction by one state and is in fact achieved 
at DC, i.e. w = o. 
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Tightness of the Bound For Two Special Cases 
For the following two special cases the model reduction error criterion, Eoo 
a.nd the bound, 2tr [~2] can be computed with a limiting process and then 
compared. The first example has poles and zeros which alternate along the 
negative real axis and the bound is tight in this case. The second example has 
poles and zeros which alternate along the jw axis and the bound is not tight in 
this case. 
Alternating Real Poles and Zeros Example 
Consider the 8180 system with transfer function given by 
G(s) p > 0 
For s real, the derivative of G(s) with respect to s is negative so the poles and 
zeros must alternate along the real axis [Ref. 38]. The results in Reference 39 
show that 
r l!,k 
lim Gr(s) E -
s + pk p-oo k=l 
lim ~2 - .11 1'-00 2 n-r 
lim II G(s) - Gr{s )1100 - n-r 1'-00 
Applying the bound and the above result for ~2 to this example results in 
~ 91 • 
Thus the actual error is equal to the bound in this limiting case. 
AltermlLting Imaginary Poles and Zeros Example 
Consider the SISO system with transfer function given by 
G(s) 
where ~ > 0 and 0 < wI < Wz < ... < Wn . Note that ~ > 0 is required such 
that the transfer function is asymptotically stable, but 
lim G(s) 
r-O 
has altemating poles and zeros along the imaginary axis (again, proved in Ref. 
38). With the further assumption that the wi's are sufficiently separated, i.e. 
'\I i,j - 1, n 
the resullts of References 40 and 41 show that 
r" .1.. I 1m L.JZ = 4" Z(n-r) 
r-o ) 
Substituting for Gr( s) and by the definition of the H 00 norm we have 
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n 
- sup lim I: 
W f-+O k=r+ 1 
1. 1 - Im-
f-+O 2~ 
Applying the bound and the above result for I:2 to this example results in 
lim IIG(s) - Gr(s)IIoo < 2 lim trrLI:2'J = .!. (n-r) ~o ~,
Thus the actual error is a factor of 2(n-r) smaller than the bound in this limiting 
case. 
The results for these two cases are indicated graphically in Fig. m.B. 
. ., 
• 0 )c'.-
, 
~ 
E co = 2 tr[k 2] 
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0 X 
-' 
• 
• 
• 
Im[S] 
Eco «2tr[~2] 
Re[S] 
Fiig. ill.6 Tightness of the Error Bound For Two Special Cases 
On thE! Question of Optimality 
As already alluded to, the Hankel norm technique does provide a reduced 
order model for r = n-l and SISO which does achieve the minimal Eoo (with 
uIiity weightings). As was also noted this technique does require that the reduced 
order model have a finite D term, whereas the balancing technique uses a zero D 
term. With this extra degree of freedom it is expected that the Eoo resulting 
from the Hankel technique would be less than or equal to that resulting from the 
balancing technique. 
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It is of interest to compare these two results for Eoo: for the Hankel 
technique [Ref. 14J, Eoo = (1n and as proved above for the balancing technique, 
Eoo = 2(1 n' Thus the balancing technique yields a solution which has an error 
twice that of the Hankel technique which has an extra degree of freedom (i.e. the 
D term). 
In the more general case of any r < nand MIMO but with unity weightings 
Glover [Ref. 15J states an algorithm for model reduction based on the Hankel 
technique for which 
where again it involves a finite D term. 
It should also be noted that if the D terms for these techniques are set to 
zero and the reduced order model is otherwise unchanged, the following bound 
holds in this case 
Thus short of knowing the optimal solution for the unweighted, zero D case, the 
internally balanced realization model reduction technique will be regarded as an 
attractive technique for performing model reductiC:;>n. The computations for the 
Hankel technique start with a balanced realization, hence, obtaining the reduced 
order model from the internally balanced realization is computationally less 
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expensive and satisfies the same error bound as the Hankel technique for the 
same assumptions on the reduced order model. 
FreqUEmey Weighted Balanced Realizations 
We have seen that the internally balanced realization is an attractive model 
reduction technique for unity weightings. An extension to the balancing 
technique to include weightings will now be developed. 
This extension is motivated by the geometric interpretation of the internally 
balanced realization given in Chapter n. The n til order, minimal, asymptotically 
stable system to be balanced with respect to the asymptotically stable input and 
output weightin"gs W:"(s) and W()(s) satisfies the given state equations 
x - Fx + Gu uRn u€Rm 
y - Hx 
\Vith reference to the block diagram shown in Fig. m.7, ask the following 
W,IS) ~ 
Fig. llI.7 Block Diagram For Frequency Weighted Balanced 
Realization Discussion 
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two (dual) questions. What set of points in the x-state space could be part of the 
zero initial condition response for some weighted input, Jl( t) such that 
IIJl(t )112 < 1 and zero initial conditions for the states of the input weighting? 
and what set of points in the x-state space as initial conditions could produce a 
weighted output, t](t) such that IIt](t )112 < 1 with zero input and zero initial 
conditions for the states of the output weighting? 
These questions are again answered by appealing to the grammian-ellipsoid 
theorem of Chapter ll. First assume asymptotically stable state space 
realizations for the input and outpu t weightings are given, i.e. 
- H.(sI-F.)-l G· + D· I I I I 
- Ho(sI-Fotl Go + Do 
- Et-F or the first question, let F (t) = Hi e I Gi where 
F; - [~ ~;] - - [GDi ] G· - G I . 
I 
Hi = [I OJ 
then the answer is the controllable set, Be. 
- F. t-For the second question, let F(t) = Hoe • Go where 
F. - [!.H fl.] G. - [~ 
H() - [DoH HoJ 
The grammians corresponding to these questions are given by 
00 
V ~ f 0 Hj e F, t aj Gl e F,T t Hl dt 
and thus can also be computed from the cascaded grammians 
00 
D ~ f eF,t G· aT eF,Tt dt 
- o I I 
00 
Y ~ f eF: t liTli ero t dt 
-
o 0 0 
which can be computed from the Lyapunov equations 
P·D + VPT + a·GT - 0 , , " 
P:Y + YFo + ll:lio - 0 
Partition D and Y such that their upper left block is n X n as 
then 
- --T V - HjVHj _. Vn 
-T--Y - Go YGo -- Yu 
(m.la) 
(m.1b) 
Thus again, the two sets are in general different ellipsoids with n semI-axes. 
The lengths and directions of the weighted controllability ellipsoid semi-axes are 
the square roots of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the weighted 
controllability grammian V, respectively. The lengths and directions of the 
weighted observability ellipsoid semi-axes are the reciprocals of the square roots 
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of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the weighted observability grammian, 
Y respectively. 
The next step is to obtain a realization of the system such that the two 
ellipsoid axes are lined up (balanced). To obtain a new realization with this 
property a change of variables with a similarity transformation will be used i.e. 
x = Tz. 
A possibly subtle point should be noted here: this· is not the same as 
internally balancing the cascaded systems. That is, the n X n grammians, V 
and Yare balanced not D and Y which in general will not even have the same 
dimensions. 
Algorithm For Computing the Frequency Weighted Balanced 
Realization 
The objective of the balancing algorithm is to obtain a realization 
{A, B, C}n of G(s} = H(sI-Ft1G = C(sI-AtlB such that V and Y, the 
weighted grammians are equal and diagonal. Towards this end, consider how the 
original grammians change due to a similarity transformation on the full order 
model state variables. 
Starting with ID.la in partitioned form together with V = V 11 we have 
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Introducing the transformation, T, we have 
which can be rewritten 
Similarly III.lb can be rewritten 
where 
ult] [FT 0 ] 
U22 HtG T Ft 
ro 01 
= Lo oj 
[ Y Y12] [A 0 ] Y~ Y22 GoG Fo 
ro 01 
HoJ = Lo oj 
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A ~ T-IFT B ~ T-1C 
- -
C ~ HT 
-
[CY,I -T] [,IUT-T ,I U,?;] l! 21 ~ U22 U21 1 T U22 
[ i- ~J2] ~ [TTYT TTY1,] 
V{2 Y"22 - Y?;T Y22 
Now the objective is to find T such that 
U - T-1UT-T = E 
}" - TTYT = E 
where 
with 
E = diag{0'1,0'2"",O'n} 
0'1 > 0'2 > .. , > 0' n 
The similarity transformation, T which accomplishes the objective IS the 
eigenvector matrix obtained from the eigenvector decomposition 
UY = TAT-1 
as for the internally balanced case discussed in Chapter ll. Noting that 
and 
the result in Appendix C shows that A > 0, thus letting 
i = 1,2, ... , n 
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where A = diag {Aj} accomplishes the objective (assuming without loss of 
generality that the Ai's have been ordered such that Al > A2 > ... > An)· 
The frequency weighted balanced realization {A ,B, C} is also~ unique to 
within a change in sign of a state variable when the singular values of the 
balanced grammian are distinct (I.e. ooj =I:- ooj for i =I:- j). The proof of this fact 
for the weighted case is identical to that of the internally balanced case [Ref. 11] 
and hence is omitted. 
The algorithm for transforming a given asymptotically stable, minimal 
realization {F, G ,H} n in to a frequency weighted balanced realization, given state 
space realizations for the transfer functions of the asymptotically stable input 
and output weightings is summarized in Table m.l. 
Thus it has been shown that there exists an essentially unique realization of 
the system obtained by a change of variables with a similarity transformation, T, 
such that the axes of the ellipsoids are the same (balanced) for the new state 
variables (say, z where x = Tz). For model reduction this balancing is the key 
idea. It provides a basis for the 12 dimensional x-st$le space where the direction 
of a given basis vector is as controllable with the weighted input as· observable 
with the weighted output in a well defined sense. The lengths of the ellipsoid's 
semi-axes provide a scalar measure, ooj of how important a given basis vector 
direction is with respect to the weighted controllability and observability. 
The reduced order model is then obtained by neglecting the states which are 
. . 
v"'eakly controllable/observable with the weighted input/output. In mathematical 
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Table m.l Frequency Weighted Balanced Realization Algorithm 
Given: F,G,H with r 1 Re LA[FJJ < 0 
F j , Gj , Hj , Dj with Re [A[FjJ] < 0 
Fo' Go, Ho,Do with Re [A[FoJ] < 0 
where G(s) - H(sI-F)-lG 
W;·(s) 
-
H.(sI-F·t1G. + D· I I I I 
Wo(s) - Ho(sI-Fot1Go+ Do 
Solve for U and Y from 
Solve for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of UY 
i.e. VY 
-
TAT-1 A 
- diag {Ai} , Al > A2 > . .. > An , 
~ - diag{(1d (1. ~ A i = 1, n I 
A 
-
T-1FT B 
-
T-1G 
B 
-
HT 
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terms this involves partitioning of the frequency weighted balanced realization, 
{A,B,C}: 
A = [An A12] 
A21 A22 B - [~~] 
C - [C l C21 
The rth order reduced order model is then given by Gr(s} = Cl(sI-Ant1B l, 
where the partitioning was done such that A n is r X rand 0' r+ 1 < 0' r' 
Stability of the Frequency Weighted Reduced Order Model 
Consider the two special cases: 
B~ examining the partitioned form of the grammian equations we have: 
For Case 1: the reduced Ol:der model satisfies: 
For Case 2: the reduced order model satisfies: 
Sinee the full order model is assumed to be minimal, the balanced 'grammian 
is positive definite i.e.: 
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Case 1: AE + EAT + BBT = 0 E > 0 
Case 2: ATE + EA + CT C = 0, E > 0 
Now since E} is just a leading partition of a positive definite matrix, it too is 
positive definite, thus for either case El > o. 
It is well known, [Ref. 36J that the partitioned grammian equations (Le. 
Lyapunov equations) together with E} > 0 implies that Re [A[A ulJ < 0, 
furthermore if for 
Case 1: (A ll' B d is controllable then Re [A[A l1lJ < 0 
Case 2: (All' Cd is observable then Re[A[Aull < 0 
Thus for either case, the reduced order model is guaranteed to be stable and 
generically (assuming controllability or observability of the reduced order model) 
the reduced order model is asymptotically stable. 
For the general case of non-unity weightings it is not known whether the 
reduced order model will be stable or not. As will be seen in Chapter IV, the 
general case will not be required for the remainder of this thesis anyway. 
Frequency Weighted Balanced Realization Error Bound 
The manipulations leading to the internally balanced (unity weightings) 
realization model reduction error bound were carried out for the frequency 
weighted (non-unity weightings) balanced realization. These manipulations are 
contained in Appendix D and result in 
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Eoo t::. IIWo(s)[G(s)- Gr(s)lWj(s)lloo < 2(1 + 0')tr[E2l 
where unfortunately a simple bound for the positive quantity, Q' could not be 
found. The quantity, 0' is relatedl to the Hoo norm of the transmission from the 
weighted input to the neglected states and/or from the neglected states to the 
weighted output. The premise of the model reduction is that these transmissions 
are small, hence a conjecture is that: 0' < 1 when Eoo < 1. 
Short of knowing something in closed form about 0' it is probably best to 
obtain the error, Eoo for the model reduction by direction computation. 
Model Reduction of Full Ordell" Models With Unstable Poles 
As we have seen, both the internally and frequency weighted balanced 
realization model reduction techniques require that the full order model be 
asymptotically stable. In many cases model reduction is necessary when the full 
order model contains poles in the closed right half plane. Some work has been 
done in formally extending the internally balancing technique to include unstable 
poles [Ref. 42J however these results were deemed to be beyond the scope of this 
thesis. Rather the following scheme was used and is ,recommended. 
Given the transfer function of the full order model, G(s) it is always 
possible to perform the decomposition (partial fraction expansion) 
G(s) == G,(s) + Gu,(8) 
.. 
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where G, (s) contains all the asymptotically stable poles of G( 8) and Gu, (s) 
contains all the unstable poles of G(s). 
Now since for control design, the reduced order model must have the same 
number of unstable poles as the full order model anyway, the reduced order 
model can be obtained by reducing the order of only the stable part, G,(s) and 
leaving the unstable part as is. That is apply the balancing model reduction 
technique to obtain G,,( 8), a reduced order model of G,( s), then the reduced 
order model, Gr(s) of G(s) is given by 
The error using this technique will be that due to the order reduction of the 
: stable part only, which can be seen by 
Eoo A IIWI/(s) [G(s) - Gr{s)] Wj(s) 1100 
- IIWI/(s) [G,(s) + G",{s)- G,,(s) - G",(s)] Wi(s) 1100 
- IIWI/(s) [G,(s) - G,,(s)] Wj{s) 1100 
The unanswered question is: could a smaller Eoo be obtained by allowing 
the locations of the unstable poles to change but remain in the closed right half 
plane? A partial answer to the question is obvious for poles on the jw axis. In 
this case, the reduced order model must have poles at exactly the same locations 
on the jw axis as the full order model or Eoo will not be bounded. A complete 
answer to the question was not obtained. 
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Model Reduction Concluding Remarks 
This chapter has developed a unique model reduction technique which is an 
attractive solution to the model reduction for con.trol system design problem. 
The key idea is that of frequency dependent weightings. The choice of 
weightings will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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IV. CHOICE OF MODEL REDUCTION WEIGHTINGS 
FOR CONTROL DESIGN 
This chapter will develop two approaches for choosing model reduction 
weightings. The first approach assumes that it is the model of the compensator 
for which a reduced order model is desired and the second assumes that it is the 
model of the plant for which a reduced order model is desired. Both of these 
approaches result in a reduced order controller being designed which provides a 
stable closed loop system for the full order model of the plant. 
Motivation For The Choice of Weightings 
The two approaches for designing reduced order controllers are motivated by 
the stability robustness theorem of Chapter n which is repeated here for 
convenience. Let P( s) be a multivariable transfer function which is stable under 
unity feedback as shown in Fig. IV.l with 
Fig. IV.I Perturbed Closed Loop System 
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A( s ) =: o. The result is that the perturbed closed loop system remains stable for 
all stab Ie perturbations, A( s ) which satisfy either 
IIA(s )[1 + P(s )J-1 1100 < 1 
or 
1111 + p(s)J-l A(s) 1100 < 1 
and are referred to as input Olr output u~certainty tests respectively. This 
theorem is used to derive appropriate weightings for model reduction as part of 
control system design. 
Compensator Order Reduction 
Assume a compensator transfer function, K( s) has been designed for the 
transfer function of the system to be controlled, G(s) by some technique to meet 
performance and stability robustness specifications of the closed loop system. It 
is assumed that K( s) has an order large enough to warrant reducing its order to 
give K,.(s), a reduced order approximation of K(s). Motivated by the stability 
robustness theorem, consider the bio-ck diagram in Fig. IV.2. For the nominal 
K(S) G(S) 
Fig. IV.2 Compensator Order Reduction As a Perturbation 
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loop (i.e. Kr(s) - K{s) = 0) the closed loop system is the result of the full order 
design. On the other hand the perturbed system corresponds to the closed loop 
system with the reduced order compensator and the full order model (this is the 
closed loop system for which stability is required). The stability of the closed 
loop system with the full order model and the reduced order compensator is 
guaranteed by 
where to apply the theorem the uncertainty due to the model reduction IS 
represented arbitrarily at the input or the output: 
for output uncertainty representation 
Wo(s) = [I + G(s)K(s)]-l G(s) and w.·{s) - I 
for input uncertainty representation 
w.·(s) = G(s)[I + K{s)G(s)]-l and Wo{s) = I 
Actually part of the uncertainty can be put in both places but this generality was 
not used in this thesis. 
The reduced order controller, Kr{s) is now determined by finding the 
reduced order model of K(s) from the frequency weighted balanced realization of 
K( s) with the weightings for either the input or output uncertainty 
representation. The algorithm for this approach is summarized in Table IV.I. 
It can be readily verified that the two non-unity weightings are the same i.e. 
G(s)[I + K(s)G(s)]-l = [I + G(s)K(s)tlG(s). Thus the difference in the two 
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Table IV.I Compensator Order Reduction Algorithm 
• Design the full order compensator transfer function, K( s) to m~et th~ desi~ 
objectives for the plant transfer function, G(.'3). 
• Then choose input and output weightings by arbitrarily representing the 
model reduction uncertainty at either the input or the output: 
Input Uncertainty Output Uncertainty 
• Obtain the frequency weighted reduced order model, Kr{s) of K{s) for 
Wi (s) and Wo( s) such that E 00 < 1. Then the closed loop system will be 
guaranteed to be stable with the reduced order compensator K r{ s). 
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uncertainty representations results in the weighting being used either as an input 
or an output weighting for model reduction of K( s). A realization of this 
weighting is given in Table IV.2. 
Note that for either case the input and output weightings have poles which 
are those of the closed loop system with the full order compensator and the full 
order model. This closed loop system will always be stable, hence, the weightings 
will always be stable. 
Some examples of the application of this approach are contained in Chapter 
V. This approach is quite straightforward and most of the remainder of this 
chapter will deal with the second approach. Advantages and disadvantages of 
the two approaches will be discussed and compared at the end of this chapter. 
Plant Order Reduction 
With this approach, the error due to the reduced order model of G( s) is 
associated with the perturbation term of the stability robustness theorem. The 
block diagram shown in Fig. IV.3 results. When the 
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Table IV.2 Realization of G(s)[I + K(s)G(S)]-I - II + G(s)K(s)t1G(s) 
let G(s) = C(sI-A tIB 
and H(s) = H(sI-Ft1G 
then a realization of 
W(s) ~ G(s)[I + K(8)G(8)]-I - [I + G(8)K(8)]-1 G(s) 
is given by 
where 
A ~ r A -Bm B ~ rBl 
w lGC F J w loJ 
Cw ~ [e 0] 
... 
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Fig. IV.3 Plant Order Reduction As a Perturbation 
perturbation term, G(s) - Gr(s) is zero, the block diagram represents the result 
of a reduced order compensator design for the reduced order model, Gr ( 8). That 
is, assume Kr( s) is designed to satisfy the design objectives for the reduced order 
model, Gr (s ). On the other hand, the perturbed system corresponds to the 
closed loop system with the reduced order compensator and the full order model 
(this is the closed loop system for which stability is required). 
The stability of the closed loop system with the full order model and the 
reduced order compensator is guaranteed by 
where to apply the theorem the uncertainty due to the model reduction is 
represented arbitrarily at the input or the output: 
for output uncertainty representation 
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Wj{S) = Kr{s) [I + G(s)Kr{s) 1-1 and Wo(s) - I 
for input uncertainty representation 
Ag;ain, it can be readily verified that the two non-unity weightings are the 
same i.e. Kr{s )[1 + Gr{s )Kr{s)]-1 = [I + Kr{s )Gr{s) ]-1 Kr{s). Thus again, 
the difference in the two uncertainty representations results in the weighting 
being used either as an input or an output weighting for model reduction of 
G(s ). 
Note that for either case, the input and output weightings have poles which 
are those of the closed loop system with the reduced order compensator and the 
reduced order model. This closed loop system will always be stable, hence, the 
weightings will always be stable. 
Unfortunately the weightings for reducing the order of G{s) are not known a 
priori. The weightings depend on both the compensator and the red'uced order 
model which are not known before the model reduction. 
Eliminlltion of Compensator Dependence Witih Advanced Loop Shaping 
Advanced loop shaping, which was discussed in Chapter II is an LQG based 
design procedure, which for a large class of design problems, allows tJle designer 
to a priori specify a desired loop shape for one of the input or outpu t loop 
transfer functions, K(s )G(s) or G(.s )K(s) respectively. That is before actually 
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computing K( s), the input or output loop transfer function is known. 
Assuming that advanced loop shaping will be used to perform the reduced 
order controller design, it is of interest to make use of the a priori known loop 
transfer function to determine the a priori unknown model reduction weightings~ 
Towards this end let 
and 
then for input uncertaint.y: 
l'fo(s) - [I + Kr(s)Gr(s) ]-1 Kr(s) 
- Hi(s) Gr-1(s) 
and for out.put uncertainty: 
lVi(s) - Kr(s) [I + Gr(s)Kr(s) ]-1 
- Gr-1(s) Ho(s) 
Note that H;( s) and Ho (8) depend only on the loop transfer functions 
Kr(s) Gr(s) and Gr{s) Kr(s) respectively, which are known a priori (with 
advanced loop shaping). Thus either Hi(s) or Ho(s) will also be known a priori. 
Thus for either the input or output uncertainty representation, the dependence of 
the weightings on the reduced order compensator has been eliminated. 
Unfortunately the weightings still depend on the reduced order model which is 
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not known a priori. 
Plant Order Reduction For po~trol System Deslgn Problem State~ent 
To simplify the further discussion assume the model reduction uncertainty is 
represented at the output. The dual results will be summarized later. Then the 
problem can be stated: 
Given: G(s), Ho(s), r 
Find: a reduced order model, Gr(s) of G(s) 
Well the model reduction technique of Chapter ill addresses problems like 
this, however, it assumes that the weightings are known. In this case the 
weighting Gr- 1( s) Ho (s) depends on the result of the model reduction. 
Parameterization of the Solution 
Without loss of generality assume an n til order, output normal minimal 
realizat:ion, {F, G, H}n of the stable portion, G,(s) of the plant, G(s) is given. 
That is 
F+FT+HTH=O 
where G,(s) = H(sI-FtlG and G(s) = G,(s) + Cu,(s) (G,(s) has poles in 
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the open left half plane and G U~ (s) has poles in the closed right half plane). Such 
a realization (or the input normal, dual) can be readily obtained by performing 
the steps in Table IV.3. 
For the sake of further discussion assume the input weighting, J.ti(s) which 
solves the problem is known. Then let U be the weighted controllability 
grammian for the stable portion of the plant, G,( 8) and the weighting, Wj ( s ). 
This grammian, U can be computed as shown in Table m.1 with a Lyapunov 
equation, however, note that by using Parseval's Theorem, U is also given by 
U -
00 
1 J (jwI-F)-l GWj(jw) J.tiH(jw)GT(_jwI-FTt l dw 
27l' -00 
This is introduced only for the sake of a more compact notation than that of 
Table 111.1 and computations are probably easier with the Lyapunov equation of 
Table m.l. 
The next step of the model reduction is to balance the weighted 
controllability grammian with the identity observability grammian (i.e. F, G, H 
is an output normal realization). This balancing is accomplished by finding the 
eigenvalue decomposition of U i.e. 
Then the transformation to a frequency weighted balanced realization is obtained 
by letting 
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Table IV.3 Input and Output Normal Realizations 
Assume an arbitrary, minimal, asymptotically stable real ization {A,B,C} 
is g i VE~n. 
Input Normal Output Normal 
solve for U from solve for Y from 
perform the eigenvalue decomposition perform the eigenvalue decomposition 
Ai e:!R Vi' and V TV = I 
let T = VA1/ 2 
then 
where 
A = diag {Ai} > 0 
AiE~ Vi and VTV = I 
let T = VA- 1/ 2 
then 
-1 G = T B 
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Note 
T- 1 UT- T _ A-1/ 4 WT WAWT WA-1/ 4 = A1/ 2 
TT IT _ A1/ 4 WT IWA1/ 4 = A1/ 2 
and thus 1; = diag {A1I2} is the balanced grammian. The frequency weighted 
realization {A, B, C} of the stable portion G, (s ) of the plant, G (s) is given by 
A - T-1FT 
C - HT 
B = T-IG 
Note that this frequency weighted balanced realization is equivalent to that 
which would have been obtained by applying the alternate algorithm for 
computing it, given in Table m.l. 
Now then assuming the order, r of the reduced order model is given, the 
reduced order model is obtained by partitioning 
B = (~~l 
where All is r X r 
The realization of the reduced order model, G'r(s) of the stable portion, G,(s) of 
the plant, G (s ) is given by 
Note that: 
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G8r {s) = ,C1(sl - Aut1 B} 
HW ~ 1/2 (sl ~-1/2 WTFW ~ 1/2 )-1 ~-1/2 WTC 
- 1 '"-'1 l --.:..11 1 1'"-'1 J '"-'1 1 
- HW1(sl - WfFw1t I WiG 
where W = I WI W21 and E = [~I ~21 which are both partitioned 
compatibly with A, B, C (Le. WI has r columns and El is r X r). Thus the 
reduced order mod-el, G8r {s) does not depend explicitly on E and hence only the 
eigenvectors of V corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of V are necessary 
to compute the rth order reduced order model. 
The reduced order model of the plant is given by 
Since the input weighting from the beginning of this discussion was assumed to 
be the eorrect weighting it must also be given by 
The previous, hypothetical, discussion is summa.rized schematically in Fig. 
IV.4. Note that if either V, W, WI' G,r{S), Gr{s) or Wj{s) were known the 
problem would be solved. Note also that the diagram also represents Cunctions oC 
these quantities onto themselves. For example, take any positive definite, n X n 
matrix Vjn as an input to the upper left hand block in Fig. IV.4 and regard the 
output of the lower left hand block, Vout in Fig. IV.4 as the output of the 
function, f (V) i.e . 
.. 
EIGENVALUE DECOMPOSITION 
U=WAWT 
U 
W AU = W1 TFW1 81 = W1 T G 
C1 = HW1 
r 
GIVEN DATA: 
F, G, H, Gus(S), "o(S), r 
Figure IV.4 Schematic of the Inter-relationships for Plant Order Reduction Solution 
--' 
N 
N 
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That is I(U) is defined algorithmically as (assuming F, G, H, Gu,(s), Ho(s) and 
r are given): 
U - WAWT 
where WI has r columns 
All - W[FW1 BI = W[G C1 - HW1 
Gr(s) - C1(s!-Allt l Bl + Gu,(s) 
lt~·(s) 
-
Gr-I(s )Ho(s) 
I( U) 
This selries of steps is rather involved but nevertheless does define the function, 
1 (U). 
Statement of the Plant Order Reduction Problem as a Fixed Point 
Problem 
The plant order reduction problem can now be stated: 
Find: U such that U = 1 ( U) 
Thus the solution to the plant order reduction problem is equivalent to finding 
the stationary or fixed point of thelunction I (U) which maps n X n positive 
definite matrices onto n X n positive definite matrices. 
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Similar functions can be obtained for W, WI' G,,{s), Gr{s) or Wj(s) as 
well. The functions involving the transfer functions: G,r{s), Gr{s) or w.·(s) are 
not of interest, since specifying a transfer function typically involves specifying 
realizations which are not unique. The function involving WI is of interest, since 
it involves the fewest parameters as unknowns. 
The existence and uniqueness of stationary points for these functions is an 
open question. These issues were deemed to be beyond the scope of this thesis 
and the following solution technique was used successfully. 
Successive Approximation Solution 
The successive approximation method to obtain the solution of the equation 
x = !(x) is to guess an initial x say, Xl and let 
; = 1, 2, 
then under appropriate conditions 
X = .lim Xj 
'-+00 
The appropriate conditions [Ref. 431 are that the solution exists and that the 
function, !(x) is a contraction i.e. the first derivative of the function as a matrix 
should have eigenvalues with magnitudes strictly less than unity in a 
neighborhood of the solution. 
This technique resulted in satisfactory solutions for all the examples tested 
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for this thesis (see Chapter V). However, the procedure did not always converge 
to a unique point. In several examples the procedure converged to a limiting set 
rather than a limiting point. That is a limit cycle was reached: 
;» 1 
where k was the number of elements in the limiting set. In these cases, the value 
of E 00 was compared for the k elements of the limiting set and the one 
corresponding to the smallest Eoo was taken as an acceptable solution. 
Other Solution Techniques 
The problem of solving x == / (x) is also theoretically amenable to more 
advanced iterative solution procedures involving derivative(s) of / (x). These 
techniques were not used, however, since the computation of the gradient of this 
function was deemed to be beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Obtaining a Realization of C-ll(s )H(s) 
In order to carry out the successive approximation solution procedure, it is 
necessary to obtain a realization of C-1(s )H(s) where realizations of the square 
m X m transfer functions, G(8) and H(8) are given. Although a realization for 
C-l(s) does not exist in general a realization for G-l(s)H(s) often does exist. 
The existence depends on the pole-zero excess of both C( s) and H( s). Two 
special cases were used in this thesis and they will now be discussed. 
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G( s) With First Order Rollofl' 
Assume {A,B, C} is a state space realization of G(s), l.e. 
G(s) = C(sI-AtlB. Then first order rolloff is defined to mean that CB has 
full rank. The connection between this and a rolloff slope of negative one is 
obtained from the high frequency expansion of G(s): 
G(s) 
-
C(sI-AtlB 
-
C[s(/ - .!. A) ]-1 B 
s 
-
C.!. (I + .!.A + ..L A2 + ... ) B 
S s2 s 
-
.!. CB + ..L CAB + ..L CA2B + 
s s2 s3 
Thus if CB has full rank then all the singular values of G(jw) will have a slope 
of negative one for large w when plotted on a log-log scale versus w. 
For a realization of G-l(s )H(s) to exist in the full rank CB case, it is 
necessary that H( s) have a rolloff slope of negative one or less. This will always 
be true if H (s) has a state space triple (as opposed to quadruple) realization, say, 
{F, G, H} (i.e. zero feed thru or D term). 
It can be verified by direct computation that for any cH:R: 
where G(s) - C(sI-AtlB, 
H(s) - H(sI-FtlG 
CB full rank 
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Thllls {Aw, Bw, Cw, Dw} is a realization of W(s) = C-l(s)H(s). However, 
this reallization of W( 8) is not minimal, in fact, it has m uncontrollable poles at 
s = Q' (these poles had to be introduced artificially to produce the realization for 
W( s)). The fact that these poles are uncontrollable can be verified by showing 
that the left eigenvectors of Aw corresponding to the eigenvalues of Aw at 8 = Q' 
are orthogonal to Bw [Ref. 34]. These eigenvectors are given by 
V T - rC H~ 
- L - J 
and it can be verified that VT Aw = 0' VT and VT Bw = O. 
Thus a non-minimal realization of W(s) has b'een obtained. There are 
several ways of eliminating these m uncontrollable poles at s = 0'. .In fact, a 
method using internally balanced realizations for obtaining a minimal realization 
was diseussed in Chapter II. 
The realization of the dual, W(s) = H(s )C-1(s) and the realization of 
W( 8) == C-1( s )H( s) are summarized in Table IVA. 
C(s) With Second Order RollofI' 
. Assume {A, B, C} IS a state space realization of C( s), I.e. 
Table IV.4 Realizations of G-l(s)H(s} and H(S)G-l(s} For G(s) With First Order Rolloff 
W(s) = G-1(S)H(s) 
Note: 
= C (sI-A )-lB +0 
w w W w 
VTA = aVT 
w 
VTB = 0 
w 
W(s) = H(s)G-l(s) 
= C (sI-A )-1 8 +0 w w W w 
Note: 
G(s) = C(SI-A)-lB with CB full rank, H(s) = H(sI-F)-1 G, aE~ 
A Q 
w 
o F G 
Cw ~ [ (CB) -
1 C ( a I '" A) -(CB)-lH(aI-F) ] Ow ~ [ (CB) -1 HG ] 
VT ~ [ C -H ] 
[A + (aI-A)B(CB)-lC 
:J [ (aI-A)B(CBr] Aw ~ Bw = -(aI-F)G(CB)-lC - (a I - F ) G ( CB ) -1 
C
w = 
[ HG(CB)-lC H] Ow = [ flG( CB )-1 ] 
N 
OJ 
V ~ ~-:l 
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G( s) = C( sl -A tl B. Then second order rolloff is defined to mean that CB = 0 
but CAB has full rank. Again the connection between this and a rolloff slope of 
negative two is obtained from the high frequency expansion of G( s): 
111 G( s) == - CB + -- CAB + - CA 2 B + 
S 82 s3 
Thus if CB = 0 and CAB has full rank then all the singular values of G(jw) will 
have a slope of negative two for large w when plotted on a log-log scale versus w. 
For a realization of G-1(s )H(s) to exist in the CB = 0 and full rank CAB 
case it is necessary that H(s) havl~ a rolloff slope of negative two or less. Thus if 
{F, G, H} is a realization of H(s), i.e. H(s) = H(s/-Ft1G, it is necessary that 
HG =0. 
It ean be verified by direct computation that for any 0' ~ {3 and 0', (3£R: 
where G(s) 
-
C(s/-AtlB, CB =0, CAB full rank 
H(s) 
- H(sl-Ft1C, HG =0 
rt 
.6- C(aI-A) ((3I-A) Dg 6 CAB C'g 
-
_ . 
Hk .6- H(aI-F) ({3I-F) Dk t1 HFG 
- -
.6- [A-BD-Ie BD-IH 1 .6- [BD~D'l Aw 9 9 9 k Bw 
- 0 F -
rt 
.6- r_D~IC D-1H 1 Dw .6- rD -1 D 1 c'w 
- l 9 9 9 k J - l 9 II J 
.. 
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Thus {Aw, Bw, Cw, Dw} is a realization of W(s) = C-1(s)H(s). However, 
this realization of W( s) is also not minimal, in fact, it has 2 m uncontrollable 
poles: m at s = a and m at s = f3 (these poles had to be introduced artificially 
to produce the realization for W( s )). The fact that these poles are uncontrollable 
can be verified by showing that the left eigenvectors of Aw corresponding to the 
eigenvalues of Aw at s = a and 8 = f3 are orthogonal to Bw [Ref. 34]. These 
eigenvectors are given by 
VT 
and it can be verified that 
and 
rC(,BI-A) -H(,BI-F)l 
- LC(aI-A) -H(aI-F)J 
VT A raI 01 VT 
10 - Lo fiIJ 
The realization of the dual, W(s) = H(s)C-1(s) and the realization of 
W( 8) =, C-1( 8 )H (s) are summarized in Table IV.5. 
Realizations of W(s) = C-l(s)H(s) and W(8) = H(s)C-1(s) have been 
given for two special cases which include a large class of transfer functions, C(s). 
In those cases not included it is still possible to obtain a realization of W( s) by 
modifying the procedure used to obtain the results in Tables IV.4 and 5. 
Table IV.5 Realizations -of G-1(s)H(s) and H(s}G-1(s) For G(s) Hith Second Order Rolloff 
G(s) = C(sI-A,-l B with CB=O, CAB full rank, H(s) = H(sI-F}-l G with HG = 0, at BE~ 
W(s) = G-1(S)H(s) Cg ~ C(aI-A)(SI-A), 0g ~ CAB, Hh ~ H(aI-F)(SI-F), Dh ~ HFG 
Note: 
T V'A 
w 
W( s) 
Note: 
c V 
w 
= C (sI-A )-'B +0 
w w w w 
= ° 
= VraI OJ ~ SI 
= 0 
l -1 A-B.o c 9 9 ° 
r-0-1C L 9 9 
rC(SI-A) 
I C(aI-A) 
Bg ~ (aI-A)(SI-A)B, 0g = 
° 
F 
CAB, Gh ~ (aI-F)(SI-F)G, 0h = HFG 
[ 1 (SI-A)B (aI-A)B V t:: -(SI-F)G -(BI-F)G -
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Obtaining a Stable Weighting When G(8) is Non-minimum Phase 
Often the reduced order model, G,( s) resulting from a balanced realization 
will be non-minimum phase (typically at high frequency) and in these cases the 
weighting, W(s) = G,-l(s)H(s) or W(s) = H(s)G,-l(s) will have unstable poles. 
This is because the transmission zeros of G,(s) will become poles of W(s). In 
this case it will be necessary to modify the transfer function of the weighting to 
make it stable. 
Consider the definition of the model reduction error criterion, Eoo 
then by definition of the H 00 norm 
then by definition of the maximum singular value 
then since Amax [AB] = Amax [BA] . t/A,B 
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Thus Eoo depends only on the products Wdjw) ~H(jw) and W!(jw) Wq(jw) and 
not on the weightings by themselves. 
Spectral Factorization 
Consider the product W(jw) WH (jw) = W(s) WT(-s) I ,=jw when W(s) has 
some poles in the open right half plane. To facilitate the following disscussion let 
W + (s) ~ W( s ) to denote the fact that W + (s) has poles with positive real parts. 
It is we!ll known [Ref. 44] that a transfer function Wjs) always exists with poles 
in the open left half plane such that 
This is called spectral factorization in the literature. Since E 00 depends only on 
products like above, the stable spectral factor can always be used in place of the 
unstable factor without changing £00' 
Computation of the Stable SpE~ctral Factor 
It is well known [Refs. 1 .. 4] . that the minimum input (i.e. mllllmum of 
J = J;)() uT(t)u(t)dt) control (i.e. tl = -Kex) required to stabilize the unstable, 
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controllable system x = Ax + Bu just reflects the unstable poles of the system 
across the imaginary axis. That is the eigenvalues of A. - BKe are the stable 
eigenvalues of A plus the stable reflections of the unstable eigenvalues of A. The 
gain Ke is computed by solving for P > 0 such that 
AT P + PA - PBB T P = 0 
and then Ke = BT P. 
It is not so well known that these facts can be used to solve the spectral 
factorization problem in the multivariable case (it's trivial in the SISO case). It 
has been shown in Reference 5 and it can be verified by direct computation that 
the given transfer function W+(s) ~ C(sI-AtlB can be factored 
H' + (oS ) Wjs )A(s) 
Wjs) ~ C(sI-A+BKetIB 
~ 1 A(s) I + Ke(sI-At B 
ancl where 
P > 0 
ancl 
It can also be verified that A (s) is a multivariable all pass, i.e. 
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Thus we have 
W+(s)Wr(-s) - Wjs)A(s)A7'(-s)W!(-S) 
- WjS)W!(-S) 
which accomplishes the objective. 
These results have a dual for the other spectral factorization problem 
~Vr (-s) W + (s) = W!(-s) Wjs) and both cases are summarized in Table IV.6. 
The results for plant order reduction are summarized in Table IV.7 for both 
representations of the model reduction uncertainty. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Two Approaches 
(Compensator vs. Plant Order Reduction) 
Compensator order reduction requires that the high order compensator be 
designed for the high order plant. This is clearly undesirable and is in fact the 
motivation for searching for reduced. order models. The advantage of this 
method is that implementing the algorithm for co~pensator order reduction is 
straightforward (i.e. the model redu.ction weightings are known a priori). Often a 
low order approximation to a given compensator is desired and thus this 
attractive, formal method for obtaining the approximation is a very useful result 
of this thesis. 
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Table IV.6 Soectra1 Factorization 
vJ+(S)W:(-S) = \~ (S)W~(-S) W:(-S)W+(S) = H~(-s)\~Js) 
Solve for P > 0 from Solve for P > 0 from 
- -
ATp + PA - PBBTp = 0 AP + PAT - peTep = 0 
let Kc = BTp let Kf = peT 
then W+(s) = W (s)A(s) W+(s) = A(s)W (s) 
where where 
W (s) C(SI-A+BKc)-lB WJs) C(SI-A+KfcrlB 
A(s) = I + Kc(SI-A)-lB A(s) = I + C ( s I -A r 1 Kf 
and in either case: AT(-s)A(s) = A(s)AT(-s) = 
Table IV.7 Surrunary of Plant Order Reduction Results 
PrelJminary Assumptions G(s)=H(sI-F)-lG + Gu~(s) where Re[~[F]]<O and Gus(s) has unstable poles 
, 
Use first steps of advanced loop Regulator Loop Transfer Function Filter Loop Transfer Function 
shaping to obtain (Table 11.5) = Li(S) = Lo(s) 
. Then the indicated closed loop H.{s) = [I + L.(s)]-l L.(s) Ho(s) = Lo(s)[I + Lo(s)]-l transfer function is known 1 1 1 
Assume realization {F,G,H} is input normal: F+FT+GGT = 0 output normal: F+FT+HTH = 0 (Table IV.3) 
Eigenvalue decomposition of the 
Y = WAWT U = WAWT positive definite input to I f(·)(to be defined) 
Select r columns of W correspond- A = diag{,\i} where A1 2: A2 2: ••• 2: An W = [Wl W2] ing to the largest eigenvalues 
Compute the reduced order model Gr(s) = HW1(SI-WJFW,)-l wJG + Gus(s) 
-Compute the weightings {Tables IV.4,5} . . Wo(s) = Hi(s)G~l(s) Wi(s) = G~l{S)Ho{S) 
Spectral Factorization (Table IV.6) Wo(s) = A(s)Wo_(s) W.(s) = W. (s)A(s) 1 1-
Solve for grammian (Table III.l) f(Y) = -t-D-jwI-FT,-lHTWH (jw)W (jUJ) 
n _00 0- o-
f(U) = f-l(jWI-F}- l GW. (jw) n _00 1-
-1 W~ (jw)GT(_jwI_FT)-ldw H(jwI-F) d(1J 
1-
Solve for stationary point of f(·) Y = f(Y) U = f(U) 
Use final steps of advanced loop K (s) such that K (s)G (s) = Li(s) Kr{S) such that Gr(S)Kr(s) 
shaping to obtain (Table 11.5) r r r 
= Lo(S) 
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Plant order reduction on the other hand permits the compensator to be 
designed for the reduced order plant. This is clearly an advantage and satisfies 
the intentions of model reduction for control design. The disadvantage of this 
method is that the algorithm for implementing plant order reduction is not closed 
fOfm (i.e. the model reduction weightings are not known a priori). In some cases 
it is not possible and in many cases it is not desirable to design a compensator for 
the high order plant and a reduced order model is required. This attractive, 
formal approach for obtaining this reduced order model is a very useful result of 
this thesis. 
The examples of the next chapter serve to illustrate the effectiveness of both 
of these methods. 
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v. EXAMPLES 
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate by example both the model 
reduction and control design techniques discussed in the previous chapters. The 
intent is to use the examples to make specific points. Thus, typically only 
segments of the model reduction for control system design theory will appear in a 
given example. 
The chapter will illustrate three topics: model reduction, compensator order 
reduction and plant order reduction. The order of the full order model will vary 
from 2nd to 168th order. 
Model Reduction Examples 
The purpose of this section is to: verify some statements made in the 
section,"On the Question of Optimality" of Chapter ill, illustrate graphically the 
'effect of the weighting on the model reduction and' to compare results for the 
balancing model reduction approach to a more. classical model. reduction 
approaeh. 
"Simpile" Hoc Example 
The SISO second order transfer function for this example is given by 
G(s) -- 2( 8 + 2) (8+ 1)(8 + 3) 
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It can be verified that the first order reduced order model of G(s) obtained 
with the internally balanced realization technique is given by 
G () 1.8320 
r,ib S = S + 1.4453 
and the smallest singular value of the balanced grammian, 0'2 is given by 
0'2 == 0.032871. It can also be verified that the error magnitude, 
I G(jw) - Gr,ib(jW) I is bounded 
I G(jw) - Gr,ib(jW) I < I G(O) - Gr,ib(O) I = 2(0.032871) 'r/w 
It can also be verified that the first order reduced order model of G (s ) 
obtained with the Hankel norm technique is given by 
1.6514 + 0.032871 
s + 1.3028 
It is of interest to compute the error for the Hankel technique. It can be 
verified that the error is given by 
G(jw) - G (jw) = -0.032871 .(jw-1)(tw-3)(j~-1.3028) 
r,H . (jw+ l)(jw+ 3)(jw+ 1.3028) 
Note that the error magnitude is independent of frequency! That is 
I G(jw) - Gr,H(jW) I = 0.032871 'r/w 
This is the smallest possible error as measured with the H 00 norm of 
G{s) - Gr{s) when a D term is allowed IRef. 14J. 
Thus this example is consistent with the comments made In the section: 
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"On the Question of Optimality" of Chapter III. That is the reduced order 
model obtained with the Hankel technique (where D terms are required) has one 
half the error magnitude of the reduced order model obtained with the internally 
balanced realization technique (where D terms are not used). The error bound 
IIG(s) -- Gr(sHloo < 2tr[:E21 is also verified for this example. 
An Exn.mple to Illustrate the Earect of the Weightings 
A 46th order, 3 input and 3 output model representing a large space 
structure with many resonances was reduced to 28th order using both the 
internally balancing and frequency weighted balancing techniques. The transfer 
function for this example was of the form 
G(s) -
where "-)1 = w2 = 0 (rigid body poles), six modes had damping ratios of ~ = 0.7 
and the rest had damping ratios of ~ = 0.005. A Bode plot for G( s) (i.e. log 
udGU"))] vs. w, i = 1,2,3) is shown in Fig. V.l. 
For the purposes of illustration the model reduction weightings for the 
frequeney weighted balancing case were arbitrarily chosen to be given by 
'W;·(s) - WQ(s) - W(s) -
and a Bode plot of- W( s) is shown in Fig. V.2. 
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Bode plots for a 28th order reduced order model, Gr ( s) using either 
balancing technique (weighted or unweighted) look very similar to that for G{s) 
and thus are not shown. The only noticeable difference is that the peaks in the 
G (s) plot beyond w = 30 do not appear in the plots for Gr (s ). 
Noticeable differences are however apparent in the Bode plots of the error 
G{s) - Gr{s). These plots are shown in Figs. V.3, 4 for the Gr{s) obtained from 
the internally balanced realization and the Gr ( s) obtained from the frequency 
weighted balanced realization respectively. Notice that the singular values of the 
error are relatively flat for the unweighted reduced order model but that they are 
not flat for the weighted reduced order model. In fact, the singular values of the 
. error are smaller near the peak of the weighting as expected. Note also, that this 
smaller error is obtained at the expense of larger error at higher frequencies . 
where there is less weighting. 
The example clearly shows the effect of the weighting on the. model 
reduction. The example also illustrates the effectiveness of the frequency 
weighted balanced realization model reduction algorithm in tailoring the error 
with respect to frequency. 
Comparison of Balancing to Classical Model Reduction 
To facilitate the comparison of model reduction via balancing to more 
classical model reduction, an example was chosen for which a classical reduced 
order model is readily obtained. The example is a 7th order model of a spinning, 
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symmetric projectile. The 7 states are: 3 components of velocity, U, v, 'w, 3 
components of angular velocity, p, q, r and pitch angle, o. The inputs are 2 
thrusters perpendicular to the axis of symmetry and the outputs are pitch rate, q 
and yaw rate, r. The coupling of the 3 states: forward velocity, u, roll rate, p 
and piteh angle, 0 with the other 4 states is typically very small for such a 
projectile and almost always ignored. This leaves a 4th order model. This 4th 
order model will be called the classically obtained reduced order model of the 7th 
order model. 
It is of interest to compare this reduced order model to that obtained by 
internally balancing. The 7th order model was balanced and the 4th order 
reduced order model was extracted. This reduced order model was for all 
practical intents and purposes identical to that obtained classically. Detailed 
data to substantiate this claim are given in Appendix E. 
The point here is that balancing is consistent with more classical model 
reduction when the model reduction is trivial. 
Compensator Order Reduction Examples 
The purpose or this section is to present some examples of compensator 
order reduction. Three relatively low order SISO compensators (less than 10th 
order) were designed and then reduced with the weighting technique discussed in 
Chapter IV. This technique proved to be effective in obtaining satisfactory (i.e. 
maintain closed loop stability) reduced order models of these compensators when 
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other techniques failed, such as: internally balancing (i.e. unity weightings), 
mode truncation and elimination of modes with small residues. The fact that the 
integral squared impulse response error criterion is not a good discriminator for 
model reduction for control design is also demonstrated. The compensator order 
reduction algorithm is not limited to LQG designs and was used successfully on a 
non-LQG design. 
Four Disk Example 
The system to be controlled is the subject of an experimental research 
project at Stanford [Ref. 45J. The system, indicated in Fig. V.5 consists of 
u 
Fig. V.5 Four Disk System 
four disks (unity inertia) connected by a flexible wire (unity spring constant) with 
a motor for applying torques to the third disk and a sensor for measuring angular 
displacement of the first disk. 
The transfer function for this system with non-collocated actuators and 
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sensors is given by 
G(s) -
where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.l. 
Table V.I Four Disk System Pole and Zero Data 
WI - 0.765 z - 1 
w2 - 1.41 a - 4.84 
Ws - 1.85 b - 5.65 
) 
-
0.02 
Note that the vibratory modes are assumed to have 2% damping and that the 
system is non-minimum phase. 
Note that the vibratory modes are, assumed to have 2% damping and that the 
system is non-minimum phase. 
The performance and stability robustness requirements chosen for this 
example resulted in the constraints for the loop shape shown in Fig. V.6. The 
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relationship between these requirements and Fig. V.6 was discussed in 
log IG{jw)K(jW) I 
log 0.3 logw 
O~----------~~------------------~~------------~ 
log 0.07 
Fig. V.6 Loop Shape Constraints For Four Disk System 
Chapter IT and Fig. V.6 is just Fig. IT.IS for this example. Note, that the 
frequencies for which high gain is required are significantly less than the 
magnitude of the non-minimum phase zeros of G(s) (i.e. 0.07 « b) and thus 
the non-minimum phase zeros will have little impact on the design. 
A compensator was designed using the standard LQG loop shaping 
procedure of Chapter IT (see Table IT.4). This compensator satisfied the low 
frequency constraint of Fig. V.6. However, because LQ loop transfer functions 
rolloff with a slope of negative one it could not satisfy the high frequency 
constraint. Hence, the compensator was modified by introducing an additional 
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lag to satisfy this constraint as well. Note that this additional lag does degrade 
loop properties in the crossover region due to the attendant phase loss of the lag. 
This degradation (45 deg. compared to 60 deg. of phase margin) was deemed 
acceptable. 
The compensator is given by 
Kg(s) - 0.0216 
where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.2. Note that the compensator 
Table V.2 Four Disk Compensator Pole and Zero Data 
/31 2.74 0- - 0.0503 
/32 - 2.87 
/33 - 2.99 
/34 - 0.521 (additional lag pole) 
essentially inverts the plant as discussed in Chapter n. 
This 9th order compensator was reduced to 6th order with the compensator 
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order reduction algorithm given in Table IV.l. The result is given by 
where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.3. 
Table V.3 Reduced Order Four Disk Compensator Pole and Zero Data 
f3 0.567 ....., (34 4r - a r = 0.0515 ....., a 
(35 - 3.29 w2r = 1.47 .:::. w2 
Note that the reduced order compensator essentially inverts only the low 
frequency behavior of the plant, i.e. the poles with I s I = wI, w2 and the zero 
with I s I = z. Results in Appendix E show that WI, w2 and z must be known to 
within 10% to guarantee closed loop stability. The zero at s = -ar is nearly the 
same as the zero of the full order compensator at s = - a. The additional lag 
pole at s = -(34 of the full order compensator is approximated by a 2nd order 
pole with I s I = (34r :.:::.. (34' 
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This compensator is stable (closed loop poles given in Appendix E) with the 
full order model of the plant and satisfies the loop shape constraints of Fig. V.6. 
In addition the crossover properties of this compensator are essentially the same 
as those of the full order compensator (e.g. the compensator has a phase margin 
of 46 deg. compared to 45 deg. for the full order compensator). 
It is of interest to note that reduced order models of Kg( s) for any order 
obtained with the internally balanced realization of Kg( s) produce an unstable 
closed loop system. The same would be true for any unweighted model reduction 
method (e.g. residue technique, covariance cost, minimum integral squared 
impulse response error, ... ). The eighth order reduced order model of Kg(s) 
obtained by using the internally balanced technique is discussed in App-endix E. 
It is also of interest to examine the integral squared impulse response error 
criterion for this example. This error criterion is defined 
where for this example 
He(t) - L-l [Kg(s) - K6(S)] (t) 
H(t) - L-l [Kg(s)J (t) 
Le. He (t) is the impulse reponse of the error and H( t) is the impulse response of 
the full. order compensator. The error criterion is arbitrarily normalized to make 
it dimensionless and thus have some meaning with respect to unity. 
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The value of E2 was computed for K6(s), the 6th order reduced order model 
of K g( s) obtained from the internally balanced realization of K g( S ). These 
results are given in Table VA. Note that while the reduced order model obtained 
Table V.4 Comparison of E2 and Closed Loop Stability 
Model Reduction Technique E2 Closed Loop System Stability 
Frequency Weighted Balancing 0.956 stable 
Internally Balancing 0.119 unstable 
with the internally balancing technique has an E2 error criterion eight times 
smaller than that of the reduced order model obtained with the frequency 
weighted balancing technique, it results III an unstable closed loop system, 
whereas the weighted reduced order model results in a stable closed loop system. 
These results clearly suggest that E2 is not a good discriminator for model 
reduction for control system design. It is also clear that properly selected 
frequency dependent weightings are critical in obtaining a reduced order model 
for this example. 
This example is somewhat academic because there really isn't any need to 
reduce the order of the compensator. However, the example has served to 
illustrate the procedure and make the following points: frequency dependent 
weightings are critical and E2 is the wrong error criterion. 
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Robust Four Disk Design 
The above design for the four disk system, although satisfactory with respect 
to the constraints of Fig. V.6 and the crossover requirements (say, phase margin 
> 45deg.), it is not satisfactory with respect to more stringent stability 
robustness requirements. For instance, more robustness would be required if the 
disk inertias were significantly uncertain. This in turn would lead to uncertain 
natural frequencies WI, W2, W3 as well as overall gain. The above design based on 
plant inversion would be suspect in this case. 
In another study by this author the inertia of the fourth disk was 
taken to be uncertain but bounded between one and four. The pole-zero 
configurations for these two extremes are shown in Fig. V.7 
Im[ s] 1m [s] 
X X 
INERTIA =4 
X INERTIA" 1 X 0 
X 
0 Re [S ] 
X Re [S ] 
Fig. V.7 Four Disk System Pole-Zero Configurations 
Note that the inertia variation between the extremes causes the lowest frequency 
pole and zero to interchange locations in the s plane. Since the system exhibits 
such significant variation, a rigid body model was used for the following. 
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G(s) = 0.2 
82 
The intent of the previous study was to maximize performance 
subject to satisfactory robustness requirements (including robustness with respect 
to the uncertain 4th inertia). The loop shape requirements for this problem are 
shown in Fig. V.8. Note that the 
log I G(jw)K(jw) I 
logw 
D~----------~----------------'---------------~'" 
log Wo 
log 0.1 
Fig. V.S Four Disk Robust Design Loop Shape Requirements 
high frequency constraint of Fig. V.6 was modified. The loop is required to have 
more attenuation for frequencies greater than 0.5 compared to Fig. V.6, to satisfy 
the uncertain inertia requirement (more details are given in App. E). However, 
the loop is permitted to have less attenuation for frequencies just less than 0.5 
compared to Fig. V.6 to facilitate achieving maximum performance. Satisfactory 
crossover is also required, say phase margin should be 45 deg. or more. 
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The design technique of the previous study resulted in Wo = 0.13 as the 
maximum performance subject to the above constraints. It is of interest to note 
that this perf?rmance is even higher than that of the previous design! An 8th 
order compensator which achieves this performance is given by 
where the pole and- zero data is given in Table V.5. The magnitude of the pole 
Table V.5 Four Disk Robust Design Pole and Zero Data 
0'1 - 0.0850 
0'2 - 0.403 
0'3 - 0.500 
0'4 - 200 
at s == - 0'4 was a:rbitrarily made very large to make the compensator strictly 
p~oper. 
This 8th order compensator w~s reduced to 5th order with the compensator 
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order reduction algorithm given in Table IV.1. The result is given by 
where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.6. 
Table V.6 Reduced Order Four Disk Robust Design Pole and Zero Data 
0'2r - 0.382 ::::::.. 0'2 
Ck'ar - 0.531 .:.:: O'a 
Ck'4r = 32.1 
11 - 0.107 
12 - 0.310 
This compensator provides essentially the same closed loop properties as the 
full order compensator. That is the loop satisfies the constraints of Fig. V.8 and 
hence the closed loop system is stable for any inertia of the fourth disk between 
one and four (a root locus is shown in App. E). In addition, the compensator 
provides essentially the same performance and crossover properties as the full 
order compensator. 
Again this example did not really require model reduction, however, it shows 
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that the procedure of Table IV.l can be applied to a compensator designed with 
any method, not necessarily LQG designs. Also it demonstrates that 
performance and robustness properties are not compromised as a result of the 
reduction. 
Flexible Beam Example 
The system to be controlled is also the subject of an experimental research 
project at Stanford. The system, indicated in Fig. V.g consists of a 
flexible beam with a motor for applying torques at one 
uCQ- ,---------- -~ 
Fig. V.O Flexible Beam System 
end and a sensor for measuring tip displacement at the other end. 
The transfer function for an -8th order model of this system with non-
collocated actuators and sensors is given by 
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G(s) - 2.98 
where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.7. Note that this system is also 
non-minimum phase. 
Table V.7 Flexible Beam System Pole and Zero Data 
0'1 - 10.3 wI - 11.3 ~I - 0.05 
0'2 - 11.7 W2 - 22.0 ~2 - 0.02 
O'a - 36.1 wa - 52.8 ~a - 0.02 
0'4 - 37.6 
The performance and stability robustness requirements chosen for this 
example resulted in the constraints for the loop shape shown in Fig. V.lO. Note 
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log I G(jw)K(jc:.v) I 
log 25 log (..v 
0....-------
log 2 
Fig. V.IO Loop Shape Constraints For Flexible Beam System 
that the minimum phase zeros for this problem will seriously degrade the 
crossover properties for designs obtained by any technique. This is because of 
the proximity of the non-minimum phase zeros to the crossover region. 
A compensator was designed using the standard LQG loop shaping 
procedure of Chapter IT (see Table IT.4). An additional lag was appended as in 
the LQG design for the four disk system. This compensator satisfied the 
constraints of Fig. V.lO. The loop crossover properties were seriously degraded 
(only 24 deg. of phase margin and 5 dB of gain margFn) due to the non-minimum 
phase zeros and the additional compensator lag. The compensator is given by 
.. 
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where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.8. Note that the compensator 
essentially inverts the 
Table V.8 Flexible Beam Compensator Pole and Zero Data 
(31 1.56 wI - 11.4 ::::::. wI ~l - 0.057 .:::. ~I -
(32 - 22.9 w2 - 22.4 .:::. w2 ~2 - 0.009 .:::. ~2 
. 
(33 - 32.2 w3 - 52.8 .:::. w3 ~3 - 0.02 .:::. ~3 
(34 - 53.4 
(34 - 470. 
minimum phase behavior of the plant as discussed in Chapter II. 
This 9th order compensator was reduced to 6th order with the compensator 
order reduction algorithm given in Table IV.1. The result is given by 
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where the pole and zero data is given in Table V.g. 
Table V.9 
RE~duced Order Flexible Beam Compens2Ltor Pole and Zero Data 
air 8.66 ..:::. al WI 1' 11.6 ..:::. wI ~lr 0.08 !::::!.. ~I - - -
. 
'" 
,...., (31 r - 1.59 (31 w2r - 21.3 ..:::. w2 ~2r - 0.01 ~2 
II - 22.3 
12 - 41.8 
Note that this compensator essentially inverts the low frequency, minim urn phase 
behavior of the plant, i.e. the poles with I s I = wI' w2 and the zero at s = - Oil. 
This compensator is stable (closed loop poles given in App. E) with the full 
order model of the plant and satisfies the loop shape constraints. The crossover 
properties of this compensator were however degraded (only 17 deg of phase 
margin and 3 dB o~ gain margin). 
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It is of interest to compare this 6th order compensator to one that would be 
obtained by neglecting the third mode (i.e. the plant pole with I s I = wa). This 
is referred to as modal truncation and is often done in practice. An LQG design 
was carried out for a 6th order plant model obtained by truncating the Wa term 
of the partial fraction expansion of G( s). The design was carried out such that 
the low frequency constraint of Fig. V.lO was satisfied to facilitate a meaningful 
comparison. The closed loop system with this compensator and the full order 
model was found to be unstable. Details of this design are given in App. E. 
Again this example does not really require model reduction, however, it 
shows that the procedure of Table IV.l can design a reduced order compensator 
that is closed loop stable with the full order model when the classical modal 
truncation technique fails. This is not meant to be an indictment of the modal 
truncation technique. It is a useful technique when used carefully. For example 
it is used successfully in a later example of this chapter. 
Plant Order Reduction Examples 
The purpose of this section is to present some examples of the plant order 
reduction algorithm discussed in Chapter IV (see Table IV.7). A couple simple 
SISO (less than 3rd order) examples as well as a MIMO (6th order) example will 
be used to demonstrate the successive approximation solution procedure. This 
technique was found to be acceptable for these examples. The section concludes 
with a significant design/demonstration example, utilizing a l68th order, MIMO 
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non-collocated model of a flexible spacecraft. The model reduction and design 
techniques of this thesis are shown to be very effedive in performing this design. 
Simple Low Order Examples 
The plant order reduction algorithm was exercised with the "simple If 00 
example" (i.e. the first example of this chapter) with transfer function given by 
G(s) .- 2(8 + 2) (8+ 1)(8+ 3) 
The closed loop transfer function was chosen to be 
H(s) - 0.5 
s + 0.5 
.. 
An initial weighting was determined from 
W(s) = G-l(s )H(s) 
and the successive approximation algorithm (Table lV.7) converged after five 
iterations. The resulting reduced order model is given by 
G,(s) - 1.78 
8 + 1.36 
The compensator, K(s) = Gy-1(s) 0.5 is guaranteed to produce a stable closed 
8 . 
loop system with G(s) since Eoo == 0.024 < 1. 
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Third Order Example 
The plant order reduction algorithm was also exercised with the 3rd order 
transfer function: 
C(s) (s+ 0.8) (s+ 2) 
For this example the closed loop transfer function was chosen to be 
H(s) 1 
s + 1 
.\ '1 initial weighting was determined from 
W(s) = C-1(8) H(s) 
and after 3 and ;') iterations the successive approximation algorithm (Table 1Y.7) 
converged for the 2nd and 1st order reduced order models respectively. These 
reduced order models are given by 
C2(s) 0.822( oS + 1.14) 
S2 + 1.348 + 1.07 
1.16 
(8+0.819) 
The compensators, f(r( s) = Cr- 1( s): r = 1, 2 are guaranteed to produce 
stable closed loop systems with C(.s) since E 00 = 0.008.5, 0.2-19 < 1 for r = 1. 2 
respectively. 
The only significance of these two examples IS that the successive 
approxim~ition solution procedure was successful. 
.~. ... 
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CSA Example 
The successive approximation solution procedure was also demonstrated 
with a more realistic example. The plant transfer function for this example is a 
6th order representation of the C5A aircraft wing root bending and torsion 
moments measured in in-Ibs due to aileron and elevator commands measured in 
radians [Ref. 46]. The MIMO system with two inputs and two outputs has the 
poles and transmission zeros given in Table V.IO. A Bode plot of the singular 
values of the 2 X 26th order plant transfer function, G(s) is shown in Fig. V.l1 
and an output normal realization of the transfer function is given in Table V.H. 
Fourth Order Reduced Order Model 
To obtain a 4th order reduced order model, the following output closed loop 
system was used 
1 I 
- s + 1 2 
An initial input weighting was determined from 
The successive approximation algorithm converged after 5 iterations. The 
resulting 2 X 24th order reduced order model poles and transmission zeros are 
given in Table V.12. A realization of this reduced 
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Table V.IO C5A Poles and Transmission Zeros 
Poles 
8 2. , W 
-
lA, ~ - 0.6 
8 2. , W 
-
5.5, ~ - 0.09 
8 
-
-6.0 
8 
-
-7.5 
Transmission Zeros 
8 2; W = 8.1, ~ = 0.69 
82; w = 11.3, ~ = 0.44 
short period mode 
flexible mode 
aileron actuator 
elevator actuator 
where the notation 82; w = w, ~ = ~ means the complex conjugate paIr 
C~Q.9.5 
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Figure V.ll Bode Plot of the Singular Values of G(jw) 
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Table V.II C5A Transfer Function Realization 
x - Fx + Gu G(s) = H(sI-FtIG 
F + FT + HTH = 0 11 - Hx 
r aileron commandl 
u - lelevator commandJ 
!Bending moment 1 
11 - l Torsion momentJ 
F -
-1.192e-01 5.806e-01 4.758e+ 00 -1.464e+ 00 
-4.412e-01 -4.414e-02 -l.014e-Ol l.343e+ 00 
-S.366e+ 00 S.03ge-01 -9.38Ie-01 -2.174e+ 00 
7.003e-01 -8.856e-01 1.491e-Ol -1.232e+ 00 
-9.3ISe-01 -3.954e-01 -1.598e-01 -4.S63e-01 
2.980e-02 -2.697 e-Ol 2.673e-02 -4.245e-01 
2.060e+ 00 l.640e + 00 
-4.94Ie-01 -5.637 e-Ol 
4.632e+ 00 3.238e+ 00 
4.4S2e+ 00 5.533e+ 00 
-6.S7ge+ 00 -2.592e+ 00 
-4.385e-01 -7.364e+ 00 
-2.577e+ 08 2.985e+ 08 
1.865e+ 08 2.345e+ 08 
-2.49Ie+07 -8.587e+07 
G - -1.875e+07 -2.817e+07 
-1.13ge+ 07 -1.85Ie+ 07 
-3.218e+ 06 -2.683e + 06 
H r-4.682e-01 -2.97Ie-01 -1.356e+ 00 -1.538e+ 00 
- l-1.386e-01 2.364e-03 l.932e-Ol -3.13Ie-01 
3.010e + 00 2.784e + 001 
-2.024e+ 00 2.642e+ ooJ 
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Table V.12 
C5A 4th Order Reduced Order Model Poles and Transmission Zeros 
Poles 
8 2. w , 
? 
8~; w 
--
--
1.25, 
5.30, 
~ - 0.511 
~ - 0.0925 
Transmission Zeros 
8 2; W ==. 10.5, ~ = 0.395 
short period mode 
flexible mode 
order model is given in Table V.1.3. Clearly the algorithm has just eliminated 
Table V.13 C5A 4th Order Reduced Order Model Realization 
GrCs) - C(8I-AtlB 
[ -1.003,-03 1.140e+ 00 2.218e-·01 1.170,-01 ] 
A -3.387e+ 00 -8.3Q2e-03 -1.280e + 00 -3.100e-01 
-
-5.146e+ 00 9.648e+ 00 -1.320e·-01 -5.580e:-01 
-2.574e+ 01 2.352e+ 01 5.203e+ 00 -2.114e+ 00 
[2.759,+ 05 -7.092'+ 07] 
B -8.895e+ 07 4.467 e+ 07 
- 1.195e+ 08 3.905e+ 07 
3.512e+ 08 7.355e+ 06 
C r-4.413e-02 3.680e-02 1.251e-01 6.998e-011 
- l:-2.261 e -01 -3.854e-01 -5.397 e-01 9.998e-02J 
the actuator dynamics, leaving the short period and flex mode dynamics 
essentially unchanged. 
Second Order Reduced Order Model 
To obtain a 2nd order reduced order model, the following outpu t closed loop 
tr~nsfer function was used 
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_
_ 0;....;.1~ I 
2 S + 0.1 
An initial input weighting was determined from 
The successive approximation algorithm did not converge to a single point in this 
case. Rather, the algorithm resulted in a limit cycle containing three points. A 
graphical representation of the limit cycle is shown in Fig. V.12a, b where the 
balanced grammian's singular values are plotted versus iteration. Clearly after 
the lOth iteration, the successive approximation algorithm cycles between three 
points. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, whe'n this happens, thE' solution is the reduced 
order model of the limit set corresponding to the minimum error, Eoo' Recall 
that the error criterion in this case is defined 
Bode plots of the maximum singular value of [G(jw) - GrUw)] Gr-1(jw) HoUw) 
versus ware shown in Figs. 13a, b, c for the three points of the limit set 
respectively. Recall, from the definition of the H 00 norm that E 00 is just the 
peak value of these plots. Thus Fig. v'13c corresponds to the reduced order 
model which is the solution by definition. Note that Eoo > 1 here and thus a 
control design based on this reduced order model is not guaranteed to be 
successful. 
,. 
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Figure V.12a The 3 Largest Singular Values of the Balanced Grammian 
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This reduced order model has no transmission zeros and a 2nd order pair of 
poles with magnitude of 0.755 and a damping ratio of 0.728. Thus the 2nd order 
reduced order model retains the short period dynamics. A realization of this 
reduced order model is given in Table V.14. 
Table V.14 
C5A 2nd Order Reduced Order Model Realization 
Gr{s) - C(sI-AtlB 
A r -5.554e-01 1.142e-01 1 - L-2.344e + 00 -5.438e-01J 
B f-1.186e + 07 1.026e+ 071 
- L5.073e+ 07 1.700e+ 08J 
C r3.498e + 00 1.851 e + 001 - L-8.41ge-01 2.896e-01 J 
This example has illustrated the use of the plant order reduction algorithm 
on a realistic example. The results obtained are consistent with intuition. That 
is for the 4th order reduced order model, throwing out the actuator dynamics 
seems reasonable. The fact that a compensator designed with the 2nd order 
reduced order model is not guaranteed to be successful is also reasonable. The 
procedure for dealing with non-convergence of the successive approximation 
solution procedure was also illustrated. 
ACOSS EXAMPLE 
The purpose of this example was to demonstrate all the steps of the plant 
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order reduction and reduced order controller design algorithm on a realistic 
example problem where model reduction was necessary. The example chosen was 
the ACOSS II large space structure [Ref. 47J. The spacecraft, as illustrated in 
Fig. V.14, consists of an equipment section, solar panels and an optical structure 
to support the optical hardware for the surveillance mission of the satellite. 
The control problem is to provide acceptable line of sight errors in the face 
of the disturbance environment. Line of sight error is the focal plane x-y 
position error of the image of the optical system of this surveillance satellite. 
The disturbance environment consists of external disturbances: solar, gravity 
gradient, aerodynamic and thermal and internal disturbances: imperfectly 
balancled rotating machinery on board the equipment section (cryogenic coolers 
for the mirrors and control moment gyros). 
SensOJrs and Actuators 
Three actuators for solving the control problem are located near the center 
of the equipment section (Node 44). They are control moment gyros (CMG) and 
provide torque inputs about the x, y and z axes. The sensors for solving the 
control problem are located on the optical structure near the focal plane (Node 
11). They are rate-integrating gyros and provide angular position measurements 
about the x, y and z axes. Note that the sensors and actuators are DOD-
collocated. 
SECONDARY 
ISOLATOR --_-.Ft.. ... --...:::-:- ,~-=~"7 
EQUIPMENT SECTION 
'-.. 
Y 
.)( 
Figure V.14 ACOSS II Large Space Structure 
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Full Order Model 
A finite element model of the spacecraft was developed at Draper Labs [Ref. 
48] and is given by 
c·b·T __ -..;.1 1 __ _ 
where Wi, bi' ci and ~i ,. = 1,2, ".,84 are given in Appendix G. A Bode plot 
of the singular values of G84(jW) is shown in Fig. V.IS. That is G(s) is the 
3 X 3 transfer function relating the CMG inputs to the gyro outputs. The first 
six of the modes are rigid body modes and thus Wi = 0 ;=1, 2, ":, 6. Six of 
the remaining modes have damping ratios of ~i := 0.7 (see App. G) and the rest 
have damping ratios of ~i =: 0.005. The higher damping ratios reflect the 
presence of passiye isolators connecting the equipment section to the optical 
structure. The lighter damping is just that due to structural damping. 
Loop Shape Constraints 
The loop shape constraints for this control problem are shown in Fig. V.I6 
and would apply for either the input or the output loop shapes. 
G84(s) 
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Fig. V.16 lLoop Shape Constraints 
, 
, 
The 10\\' frequency portion of the figure reflects the requirements for maintaining 
acceptable line of sight error in the presence of the disturbances. The high 
frequency constraint is due to sensor noise and high frequency modeling errors. 
The seetion of negative one slope is due to non-minimum phase zeros and will be 
. discussed shortly. The crossover requirements are that the minimum singular 
va:lues of the return difference and inverse-return difference for either the input or 
the output remain 'greater than 0.5. 
Constraints Due To Actuator Dynamics 
Actuator dynamics impose additional loop requirements which are' expressed 
in terms of the input inverse-return difference. This requirement is due to the 
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fact that the design will be done neglecting the actuator dynamics. 
Requirements for closed loop stability with respect to neglected actuator 
dynamics can be generated with the stability robustness theorem of Chapter II. 
Consider the block diagram of the actuator dynamics shown in Fig. V.17. 
ACTUATOR ACTUATOR 
CoM_M_A_ND ____ • .J~ .. ________________ ~t-----O-U-TP~~~T l I + A act (S) -
Fig. V.17 Actuator Dynamics 
The actuator dynamics are nominally modeled as an identity (i.e. .D. act (s) = 0 
nominally) and .D.act(s) accounts for the actual dynamics of the actuator. The 
point is that although .D.act(s) is not known exactly it can be bounded. The 
bound for this problem is given by 
and the scalar function of frequency, lact{w) is plotted in Fig. V18. To fix ideas 
this representation includes 
Gact(S) a I -
s + a 
Gact (s) a
2 
I 
-
82 + 1.4as + a2 
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log 2 
o --------~~--------------------,~ 
logw 
Fig. V.18 Actuator Uncertninty Bound 
and 
a(s+a) _[ 
t) ? 
S .. + 1.4as+ a~ 
where a > 200 rlsec as potential actuator dynamics. 
To guarantee closed loop stability for any of the actuator dynamics included 
in the above representation it is necessary that 
Thus, this additional requirement IS imposed on the input inverse-return 
difference. 
Motivation For Using Methodology of Chapter IV 
A compensator was designed using LQG and a model of only the rigid body 
portion of the transfer function GS4(s), i.e. neglecting the flexibility effects. This 
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design satisfied the performance imposed high gam constraint of Fig. V.16. 
However, the closed loop system was unstable when the flexible effects were 
added. Clearly the design process must take into account the flexible modes. 
But, there are 78 2nd order flexible modes to take account of! Surely not all 78 
are important for the control design, but which ones of the 78 are c.ritical? The 
plant order reduction methodology of Chapter IV addresses this question. 
·Preliminary Model Simplification 
The three rigid body modes corresponding to translation are neither 
controllable nor observable with the actuators and sensors and thus were 
discarded (see App. G). The modes of the model with Wi > 100 r/sec and 
Ilbill·lIeill::. 0 were also discarded (see App. G). Note that the modes beyond 
100 r /sec are sufficiently far beyond the crossover region and thus it should not 
be necessary to include them in the model. The closed loop stability of the 
system in the presence of these discarded modes, will however, have to be 
checked, after completing the design. The justification for eliminating the modes 
with small residues and those with magnitUdes greater than 100 r/sec (roughly 
two decades greater than the desired bandwidth) is that this model reduction is 
trivial and the formal balancing would eliminate these modes anyway. 
The preliminary simplification resulted in a model with 2g 2nd order modes. 
The transfer function for this model will be denoted by G29( s). A Bode plot of 
the singular values of G29(jw) is shown in Fig. V.lg. Note that this plot is 
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essentially the same as that for G84( s,) except that peaks are missing for W > 100 
r /sec. 
Minimum Phase Approximation of G29(s) 
The 58th order reduced order model, G29( s) has 15 transmission zeros in the 
right half plane. The non-minimum phase zeros all have magnitudes greater than 
6 r /sec and all but one are very close to the j w axis. It is desirable to 
approximate the system with a minimum phase model, G(s). This will satisfy 
the technical requirements for lllsing the LQG loop shaping design procedure 
discussed in Chapter n. 
This is accomplished by factoring 
G29(s) = G(s )P(s) 
where G(s) is mInImUm phase and P(s) , is a MIMO all pass, I.e. 
p(S)pT(-S) = pT(-s)p(s) = I . . In addition P(s) was chosen such that 
lim lP(s )-/] = O. This can always be done and a general procedure for 
. e-oo 
performing this factorization is discussed in Appendix F. This of course, 
introduces additional uncertainty into the design process. The stability of the 
closed loop system with GZ9( s) can however be guaranteed by satisfying 
rl r}((. )("Y(' )1-11 -rp(') I~ a:l + l JW:r JW J J > O'l JW - J 
G29(s) 
10-3~ ________________________ ~ __________ ~ __________ ~ 
19-6 
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Q. 
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e. 
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frequency (rCldiClns/s«cond) ------' 
Figure V.19 Bode Plot of the Singular Values of G29 (s} 
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A Bode plot of the maximum singular value of P(jw)-I is shown in Fig. V.20 
This leads to the portion of the mid frequency loop shape constraint with -1 
slope. In other words, the loop must be rolled off for frequencies greater than the 
magnitude of the smallest non-minimum phase zero. 
Stable~ and Unstable Decomposition of G(s) 
The transfer function G(s) can be expanded into stable and unstable (rigid 
body poles for this example) parts: 
That is 
where R-l is the full rank 3 X 3 inertia matrix for the center of mass of the 
structure about the x, y and z axes and Ge(s) represents the flexible 
characteristics of the satellite. 
Preliminary Design Steps 
A filter loop transfer function was designed using the standard LQG loop 
shaping; procedure (2nd column of Table ITA) to satisfy the high gain constraint 
of Fig. Y.16. A satisfactory high gain characteristic was obtained using only the 
rigid body dynamics, i.e. Gue (s). In other words, for this step of the design, the 
· 19~----------~----------T-----~----r---------~ 
1 
f1 
a. 
; 
9 
n U;-I ,. i 
t 
u 
d U> 0 
e 
10-2 
1'1 - 3. -+--....-..,.-.,......,..,I"'T"I"Ir+----.r--"'1~'T"T"lI"'l"'ri-____ _r_r"T"9'1n+_-...___r_"!I"""'r"I ........... 
10 1 1 19 
frequency (radians/second) 
Figure V.20 Bode Plot of the Maximum Singular Value of P{jw) - I 
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process noise driving the flexible mode states was taken to be zero. 
To be more precise let Cus(s) = C(sI-AtIB then the scalar p was chosen 
such that WI (s) = C( sI -A t 1r satisfied the high gain constraints of Fig. Y.16 
where:r = pB. Then the filter ricatti equation was solved for PI > 0: 
and the filter gain, KI = PI C T was computed. This re.sulted in the filter loop 
transfer function L I (s) = C( sI -A tl KI and a Bode plot of the singular values 
of L I (j w) is shown in Fig. V.21. Note that as discussed in Chapter II this 
transfer function also satisfies the high gain loop shape constraint, since 
Plant Order Reduction 
The filter loop transfer function was then used to obtain the output closed 
loop transfer function 
H~(s) _ Lo(s)[I + Lo(s) 1-1 
- C(sI-A+ K, Ct1K, 
An initial input weighting was obtained from 
It:· (s ) _ C-1(s)H (s) _100_: 
us 0 s + 100 where 
the lag at s = -100 (actually three lags since Wds) is a 3 X 3 matrix transfer 
function) was needed such that the initial weighting wouid be proper. 
le4~-----------~----------T-----------r-~------~ 
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Figure V.2l Bode Plot of the Singular Values of the Filter Loop Transfer Function 
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The successive approximation solution procedure resulted in a satisfactory 
32nd order reduced oder model, Gr(s) of the 58th order G(s). The iterations 
had not converged after 32 (32nd order and 32 iterations is just a coincidence) 
iterations but the values of Eoo 'were changing very little and hence the process 
'was stopped. The error plot, i.e. u[[G(jw) - Gr(jw)] Gr-1(jw) H(jw) J versus w 
is shown in Fig. V.22. Note that Eoo is less than one and thus a satisfactory 
design based on Gr(s) is expected. A Bode plot of the singular values of Gr(jw) 
is shown in Fig. V.23. 
Recall that the model reduction algorithm produces a reduced order model, 
G3r (s) of G3(s) and that Gr(s) is obtained from 
A realization of Gsr (s) is given by 
Letting; 
A ~ [A 0 1 
o All 
c ~ [e Cd 
Error for J2nd order rOM after 32 iterntions 
l~----------~-----------r----------~----------~ 
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Figure V.22 Error Plot For 32nd Order Reduced Order Model of 58th Order Full Order Model 
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we have 
Final Design Steps 
To complete the design of the compensator, K( 8) the filter loop transfer 
function L,(s) = C(sI-A)-l K, is recovered with the remaining steps of Table 
TI.4. That is the regulator Riccati equation is solved for Pc > 0: 
and the regulator gain is obtained from 
The scalar q was chosen large enough to satisfy the loop shape constraints of Fig. 
V.lB. 
Finally the compensator transfer function is given by 
where 
A Bode plot of the singular values of KU w) is shown in Fig. Y.24. Note that the 
overall shape is that of the familiar lead compensator. Note also that 
considerable notch filtering is going on (i.e. plant inversion). The sensitivity of 
Singular values of K(s) 
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Figure V.24 Bode Plot of the Singular Values of K(jw) 
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this plant inversion is an issue. Hence an analysis is presented in Appendix E for 
hoy,,' accurately the resonant frequencies must be known to guarantee closed loop 
stability. 
Verification of Stability 
Well the compensator is certainly closed loop stable with the reduced order 
model, Gr ( s) (it is an LQG design). However the stability with the actual 
system G 84( s) must still be ascertained. The stability of the compensator, K( s ) 
with the 58th order non-minimum phase model, G29( s) was verified with an 
eigenvalue check (results are tabulated in App. E). Finally the stability of the 
compensat.or, K( s) with G84( s) was verified by checking that 
This is just the stability robustness theorem of Chapter II applied to this 
problem. A plot of 0'[[GS4(jw) - G29(jW)] K(jw)[I + G2g(jw)K(jw)]-1] versus w 
is shown in Fig. V.25. Note that its peak value is less than one and thus the 
closed loop system is stable with the full order model, GS4( s ). 
It remains to verify that the neglected actuator dynamics do not cause an 
instability. This can also be verified with the stability robustness theorem of 
Chapter II. In this case the following inequality must be satisfied 
MAXIMUM SINGULAR VALUE OF ! G84(S)· G29(S)] .. K(S) .. INV! I + G29(S)" K(SI] 
1 I 
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Figure V.2S Bode Plot of the Maximum Singular Value of [G84 (jw) - G29 (jw)]K(jw)[I + G29 (jw)K(jw)]-1 
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By comparing the plot of !L[I + [K(jw)G84(jW)tl] versus w shown in Fig.1 V.30 
to the plot of lact(w) shown in Fig. V.I8, it can be verified that this condition is 
satisfied. 
In conclusion with regard to stability, the 32nd order compensator is closed 
loop stable with the I68th order full order model GS4(s) in the presence of the 
actuator uncertainty. 
Verification of the Other Loop Requirements 
Bode plots for the input loop transfer function, K(s )G84(S) and the output 
loop transfer function, G84(S )K(s) are shown in Figs. V.26 and 27 respectively. 
By comparing these plots to the constraints of Fig. V.16 it can be seen that the 
low and high frequency constraints are satisfied but the mid frequency constraint 
with negative one slope is not. Recall that this constraint was imposed for 
stability requirements due to the minimum phase approximation used for design. 
Since stability was checked and found to be satisfactory (i.e. stable closed loop 
system) violation of this constraint is of no concern. 
Bode plots of the input return difference, 1+ K(s )G(s) and the output 
return difference 1+ G(s)K(s) are shown in Figs. V.28 and 2g respectively. 
Recall that the loop shape constraints required that the minimum singular value 
of these return differences be greater than 0.5 for all frequencies. It can be se~n 
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from the plots that while the outpu t return difference satisfies this constraint, the 
input return difference is in violation of the constraint for a narrow band of 
frequencies near 8 rad/sec. 
Similar remarks apply to the input inverse-return difference, 
1+ [K(s)G(s)]-1 and the output inverse-return difference 1+ [G(s)K(s)J-l 
with Bode plots shown in Figs. V.30 and 31 respectively. 
Note that the input loop properties are not as good as the output loop 
properties. This is a consequenee of the LQG loop shaping design methodology. 
That is the desirable properties of the outpu t loop were designed formally (i.e. 
2nd column of Table II.4 and Table IV.7) but the input loop properties are just a 
consequence of the design. 
Step Responses 
Time histories (see App. E) were computed for step commands and were 
found to compare favorably with expected results based on the performance 
specification. 
Conclusions For ACOSS Design 
The plant order reduction and reduced Qrder compensator design 
methodology of Chapter IV has been shown to be effective on a realistic, high 
order design example. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Conelusions 
The major conclusion of this thesis is that model reduction and control 
design, which have long been treated tacitly as independent design steps, can be 
successfully interrelated through a formal design process developed in the thesis. 
The formal process combines frequency. weighted model reduction with 
modern linear quadratic gaussian loop shaping design. The model reduction 
approach involves a frequency weighted error between the full and reduced order 
model. An important point is that the size of this error is measured by the peak 
value of its frequency response. This criterion is important because it enables the 
size of the model reduction error and closed loop stability to be related by 
appropriate choice of frequency weightings. 
Internally balanced realizations were investigated and found to have 
desirable properties as a model reduction tool. A new theoretical result for 
bounding the peak value of the error frequency response was obtained. The 
balancing mechanics was extended to include frequency dependent weightings. 
Appropriate weightings for control system design were derived. 
Several example problems demonstrated the effectiveness of the model 
reduction technique for obtaining successful control designs. The examples 
illustrate that the frequency weightings and peak value error criterion are critical 
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for non-trivial model reduction problems. F or trivial (i.e. near pole-zero 
cancellations, small residues, modes with frequencies far beyond control 
bandwidth) model reduction problems any rel:\Sonable model reduction method 
will give acceptable results. 
Recommendations For Further Research 
There are always some open questions left at the end of a research endeavor. 
Some of the open questions of this thesis and the author's comments regarding 
them are: 
1. Are reduced order models obtained from frequency weighted balanced 
realizations asymptotically stable if both the input and output weightings 
are non-unity? The author believes that they are stable (possibly a weak 
condition on the weightings is required, say no transmission zeros on the jw 
axis). 
2. Can a simple error bound for frequency weighted balanced realizations be 
proved? The author's opinion is that this is hopeless. 
3. Would a scalar transfer function times an identity used as an input 
weighting produce the same reduced order model if it were used as an 
output weighting? Intuitively the answer is yes and a proof should be 
possible. 
- 210-
4. Can the theoretical properties of the plant order reduction fixed point 
problem be established (existence and uniqueness of solutions)? The author's 
opinion is that solutions do exist and probably more than one in many cases. 
5. What are the similarities and differences of plant and compensator order 
reduction in terms of the resulting control system design? It would be 
pleasing if the results were the same but the author's opinion is that they 
won't be the same. 
6. Can the Hankel results be generalized to include the frequency dependent 
weightings? Certainly a weighted Hankel model reduction can be done. The 
interesting question is: can an error bound be proved? 
7. Can the plant order reduction problem be solved with something other than 
the linear quadratic gaussian synthesis procedure? Combining the model 
reduction ideas with the recent results in H 00 optimization is a fruitful area 
for several Ph.D. dissertations. 
8. Can better numerical algorithms for solving the model reduction problem be 
obtained? Any progress in this area would be of great value to the 
practicing control engineer. 
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9. Can model reduction weightings be chosen for purposes other than 
guaranteeing closed loop stability? Certainly weightings can be chosen for 
other purposes e.g. to satisfy performance objectives. 
- 212-
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APPENDIX A 
SINGULAR VALUES 
The singular values'of a complex, n X m matrix, A are denoted by O'dA] 
(or just O'j when context permits) and are defined to be the k largest, 
nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of AHA (or equivalently AA H) where 
k = min (n,m). That is 
i = 1,2, .,., k 
and the ordering is such that O'j > O'j + I' 
The maximum and minimum singular values of A , denoted by u[A] and !r[A 1 
respectively are equivalently given by 
u[A] max IIAxl1 max IIAxl1 
- -
z",o II x II Ilzll=1 II xii 
~[AJ mIll IIAxl1 mIll IIAxl1 - II xii - II x II z",o liz 11==1 
If A -I exists, the minimum singular value is also equivalently given by 
1 
a:[A] -
- u[A-I] 
By the definition of singular values it is also clear that 
u[O'A I = 10'1 u[A] 
for any complex scalar, 0'. 
The complex, n X m matrix, A can be decomposed in terms of its singular 
values, O'j as follows 
... 
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A UEVH \ H 
-- - ~..J O'j Uj Vj 
i=l 
where 
U 
- [u 1 U2 un] 
V 
- [vI V2 Vm ] 
[~ll n2 m 
~ -
[~:l 0] n<m 
and EI = diag {O'l' 0'2, ... , O'd· 
The columns of U and V are right eigenvectors of AA H and AHA, 
resp,~ctively and are known as the left and right singular vectors of the matrix A. 
In addition the matrices U and V are unitary, that is 
UHu _ UUH _ [ 
VHV _ VVH _ [ 
Several standard inequalities and theorems involving singular values are 
stated in Table A.I. 
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Table A.I Singular Values: Some Inequalities and Theorems 
Inequalities: 
. u[A+ B] < u[A] + u[B] 
u[AB] < u[A] u[B] 
a:[A] -1 < a:[I+ A] < a:[A] + 1 
{l[A] < IA[A]I < u[A] 
Theorems: 
{l[A], !l[B] :I:- 0 =9 !l[AB] > {l[A]{l[B] 
u[E] < !l[AJ =9 {l[A + EJ > 0 
u[AJ < 1 =9 {l[ I + A] > 1 - u[AJ 
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APPENDIXB 
STABILITY ROBUSTNESS CONDITIONS 
This appen:dix will give proofs that either of 
1) a:II + G(jw)] > q[A(jw)j '\Iw 
2) a:II + G-1(jw)] > q[ G-1(jw)A(jw)] 'r/w 
. 3) Q:[l + G-1(jw)J > q[A(jw)C-1(jw)j 'Uw 
impl.ies that there exists an L (s) and an R (s) such that 
and 
IIR(s)[J + G(s)J-l L-l(s}lIoo < 1 
Proof for 1): 
Q:[l + G(jw)J > q[A( jw)J '\Iw 
~ Q:[I + 1GUW)] O'[A(jw)] < 1 '\Iw 
~ q[II + G(jw)]-I] O'[A(jw)J < 1 '\Iw 
-9 11[1 + G(s )J-1 A(s )1100 < 1 
~ 11[1 + G(s WI ~(s)lloo < 1 
let L(s)=A-l(S) and R(s)=l Q.E.D. 
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Proof for 2): 
2:[1 + C-l(jw)J > 0'[ C-1(jw)A(jw)J '\Iw 
1 u[ G-l(jw)A(jw)] < 1 
2:[1 + C-l(jw)] 
0'[[1 + G-1(jw)]-lJ u[ G-1(jw)A(jw)J < 1 
u[[1 + G-1(jw)]-1 C-1(jw)A(jw)] < 1 
~ 0'[[1 + G(jw)tlA(jw)J < 1 '\Iw 
~ 11[1 + C(s )]-lA(s )1100 < 1 
'\Iw 
'\Iw 
'\Iw 
let L(s) = A-l(s) and R(s) = I Q.E.D. 
Proof for 3): 
2:[1 + C-1(jw)J > 0'[A(jw)G-1(jw)] '\Iw 
~ -[A(· )C-1(. )J 1 < 1 '\Iw 
q JW JW a:[1 + G-1(jw] 
~ u[A(jw)C-l(jw)] u[[1 + C-1(jw)tlJ < 1 '\Iw 
9 u[A(jw)C-1(jw)[1 + C-1(jw)tlJ < 1 '\Iw 
~ O'[A(jw)[1 + G(jw)tl] < 1 '\Iw 
IIA(s)[1 + G(s )]-11100 < 1 
let L (s) = I and R (s) = A( s ) Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIXC 
DETAILS OF BALANCING THE CONTROLLABILITY AND 
OBSERVABILITY GRAMMIANS WITH EIGENVECTORS 
OF' THEm PROlDUCT 
Lemma Cl: Product of Positive Semi-DE!finite Matrices is Similar to a 
Positive Semi-Definite M8l.tl"ix 
Let A and B be positive semi-definite matrices, i.e. A ,B > O. Since A IS 
positive semi-definite it has the singular value decomposition: 
where 
and 
VVT _ I 
Let 
where S 11 has the same dimensions as At. Note that: 
. Hence S 11 has the singular value decomposition: 
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8 11 - UEUT 
where 
E 
- [~I ~] 
U 
-
[U. U2] 
and 
UU T 
-
I 
Let 
C(X) 
-
rUT l 2 xT1 [8¥ 812J [u2] J 8 12 822 X 
Note that: 
S >09 C(X) > 0 '\IX 
From the singular value decomposition o{ S 11 it can be seen that 
uls11 = 0 
and thus 
From this expression {or C(X) and the {act that C(X) > 0 {or any X it can 
be seen that uls 12 = 0 or else it would be possible to find an X such that C(X) 
was not positive semi-definite. To be precise, say uls12 :;6 0, then there exists a 
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5 > 0, implies 5 22 > 0, implies, > 0. Then let 
£ ~ I (1~
Finally let X = -f.S'&U21 then 
= (-~ 
-20 
,~o 
,=0 
,~() 
,=0 
In eilther case z T C(X)z < 0 and hence if Ul.S 12 ~ 0 it is always possible to 
choose X such that C(X) is not positive semi-definite. Since C(X) > 0 for \:IX 
it follows that U[S 12 = O. 
Let 
then it can be verified that 
This completes the proof since 5 11 > 0 and Al > 0 imply that 1-1 ABT > O. 
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Lemma C2: Nonzero Off-Diagonal Elements of Two Symmetric 
Matrices Whose Product is Diagonal Correspond to Repeated Elements 
of Their Diagonal Product 
Let A with elements, aii and B with elements, bii be n X n symmetric 
matrices, i.e. A =A T and B=BT where AB = A = diag {Ad. Then it will be 
Proved that a· '(A '-A .) = 0 and b"(A '-A .) = 0 for \.../ i J' I} 1 } '} , 1 \/ , . 
Firstly note that it is sufficient to prove the result for A since 
Next partition A, B and A compatibly: 
_ (All A12) A - T 
A12 A22 
B = !B¥ B12] 
BI2 B22 
where A H, B H, Al are r X r with 1 < r < n but r is otherwise arbitrary. The 
equation AB = A is then equivalent to the following four equations: 
All Bll + AI2 BI; - Al (1,1) 
All BI2 + A12 B22 - 0 (1,2) 
AI; Bll + A22 BI; - 0 (2,1) 
A I; B12 + A22 B22 - A2 (2,2) 
Multiplying the transpose of equation (1,2) by A22 on the left and equation 
(2,1) by A 11 on the right and then subtracting the two equations results in 
Using this result to substitute for A I;B llA 11 in the equation obtained by 
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multiplying the transpose of equation (1,1) by Al; on the left results in 
A22 B22 A l; + A 1; B 12 A l; - Al;AI 
[A2ZBZ2 + Al; BIZ]Al; - Al; Al 
A2 A1; - Al; Al 
where equation (2,2) was used to substitute for the t.erm in brackets. Examining 
the final equation for all r between 1 and n implies that 
a· .(>.. -- )..) = 0 
'1' 1 'rI , ,) 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma C3: Transformation Always Exists Which Diagonalizes Both 
Gr13Lmmians, U and Y 
Lemma Cl shows that a transformation, Tl always exists such that 
TIl UYT1 = A = diag {>'d. In fact TI is any eigenvector matrix of UY. Let 
and 
then 
.... Noting that A = A T and B = BT, Lemma C2 shows that the elements of A 
.•. and B, aii and bii respectively satisfy 
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a .. (A· - A') = 0 I} 1 } 
and 
b··(A. - A') = 0 I} I } 
Clearly if Ai =I: Ai for i =I: j then Tl is a transformation with satisfies 
Lemma C3. Otherwise without loss of generality,. order the elements of A such 
that 
That IS A has kj elements equal to Ak l+ k2+ .•. + k, . for i=l, 2, .. " q and 
Then Lemma C2 shows that 
A 
-
block diag {A j } 
B 
-
block diag {Bj } 
A 
- block diag {" •• + ... + ~ I.,J 
where Ai and Bi are kj X kj • Then let ~. be any eigenvector matrix for Ai' i.e. 
The fact that Ai can be diagonalized is a consequence of the symmetry of Ai 
which is a consequence of the symmetry of A. Another consequence of the 
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symmetry of Aj is that Vi can be chosen such that Vj = ViTo 
Next let 
T2 - block diag {Vj} 
then let 
and 
Then A = diag {(}j} and 
AB 
-
Til A TiT T[ B T2 
- Til AB T2 
- Til A T2 
-
A 
but since A and A are diagonal B must also be diagonal, i.e. B = diag {,Bd. In 
conclusion TIT 2 is a transformation which satisfies Lemma C3. 
Q.E.D. 
Choice of Scaling Such That Controllable and Observable POll·tions 
of Balanced Diagonal Grammains Are Equal 
It has been shown in Lemma C3 that there exists a transformation, T such 
. ,that 
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T-IUT- T - diag {ail 
TT YT - diag {Pd 
T-1 UYT - A = diag {Ai} 
and A· =a· ~.' I I fJ" ;=1, 2, ... , N. Without loss of generality assume the Ai 
have been ordered such that 
Let 
a· {3. ~ 0 I, I r 
d· -I 
1 aj = 0 or Pi = 0 
and 
D 
-
diag {dj } 
and 
Tb - TD 
then 
and 
where 
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Tb- I UTb- T = D-1 r- I UT-T D-l 
- D-I diag {Qj} D-1 
- diag {1;~ ) 
- block diag {E, E, } 
TtYTb = DTTYTD 
- D diag {Pi} D 
- diag {Pj dj2} 
= block diag {E, E,} 
E 
- diag {Ft, y"}.';, """' F. ) 
Eu - diag {"R+.' ".+2, """' "N ) 
E, - diag ~R+" PH 2, """' PN ) 
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APPENDIXD 
CONJECTURE REGARDING Eoo BOUND FOR FREQUENCY 
WEIGHTED BALANCED REALIZATIONS 
The objective of this appendix is to carry out the manipulations leading to 
the conjecture about the Eoo bound for frequency weighted balanced realizations. 
The notation and results of Chapter ill for the proof of the unweighted error 
bound for internally balanced realizations will be used. 
From Chapter ill we have that 
G(s) - Gr(s) = C(s)A-l(s)B(s) 
Let E( s) ~ Wo (s)[ G(s) - Gr(s)l Wds) where Wo(s) and Wj{s) are the specified 
output and input model reduction weightings. Letting 
and 
it can be seen that 
From the definition of the maximum singular value we have 
_ )..1/2 
max 
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[C1O(jw)~ -1(jw)B1O (jw)BJ(-jw)~ -T (-jw)CJ(- jW)] 
[~-l(jw)B1O (jw)B!(--jw)~ -T (-jw) CJ(-jw) C10 (jW)] 
The fact that the realization is balanced with respect to the model reduction 
weig:htings: Wo (s) and "".( s) is then used to derive expressions for 
B1O(jw) BT(-,jw) and C!(-jw) C1O(jw). This requires an enormous amount of 
algebra which will only be sketched here. 
The basic idea is the same as that for the proof of the bound for the 
unweighted case given in Chapter m. That is the two grammian equations: 
Ai V + VAl + BiBl - 0 
xtr + YA'o + CoTCo - 0 
are partitioned into six equations each, by substituting 
y - [J~ 
The result for B10 (s) will be discussed and the ·result for C10 (s) will follow by 
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duality. Using the definition oC BIII(s) and B(s) to expand BtAs) B!(-s) results 
GG T • Substitutions are made Cor these six terms using the six equations for the 
weighted controllability grammian. 
This results in an expression involving 1:2 and U22 (the 1:1, U31' U33 terms 
exactly cancel). This final expression and its dual Cor C!(-8 )C,(s) are given by 
where 
Bw(s)B!(-s) - ~(S)1:2+ ~~T(_s)+ Nj(s) 
C!(-s)Cw(s) - ~T(-S)1:2 + 1:2~(s) + No(s) 
~ T 1\ 1 T- T - 1 T Nj(s) _ ~(s)U32(-sI-Fj r Hj B (-s) + B(s)Hj(sI-Fd- U32~ (-s) 
With these expressions for Bw(s)Bt!(-s) and C!(-s)Cw(sj we have 
u[E(jw)J = A~~ [[E2 + ~-lUw)E2~T(_jw) + ~-lUw)NjUw)] 
[E2 + ~-T(-jw)E2~UW) 
+ ~-T(_jw)NoUw)]] 
If NjUw) = NoUw) = 0 then with the same steps as in Chapterffi it can be 
shown that 
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however, Ndjw) and NoUw) are not zero in general. A bound for the general 
case could not be found but a conjecture is that 
Eoo = sup (j[EUw)J < 2{1+ a) tr[E2J 
w 
where the conjecture is that 
a < 1 when Eoo < 1 
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APPENDIX E 
SUBSTANTIATING DATA 
Spinning Projectile Data 
.-\ seventh order realization of the rigid body dynamics of a spllllllng 
projectile is given by 
x - A.I + Bu 
y Cx 
where 
x T - [u v w p q r OJ 
u T - [Fy F:j 
yT = [q rj 
The matrices. A., B, C are tabulated in Table E.1. 
The units of the velocity components, u, v, ware measured in terms of the 
magnitude of the velocity, V (=1053 It / sec). That is ~ which is dimensionless 
d l! 180 d w 180 h' h 'd I' d 1 f k' d an -, -- an - -- W lC represent SI es Ip an ang e 0 attac' III egrees 
\' 1!' V 1!' 
respectively. The units of the components of the angular velocity p, q and rare 
measured in degrees/sec, t~e units of the pitch angle, 0 are measured in degrees 
and the units of F y and F: are measured in pounds (lbs). 
Table E.l A, B, C Matrices For Spinning Projectile 
r -4. "70-0? B.'H 7n-04 :>. ')C) 4 1"-0') ~). ()f)O P.+ on -4.01 1 p.-04 -R •. 11 Op.-:)4 _4.h"~04l 
-5. rnp.-01 
-1. ')5 An-OJ -1.17f,?-():> -'). ;>f"je-07 (). ()OO'o!+ llO -9. f15,le-UI -5. 350p.-04 
-1. ;>rl4 P.+()(I 1 • 41 fl 1"- flO:> -1 .5'.>1 p'-f)1 -Q.1n1p.-o7 <) • (lf1o 1"-(11 ;>.74<lp.-'1? 1.41tip.-fl;:> 
A = -.1.R5~p.+():> .1. ?1)t~p_')J -I .~4<)"!-()1 -5.4'H"!-C)1 O.OOOp+(l(} O.OI}Op'+()O u.noop+()o I d .621 e+ 0;> -4. 'n/') eHI() ().l,)o,,!+II? -1.4 'ne-fl l -2.::>OOe-O! -! • .., l!le+O;> 
-<1.01-,::>e-!H I 
1.7::>9,,+(\1 
-f>. 411" HI;> - "/ .5 1 () ,,+ 1)(\ -". (j1ll)I"-fll 1 .;:> 'IR,,+()::> -? • ')O<)p.-'I1 -4. n6? e-01 
L o. 0008+ Or) (). ')()() e+ on :1. O()()~+OD I). OC~)(~+!).) I.O()Oe+()() O. n()o/" + 00 (j. O()Op+()O J 
r U.OOOHm O. 0000> 00 1 1 .701 P.-CP (). ()r)Oe+ 0') N W (). ()()()p.+ 00 1 .7011"-0::> \0 
A f). ()rl()e+ (ll) fl. f)'lfle+ 'I(l 
(l 0 ()()() f!+ no 40 5'l4 p.+fll 
-4.'iR4e+(1I 0 0 !lOOn+ 00 L Ilo fl()(jp+()() () 0 (j(lI) pHIl) J 
~ [ O. ()()Oe+ 00 o 0 '100 e + 'lO n. (11)(1,,+ Of) i) 0 nn<l('+ 'If) I 0 O()Oe+ O(l n.'100e+ flO () 0 W)Oe + ()() ] 0 0 ()'l() p+ (If) () 0 onn p + I)n () 0 I)()I)., + Ill) II. (l()t) p+ ()') () • (jO(l ,,+ ('() 1 0 ()(\{Ie+ ()(\ (). (V'fle+ O'l 
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Fourth order reduced order models were obtained with the internally 
balancing technique and the "classical" technique of neglecting the u, p and () 
states. These two reduced order models are compared below. To facilitate the 
comparison of the two reduced order models and the full order model let the 
transfer function relating u (s) and y( s) be parameterized as shown in Table E.2. 
Then the differences between the two reduced order models· can be seen by 
examining the data in Table E.3. 
Note that all the parameters differ by less than a few percentage for the two 
reduced order models. The only exception is the precession damping for which 
the internally balanced reduced order model is in closer agreement with the full 
order model than the classical reduced oder model. The authors opinion is that 
for all practical intents and purposes the two reduced order models are identical. 
Four Disk Example 
Sensitivity With Respect To Knowledge of WI, w2 and z 
The fact that the compensator, K6(s) involves pole-zero cancellation near 
the jw axis is a concer~. The poles of G( s) with Is I = WI, w2 and the zero of 
G( 8) with I s I = z are cancelled. Hence, an analysis was performed to assess 
the stability of the closed loop system in the face of simultaneous ± 10% 
uncertainty in these three critical parameters, WI, w2 and z (sensitivity to other 
parameters '"ould be less severe). The analysis was performed assuming that for 
any uncertainty the DC gain of G(s) was known exactly. 
Table E.2 Parameterization of Spinning Projectile Transfer Function 
G(s) = 1 
For Full Order Model: 
let d(s) = (s+5.2e-3)[s2+5.8e-2s+1.1e-3] 
_then g11 (s) = Kll s(s+4.5e-3)(s-2.3e-2)/d(s) 
912(s) = K12s(s+5.5e-3)(s+4.5e-2)/d(s) 
921(s) = K21(s+5.2e-3)(s2+6.1e-2s+1.1e-3)/d(S) 
922(s) = K22 (s+5.6e-3)(s-6.1e-2)(s+O.1)/d(s) 
For Reduced Order Model: 
g .. (s) = K .• lJ lJ i,j = 1,2 
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Table E.3 Comparison of Full Order r~odel, Internally 
Balanced and "Classical" Reduced Order Models 
DescrIption P'!raml!ter Full Order Int'!rn",lly Cl".;sic'!l ~ 1''\1 ft' '!r .. nc '! 
Morlel ~al '1nc"rl Rp.rlt!cen ()rner 
precession CP 0.0045631 O.0045h31 O. OI'l5M 1 7 -,'.7h poles ... p 5.17811 5.178n 5. t 9/,)(1 -(1.15 
nutation en (). Clll2 78' 4 "."()27824 0.(11127816 11."'3 
poles ... n 1".'>11 I" • ..".. 1 ".h5 O. :ll 
Fy to q '< I I 5~50.:> 5850., 5850.::> 0 
r1UIllp.rator C11 ".7'181.1 ".7(1741 fl.71171 -('.~1 
... 11 0.3'3.,5 ().' .... II () .".,782 -".~4 
K" 45.'14" . 45.84' 45."14' 0 
Fz to q 1112 fl. 302.11 0.37864 0.30'44 
-3."4 
numerator b12 24.'l52 24.055 24.082 -(1.11 
cP :>5.110 '5.3 '2 ::>5 • .141'- -0.00 
'<'1 45."'4' 45.84' 45.84' 0 
Fy to r 11).1 '1 • .10520 ".301335 ".10483 Il. Ole 
'lumerator b'l '5.100 '5. noo '5. '100 0 
c21 25.'1,0 25.3·'\0 25.383 -0.0 .. 
Fz to r 1<'2 5950.,) SA50./') 5850.6 0 
numl!rl'ltor (;'2 ". '\Q~1 (\ '1.7172<1 ".7'"156 2. '3 
... ", O •. 148'15 0.3'Fl5'1 O •. ld 77, -5.93 
I4IMO 
Trlln~lIlls- ". OQ8QI, rl.00056 11.00017 ". "4 
s10n zeros ... '1 • .1')]0" O.1'H5Q O.3'l:'lR? 
-1.15 
tn 
Mor''!ls 
"lot ... Th" 't; ,11 "~"r"'lc" '..,,,~ como'ltp.'i 
fro", 
~y <;uhtr"cttr,n thf" cl".;slc"l ""1"''''''''ter t'1'! tnt"r~~lly h~l~ncerl oar~met'!r, rllvlrl1no .,y thf" 1'1 ternll II:, bll 1 'In r: pcj :'l<'lr" ... et<>r '1n1 th"n ;nu it 1 0 1 y t nq t-y 1 "". 
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Consider the multiplicative perturbation implied by the uncertainty in ")1, W2 
and z 
~(s) -
G(s; WI' W2' z) ~ G(s; wI' w2' z) 
G(s; wI' w2' z) 
where G(s; ",,'I' w2. z) represents a possible true system and G(s; ,.j1'';''2':-) 
reprc:o;cnts the nominal system. :\ote that the other poles and zeros cancel Ollt of 
the expression for ~(s). Also note that ~(O) = o. 
Let I(w) be a bound for the magnitude of the perturbation, i.e. 
I(w) = max 
0.9 < .Q:. < 1.1 
- Q -
('a = "'1,(,,72' I 
The bound. I(w) is plotted versus w in Fig. E.l. 
1~(jW)1 
The stability robustness theorem of Chapter II (see also App. B) guarantees 
stability of the closed loop system in the presence of the uncertainty if 
11 rC'(' , , ')1,(.)1-
1 1 I() + L JW: WI' <'<"'2' Z \6 JW J > W 
This condition can be seen to be satisfied by examining Fig. E.l where the left 
'and right hand sides of the inequality are plotted versus w. Thus the closed loop 
M 
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U 
o 
E 
10 
11+IG(iW;W1.W2.Z)K6{jW) )-1 I 
~ 
10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (RADIANS/SECOND) 
Fig. E.1 Stability Robustness Test For Four Disk System With K6(S) 
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system is stable in the face of simultaneous ± 10% uncertainty in WI' w2 and z. 
Closed Loop Poles 
The closed loop poles for the control system with G (8) and K 6( 8) are given 
in Table E.4. Note that all have negative real parts which is guaranteed by the 
fact that Eoo < 0.2 (i.e. less than unity) for the weighted model reduction of 
K( 8) to K 6( S). 
Results With Internally Balanced Model Reduction 
An eighth order reduced order model of K( s) was found using unitv 
weighting or the internally balanced method. This compensator produces an 
unstable system with closed loop poles shown in Table E.5., The fact that unity 
weighting produced an unstable closed loop system is easily seen by comparing 
the Bode gain plots of the three compensators K(s) or Kg(s), K8(s) and K6(s) 
shown inlig. E.2. While K8(s) (unity weighting) captures the high gain portion 
of K(s) nicely it sacrifices low frequency model fidelity, whereas, K6(s) (non-
unity weighting) with only six poles matches the low frequency behavior and 
produces a stable closed loop system. 
Robust Four Disk Design 
For zero dam.ping the transfer function of the four disk system as a function 
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Table E.4 Four Di sk System 
Closed Loop Poles for G(s) and K6 (s) 
(Non-unity model reduction weighting) 
real irn "Iqi nAry fr equp.'l cy rl9~pinq 
--------- ---------- ---------- ---------
1 -7.3074e-0;:> n.4415p.-O? 9.741::>~-0? 7. ')0 I I)e-Ol 
2 -7.3()74p.-02 -t) .4415 P.-()? 9. 7412P.-();:> 7.5016".-()1 
3 -4.033Ie-01 I .81)8 I e-cn 4.44471"-01 9.073ge-01 
4 -4 .0331 e-01 -1.8681 p-()1 4.4447 p-()1 o. ')7 3ge-()1 
5 - 1 • 41)8ge-0? 7.~457p.-01 7.1)471p.-OI 1.9;:>0ge-0;:> 
6 -1 .468ge-02 - -, • t)45 7 P.-()1 7 of) 4 71 P.- () 1 1 .92n9P.-()? 
7 -;:>.OOOOP.-O;:> 9.9980e-01 I.ooooe+no ?OOOOP.-O'" 
8 -2.0()()()e-()2 -9. 098()p.-() 1 1 • n()()') p.+ O() 2 • n()()o p.-n? 
9 -;:>.9580e-0? I • 408? 1'>+ no I .40851'>+00 ?I 001 p-O? 
1() 
-2.9580e-02 -I • 408? p.+ no I • 4G8,) p.+ no ;:>.1001 e-O? 
11 -4.2471 "l-02 1 • 84 7o",+f)() 1 • 8475 P.+f)() 2.2988 Po-f'? 
I;:> 
-4.?47Ie-0? -1.9470p.+OO I .947') P.+)Q ;:>.?9 Rge-O? 
13 -6.5126p.-02 3.2895 p.+ ()O 3.29011'>+()() 1 .9794 e-()2 
14 -1).51?l)e-0? 
-3.?995e+()O 1.")9011'>+00 1 • 9794 e-O? 
Table E.5 Four Disk System 
Closed Loop Poles for G(s) and KS(S) 
(Unity model reduction weighting) 
rea 1 im"lqin"lry frp.quP.ncy damp inq 
~---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
1 1.4037e-02 1 .6785 p.-01 1 .6843 p.-f)1 -8.3J38e-()2 
2 I .4037e-0;:> -.1 .1)785e-01 I .1)843 e-Ol -8. 33380-0? 
3 -1.2746p.-02 7.6926e-01 7 • IS 93 7 p-()1 1.6567e-02 
4 -1 • .?74Ae-02 -7.~92Ae-01 7 • ~937 p.-OI 1.1)51)7p-0? 
5 -1.9501e-02 1 • 001 2 e+ () () 1 .0014 e+ Of) 1.9474e-()2 
I) 
-I .9501 e-O.? - 1 • no 1 2 e+ 00 1 • ()01 4 p+ f)() 1 .9474 p-()2 
.7 -;:>.7707e-0;:> 1.4088e+00 1.4091 e+.oO I .(1)1)3 e-O? 
8 -2. 7707e-()2 -1 .4088 p+ 00 1 • 4') 91 P.+ O() 1 .9063 p-02 
9 -3.A87.?e~0'? 1 • 349Ae+OO 1 .8500e+OO I .093?e-0? 
10 -3.6872e-02 -1.8496 p+ ()() 1 .850') 1"+ f)() 1 .9932 A-02 
I I -I .4981 e+OO 2.1873p+OO ? 1)51? p+OO 5. A5 OR p-Ol 
12 -1.4981 e+OO -2.1873e+()O ;:>.6512e+()() 5 .t')508~-()1 
13 -5.9.795e-01 2.9355P.+()() 2.0958 P.+')() 1 .096()p.-()1 
14 -5.9795e-01 -;? 9355 e+ 00 ?995ge+00 I .0(1)0e-01 
15 - 3 • r)94tl p+ 00 . 1 • 9086 p+ Or) 3 • 636 () P.+ ()O 8.5115 p-()1 
II) 
-3.094ge+00 -t.908Ae+OO J. ~3~Oe+'lO 8.5.115e-01 
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or the inertia of the fourth disk is given by 
,.".here 1 .) 1S the inertia of the fourth disk. A partial fraction expanSiOn of 
"r 
GiS' i.) is O'i\ren by 01'.) 0 
"J-
G (s. -.L]_ 
o 'y 
where the residues, Hi i = 0, 1,2,3 and Wi ;=1, 2, 3 are functions of the 
inprtia of the fourth disk and Wo = O. The constant damping ratio ~ = 0.02 was 
introduced to produce the transfer function 
Consider the multiplicative perturbation given by 
~(s) -
G+; tl- G(a) 
G(s) 
where the nominal model, G (s ) was chosen to be given by 
G(s) -
Let l(w) be a bound for the magnitude of the perturbation, i.e. 
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l(w) -- I A(jw) I 
This bound is plotted versus (J.) in Fig. E.3 and resulted m the high frequency 
constraint of Fig. V.8. 
The stability robustness theorem of Chapter IT (see also App. B) guarantees 
stability of the closed loop system in the pres~nce of the uncertain but bounded 
inertia of the fourth disk if 
where K 5( s) is the compensator of Chapter V. This condition can be seen to be 
satisfied by examining Fig. E.3 where the left and right hand sides of the 
inequality are plotted versus w. 
It may also be of interest to examme the closed loop pole locations as a 
function of the inertia of the fourth disk. A root locus plot is shown in Fig. E.4 
for 1 < ~ < 4. Note that all the poles are in the left half plane as guaranteed 
by the stability robustness theorem. Also note that a closed loop pole at 
s .::: - Q'4r = -32.1 is not shown. 
Flexible Beam Example 
Closed Loop Poles 
The closed loop poles for the control system with G (s) and K 6( s) are given 
in Table E.6. Note that all have negative real parts. 
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Table E.6 Flexible Beam Closed Loop Poles for G(s) and K6(S) (Non-unity model reduction weighting) 
real im~gin~ry frequency ri"'lmping 
-------- --------
---------
------
I -2.8533e+00 O.OOOOe+.oO ;>.A533p.+00 I .0000e+00 
2 -9.9263 e-01 4.6585e+OO ,4.7631 P.+()() 2 .O840~-01 
3 -9.9'63e-Ol -4. "'585e+00 4. 7!)31 e+OO 2.0840e-01 
4 -6 .3522e+ 00 (). OOOOe+ 00 6 • 3522 e+ 00 1 • ()OOOe+ Of) 
5 -1.18'4e+00 1 • 1 8 I 1 P.+ 0 1 1 .1870e+01 9. Of) 1 Oe-O? 
6 -1.1824e+00 -1 .1811 e+01 1.1870e+Ol 9.0010e-0' 
7 -9.864ge-02 2. 1721 ~+n1 2.1721 p.+01 4.54179-03 
8 -9.864ge-O' -2.17;:>Ie+Ol '.17'le+Ol 4.5417e-03 
9 -2. 0323.e+OO 2.1774e+01 2.1071 p.+01 1.3347e-01 
.10 -2.9323e+00 -2.1774e+01 '.1971 e+Ol 1 .:n 47 P.-O 1 
11 -1 • 1634 e+ 00 4.2174e+n1 4.2190e+01 2.7575e-02 
12 -I .1 034e+OO -4.::>174e+Ol 4.? 1 90,e+Ol ,. 7575 e-O:> 
13 -1. 9634e+OO 5.::>381 e+Ol 5.'417e+Ol .3.745Ae-0' 
14 -1 .0634 e+()O -5.2381 e+01 5.2417p.+()1 3.7458e-()2 
Table E.7 Flexible Beam Closed Loop Poles for G(s) and Kmt(S) 
(LQG design based on reduced order model of G(s) 
obtained with mode truncation) . 
real iml'3qinary frequency dampinq 
------ --------
--------- ---------
1 -3.4733e+O(} 2.4961e+on 4.2772e+On 8.1206e-01 
2 -3.4733 e+OO -;:> .. 496 1 e+,OO 4.;> 772 e+OO 8.120f)e-01 
3 -1.0143e+01 3.4765e+OO 1.07'2e+01 9.459Ae-01 
4 -1.0143'e+()3 -'!""3.4765e+nn 1 .. 0722e+Ol Q.4508e-()1 
5 -2.1691 e+.OO I • 1 !)2Be+0 1 1 .1 A'Op.+OI 1.9338e-01 
6 -2.1601 e+()() -1.1628p+01 1 .1820 e+01 1 .8.138 e-f)1 
7 -7.362Ie-Ol 2.'054e+Ol 2.'0f)f)e+OI 3. 33f)4e-0' 
8 -7.3621e-01 -2.2054.e+01 2.;> On6 e+()1 3 • .3164e-()2 
9 -4.,06739+00 3.~747e+01 3. ~071 e+OI 1 • 1 no 1 e-0 1 
10 -4. n6 73 e+()() -3.6747 e+Pl 3.6071e+01 1 .1 n01 e-01 
II 1.51509+01 6. f)890e+01 6.2746 e+()1 -2.4145p.-()1 
I' I.5150e+OI -6.08909+01 f).'74f)e+01 -'.41 45e-01 
13 -2.()670e+()2 2.0346e+02 2. 9()()'J e+02 7 • 1267 e-01 
14 -'.0670e+02 -;:>.034~e+0;> ::>.90039+0;> 7.1 ;>67e-01 
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Results With Modal Truncation 
Another sixth order compensator, Kmt(s) was obtained by truncating the 
second order mode with I s I =: w3 in the partial fraction expansion of G(.s) and 
doin€~ a LQG loop shaping design with this sixth order reduced order model. 
This compensator produces an unstable system with closed loop poles shown in 
Table E.7. The differences between the two designs involving K6(s) and Kmt{s} 
are readily seen from the loop gain plots for the two designs shown in Fig. E.5 . 
. While both loops have the same low frequency performance characteristics, the 
peak at .s = j w3 is less than one for K 6( 8} and greater than ten for Kmt {.s }. 
Note that the unstable pole has a magnitude of approximately w3. 
ACOSS Example 
Sensitivity With Respect To Knowledge of Resonant Frequencies 
The transmission zeros of the compensator K( 8) are given in Table E.8. 
Comparing these zeros with the poles of GS4(.s) it can be seen that the 
compensation involves pole-zero cancellation near the jw axis which is a concern. 
An analysis was performed to assess the stability of the closed loop system in the 
face of simultaneous uncertainty in the critical resonant frequencies given in 
Table E.g {sensitivity to other resonant frequencies would be less severe}. The 
analysis was per,formed assuming that for any uncertainty the DC gain of G84( s) 
was known exactly. 
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Table E.8 Transmission Zeros of K(s) 
real imAginAry fp~quAncy dAmping 
--------- --------- --------- --------
1 -2.9A16e-02 8.8096 p-.02 9. 1 ()05 p,-02 3 .;> ()59 p.-()] 
2 -;>.981f,e-0;> -8.809f>e-0;> 9.3005p.-02 3. :::>05ge-0l 
3 -5.582ge-01 O. oor)() P.+ nn 5.5820,:.-'11 1 • noon P.+ nf) 
4 -5.9S;>4e-01 O.OOOOe+OO 5.9S;>4p.-OI I • OOOOe+ 00 
5 -8.5396e-01 (). noon e+ on 8 • 5 .'3 9i) p.-r) 1 1 • nnooP.+ Or) 
6 -5 • Sf> 49 e-01 7.9 55f>e-0 I 9. QS38e-OI 5.933ge-01 
7 -5.8649,e-01 -7.9556~-Oj 9.8838 e-()1 5.913ge-01 
8 -1.2038e-O;> -? • 09 I 4 e+ 00 :::> •• 09151"+00 5.7c)5ge-03 
9 -1 .2038e-02 2. n914e+()() 2 • q9 1 5 ~+ no 5.755ge-n 3. 
10 -4. 4~ 55 e-O;> - 7 • 7 ()02 p.+ 00 7 • 71104 A+ 00 5.7471p.-nj" 
II -4.4~55e-02 7.700,::?e+00 7.7004e+00 5.7471 e-03 
12 -3.7544e-02 -8. 1589p.+0f) 8.159r)p+nn 4."ln16p.-oJ 
13 -3. 75 44e-O~ 8.158ge+00 8.1590-=!+OO 4.6016e-03 
14 -9. n018 p.-o2 1 • ()75 7 p.+(l1 1 ." 15., p.+ ()1 8 •. 1680p,-()3 
15 -9.00IS,e-0;;> -1.0757e+Ol 1 .0757~+OI 8.31)80e-03 
16 -6.1385'1 e-02 1 • 48 5 1 p,+ () 1 1 • 485.::? p+()1 4.6363f>-n3 
17 -6. 8857e-0;;> 
-I • 4851.e+0 I 1.485:::>",+01 4.f>Jfl3e-03 
18 -1.()316e-01 -1 .8 77()p.+01 1 .8 77f) F>+ ')1 5.4960e-03 
19 -1.031f1e-01 1 • S3 770e+0 I I .9770f>+OI 5.49f10p.-03 
20 -1 .0340e-()1 
-1 .9954e+01 1 .09551'1+()1 5 • 18 16 p. -n 3 
.::?1 -I .0340p.-01 1 .9954 p.+()1 1 .9955 A+n1 5.1B1AI"-()3 
?;:> 
-1.071 ;:>e-Ol ;:>.1 283e+OI ?1 ?83p.+01 5.03:::>ge-OJ 
23 -1.0712p.-01 -2.1283p+()1 2.1283~+O1 5 • ')320 p.-O] 
24 -I. ?568e-01 5.3090e+01 5 •. 10oqp,+OI ;> • 1 hh8 Po-03 
25 -1 .2568 p.-01 
-5 • .1099a.+01 5.1099a.+f)1 2. 1.')68 e-03 
;:>6 
-3.4154e-Ol 
-7.1 :?33e+OI 7. 1 ?34p.+OI 4. 7<14 f1e-O.l 
27 -3.4154p'--()j 7.12331"+01 7 .1234 p+')1 4.794!')p-n3 
28 ~4 •. 1 136e-04 8.583ge+01 8.583ge+OI 4. 79 ;>:;> p-Oh 
29 -4.1136e-04 -8.583ge+()1 8 • 58.39 p.+ ()1 4.792;>e-06 
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Table E.g Critical Resonant Frequencies and Their Uncertainty 
Mode W· I % Uncertainty 
10 2.09 0.5 
14 7.69 0.2 
15 8.17 0.2 
17 10.8 1.0 
i 
21 14.9 2.0 
22 18.8 2.0 
23 20.0 2.0 
24 21.3 2.0 
29 52.5 20. 
30 53.9 20. 
33 71.3 20. 
36 85.3 20. 
37 86.2 20. 
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Recall that G84(s) can be written 
where ° denotes the actual values of the thirteen resonant frequencies given In 
Table E.g. Let the nominal system be given by 
where 11 denotes the nominal values of the thirteen resonant frequencies given in 
Table E.g. ~ote that in general wi =1= Wi for wiEO and wi = Wi for wirt.0. 
Consider the additive perturbation implied by the uncertainty in wiEO 
~(s) = GS4(s;O) - Gs4(s;11) 
c·b· s[(w~-w~)s + ')!"·w·w·(w·-w.)] ~ -'-'. " ~),"." 
i 8.t. wl (05 2+ 2~iwis+ wr)(s2+ 2~iWis+ w;) 
w.(o 
:\ote that the resonant frequencies not included mO do not appear III the 
expression for ~(s). Also note that ~(O) = o. 
The stability robustness theorem of Chapter II guarantees stability of the 
closed loop system in the presence of the uncertainty if 
max 
neil 
where 11 represents any ° such that 
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w· 
1 - Pi < ~ < 1 + Pi 
wi 
w·€ll I 
and the percentage uncertainties, 100 Pi are given in Table E.9. This condition 
can be seen to be satisfied by examining Fig. E.6 where the left hand side is 
plotted versus wand can be seen to be less than unity for any frequency. Thus 
the closed loop system is stable in the face of simultaneous percent uncertainty 
given in Table E.9 for the thirteen critical resonant frequencies. 
Closed Loop Poles 
The closed loop poles for the control system with G29( s) and K( s) are given 
in Table E.I0. Note that all have negative real parts. 
Step Responses 
Consider the closed loop system shown in Fig. E.7 where y is a 3 X 1 vector 
containing 
Yc G29(s) Y ~, . K(s) 
-
. 
-
Fig. E.7 ACOSS Closed Loop System 
... 
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Table E.10 ACOSS Closed Loop Poles for 629 (5) and K(s) 
real 
1 -::>.98Ine-0;:> 
2 -2.98.16 e-02 
3 -6. 1360e-01 
4 -6.1.'360e-01 
5 -4.0492e-01 
6 -4 •. 0492 e-01 
7 -6.4070e-01 
8 -60-4070e-01 
o -0.3500e-01 
10 -9 •. 359ge-01 
11 -7.2532.e-01 
12 -7.25329-01 
13 -1. 3664e-02 
14 -1.3664 e-02 
'5 -6. 8568e-03 
16 -6.8568e-03 
17 -I. 0646e-02 
18 -1 ./1646 e-()2 
10 -1.36399+00 
20 -1. 3630e+00 
21 ·-1.0663e+00 
22 -1.0663e+()() 
23 -3.3005e+()O 
?4 -3.3005e+00 
25 -3 .. 63428+00 
2" -3 .. I-,342e+.OO 
27 -2.562ge+()() 
28 -2.5(:)20e+00 
20 -7. 060Gp.-01 
30 -7. 0600e-01 
31 - 3 • 45 22 e+ 00 
32 -3.45;:>2e+00 
33 -5.2097 e-O.I 
34 -5.2097 e-01 
35 -3. 7437e-02 
36 -3.74379-02 
37 -5.32 OOe-O? 
38 -5. 3200e-02 
30 ~5 •. 1 140e-0;:> 
4() -5.114()e-02 
41 -::>.01 23e-01 
42 -2. "123e-()1. 
43 -8.6Afl8e+OO 
44 -8. 6AA8 e+ 00 
45 -1.6000e+OO 
4f.., -1.1-,900 e+ 00 
47 -7.8180e-()2 
48 -7.9180e-0;:> 
40 -1. 208 1 e+ 0 1 
50 -,1.:::>0818+01 
51 -0.62.33e-02 
5;:> -9.,e..,;:>33p.-0:::> 
1rn~qlnary 
8~8100e-0? 
-808100 p.-()2 
3.0984e-01 
-3 0()984e-O~ 
7.0540e-01 
-7.0540e-01 
6.97;:>8e-Ol 
-6. 07?8e-0 1 
601517e-01 
-6.1517e-Ol 
~ 07343e+nn 
-.1 • 7343 e+OO 
1 .0030e+00 
-1.093np+oo 
2.0;:>57e+00 
-2. f125 7 e+ 00 
2.00;:>6e+00 
-2. f)926 e+()() 
1.9261 e+OO 
-1.0261 e+OO 
1 .991 fle+OO 
-1 .0916e+OO 
1.2301 p+ Of) 
-1. ?301 8+00 
4.1605.p,-01 
-4.1695e-01 
4.8402 e+on 
-4. 940;:>e+00 
6. 7()07 e+ 00 
-f,.7007e+00 
6. ')854 e+OO 
-6. n854p+OO 
7.4876e+00 
-7.4876 e+on 
7. f,858e+00 
- 7 • 6858 e+ on 
8. 1 980e+00 
-8.1080e+on 
1.08;:>4e+01 
-1. r)824p.+01 
1 • 1 ;:> 77 e+O 1 
-1 • 1 2 77 e+ n 1 
7.3510A+OO 
-7.3510e+00 
1 .4 ()05 1"+ 01 
-I .40058+01 
1 .484 7.e+"1 
-1.4947e+01 
8.05561"+"(' 
-8.0~5Ae+OO 
1.878.'3e+()1 
-1.8783p.+01 
frequency 
<;),3000e-0? 
o • 3noo e-02 
6.8730e-01 
6.8730e-()1 
A. 0254 p.-OI 
8.0254e-01 
0.4f,04e-0i 
0.4604e-01 
1 .1201 e+on 
1.1201 e+OO 
1 .8708 e+OO 
1 .8798e+OO 
1.0930e+00 
1 • 0030 e+ on 
? • 0?5 7 e+ 00 
2 • n2 5 7 e+ 00 
:>.00::>7 e+.OO 
2. Q02 7 e+()() 
:::> • .360Ie+00 
2 • .3601 e+()r) 
;:>. 7088 P.+()O 
2. 7088 e+(Y) 
3 • 6 06 7 P.+ 00 
3.60fl7e+f10 
3.658()e+r)() 
3.1-,580e+()0 
5 • 48 48 e+ on 
5.4848e+00 
6. 7568 e+r)() 
fl.756ge+OO 
6.0964e+no 
A.0c)"'41'!+00 
7 • 50f,.1 e+OO 
7 • 5n61 p+ Of) 
7.1-,850e+00 
7.6850p+OO 
9.1981 e+()O 
8.1081 p+()() 
1 • 08~4e+01 
1 • ()8241'!+f)1 
1.127C)p+OI 
1 .12 70 e+')1 
1 • 1 364 1'!+f)1 
1.131-,4e+01 
1.4107p.+()1 
1.41078+01 
1 • 413 47 p+f)1 
1.4847e+()1 
1 • 5n.'3G p.+()1 
1.50,oPo+OI 
, .9783!'!+')1 
1 .9783 "!+O I 
dampinq 
3. ?058e-01 
3.2f)58e-01 
8.0:::>A5e-01 
8.0265p--01 
4.53A7p--OI 
4.5367e-n1 
o. 7 I-,flOe-O I 
6.7A60e-01 
8.3567 e-01 
8.35"'71"-01 
3 .8584e-01 
3.8584p--OI 
fl. 8558e-03 
6. R 558 e-03 
3 • .3840e-03 
3.384ge-03 
5.0874e-03 
5.n874e-0.1 
5. 7700e-01 
5.77one-01 
7 .0?58 p--Ol 
7 • n2 58 e-01 
0.4 n05 e-01 
9.4005e-01 
9.0348p-01 
o .0348e-01 
4.6727e-()1 
4.",727e-01 
1 • 1 782 e-01 
1 • I 78;:> e-Ol 
4.0343e-"1 
4 • 0 3 4 3 p- 01 
7. ()1) 03 e-O;:> 
7 • n6 03 p-02 
4.8700e-03 
4.8700e-r)J 
6.4803e-03 
6.489.3p.-o3 
4.7?4Re-0.1 
4.7248e- '1 3 
1 .7:'341 e-O? 
1.7841 a-02 
7.6262p-"1 
7 .A~A::>e-OI 
1 .2n5()p.-n1 
1 • ?050e-01 
5. :?6 58 p-f)3 
5.:::>A58e-Ol 
8 • '1 135 p-()1 
8.0.135p--01 
5.1234e-()3 
5.1 :?.'34p-0.'3 
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Table E.10 ACOSS Closed Loop Poles for G29 (s) and K(s) (continued) 
53 -7.8238e-Ol 1.8999~+01 
54 -7 .• 8238e-01 -1.899ge+Ol 
55 -9.7238e-02 1.0954e+01 
56 -9. 72 38 e-()2 -1. 0954.e+01 
57 -1.0795e-01 2.1283e+01 
58 -1. 0795e-01 -2.1283e+01 
59 -I. 9858e+00 2. 19 ;>::>e+OI 
60 -1.9858e+O() -2.1922.e+n1 
61 -3.7302e+00 2.?OR5e+01 
62 -3. 7302e+O() -2.2085e+01· 
{)3 -I. f)470e-O.1 3.3051 P.+01 
04 -1.f)470e-01 -3.105Ie+01 
65 -2.5546.e-Ol 5.f)998e+n1 
A6 -2.55409-01 -5.0998e+01 
67 -2.5671e-Ol 5.2528e+01 
68 -2.567Ie-01 -5.?5;>8e+01 
69 -2 • .1095a-Ol 5. 1103 e+01 
70 -2.3095e-01 -5.3103e+01 
71 -2.7437e-01 5.3848e+n1 
72 -;>.7437e-01 -5.184A~+OI 
73 -3.6814e-01 7. 1 237e+01 
74 -3.tS814e-01 -7.1237e+()1 
75 -3.58f)7e-01 7.1286e+01 
76 -3.5867e-01 -7.1286p.+01 
77 -3.f)135e-01 7.?~4?e+01 
18 -3.6135 e-f)1 -7. ;:>242 e+01 
79 -4.0078e-0.1 7.00579+01 
8n -4. nO.78e-01 -7 •. o057p.+01 
81 -4.4628e-01 8.534::>e+01 
82 -4.46 28e-01 -8.5342 e+01 
83 -no 789 I a-C);:> 8.5837 p.+01 
84 -6.789Ie-0::> -8.5H37e+QI 
85 -4.153tSe-01 8.6172e+01 
8f) -4.153Ae-01 -8.AI7::>e+01 
87 -4.4261e-01 8.9972p.+O.1 
A8 -4.4::>6Ie-01 -8.897::>e+01 
89 -4.0289p.-fl1 9.8345e+()1 
90 -4.028ge-01 -9.9345e+Ol 
1 • 9q15 e+()1 
1.0015 e+OI 
1 .0955e+01 
1 .0955 p.+ ()1 
2. 1283e+01 
2.1283p.+01 
2.2012e+01 
2.20:12e+()1 
2.::>398e+01 
2.2398e+01 
3 • .1052 p.+()1 
3.305'e+01 
5.0909 e+nl 
5.099ge+01 
5 • 2528 e+')1 
5.25::>8e+01 
5. 1103 e+01 
5.3103e+01 
5 • .'3849R+01 
5.3849 p+OI 
7. I '38e+01 
7.1238 p.+()1 
7.1::>87e+01 
7.1287 e+()1 
7. '::>43e+01 
7.2243 p.+Ol 
7.095ge+01 
7 • 0958 p+01 
8.5341e+01 
8.5343 eH)1 
8.5837 pH)1 
8.5837e+01 
8 •. 1) 173 p.+f)1 
8.6173e+01 
8.8971p+ol 
8.8973e+01 
9.8346e+f)1 
9.934Ae+01 
4 • 11 46 e-02 
4. 1 I 46e-P? 
4.8730e-03 
4.8730e-03 
5.07::>3e-03 
5.0723e-03 
9.0::>139-0;> 
9 • n2 1 1 e-02 
I .6654e-01 
1 • !"ltS54e-Ol 
4.0830e-03 
4.9830e-0.1 
5. f)f)91 e-03 
5.000113-03 
4 .8~ 71 e-f)3 
4. A87 I e-O.1 
4.340f)e-03 
4.3400e-03 
5. f)951 e-()3 
5.0951 p.-03 
5.1678e-03 
5.1678F.'-03 
5.03139-03 
5.()313e-()3 
5.001 ge-0.1 
5. n01ge-03 
5.01::>49-03 
5 • f)124 e-()J 
5. ::>::>93 p.-03 
5.::>293e-03 
7.9()Q2e-04 
7.009::>e-04 
4.8201 e-03 
4.8::>01 e-O.1 
4.0746p.-()3 
4.974ne-03 
5. ()118 e-()3 
5.01 181"-0.3 
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Figure E.6 Stability Robustness Test For ACOSS 
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the :\ode 11 gyro outputs for attitude about the x, y, z axes measured in radians 
and Yc is the commanded value of y. 
Ba~ed on the low frequency performance specification of Fig. V.lB, the 
design of f{( s ) was carried out such that 
where A, Kf , C are defined in the "Preliminary Design Steps" section of 
Chapter V and are based on rigid body characteristics of the space structure. 
The poles of this rigid body closed loop transfer function are given in Table E. L 1. 
It is of interest to compare the step responses of the actual dosed loop 
system with K( s) and G2S( s) to the rigid body response, i.e. that of 
C(sf-A + K f CtlKf. The x. y, z gyro responses are shown in Figs. E.Sa, b for 
an .r command. i.e. yt = [1 0 OJ. The x, y, z gyro responses are shown in Figs. 
E.ga, b for a y command, i.e. yt = [0 1 OJ. The x, y, z gyro responses are 
shown in Figs. E.10a, b for a z command, i.e. yt = [0 0 1j. 
~ote that the actual responses are basically the same as the rigid body 
responses. The actual response is a little slower, has a little more overshoot and 
takes a little longer to settle out compared to the rigid body responses. Note also 
that the off axis coupling Figs. E.Sb, E.9b, E.10b is always less than SOO of the 
command and less than 2CC of the command after 6 sec. 
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Table E.ll Poles of the Rigid Body Closed Loop Transfer Function 
real imaginary frequency damping 
------ -----_ ... _- -_._-.... ..-- ---------
1 -6.3465 e-{)1 6 .. :3465e-01 
2 -6.3465.e-Ol ~6.3465e-Ol 
3 -6.6044e-01 6.6044.e-O.1 
4 -6.60A4e-Ol -6.6044e-Ol 
5 -Q .• 8Q23e-01 Q.BQ23e-01 
6 -Q.8Q23e-01 -Q.8Q23.e-Ol 
8.9753&-01 
8 .. Q753e-01 
Q" 3400.e-01 
Q.3400e-01 
1 .3QQOe+OO 
1 • 3QQO e+.OO 
7.0711,e-01 
7.0711 e-Ol 
7.0711e-01 
7.0711 e-Ol 
7.0711e-01 
7.0711 e-Ol 
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APPENDIX F 
TRANSFER FUNCTION FACTORIZATION 
INVOLVING TRANSMISSION ZEROS 
An nth order MIMO transfer function, G(s) with q< n transmission zeros 
at s = Z}, z2, ... , Zq can always by factored in the two ways: 
where Cds) and Co(s) have transmission zeros at s = -Z}, -z2' ..• , -Zq and 
Pi (s) and Po (s) are MIMO all pass transfer functions with transmission zeros at 
s = :}, z2, ... , Zq and poles at s = -z}, -z2, ... , -Zq. MIMO all pass transfer 
functions have the property that 
P.-(s)pt(-s) - pt(-S)Pi(S) - I 
Po(s)Pt(-s) - p{(-s)Po(s) - I 
These factorizations are not unique. Consider a unitary transformation, i.e. 
a matrix V such that VT V = I. Let 
Cds) 
then 
• T 
- Gi(S)~' Pi(s) = ViPi(S) 
Go ( s) = Vo Co ( s ) 
v.Tv. = I I I 
for any unitary matrices Vi and Vo. Thus the factorizations are only unique up 
to a unitary transformation. 
- 271 .. 
These factorizations can be expressed in state space terms [Ref. 31]. Let 
{A,B)C,D} be a realization of G(s) i.e. G(s) = C(sI-AtlB + D. The 
factorizations are expressed in terms of the generalized eigenvectors for the 
transmission zeros generalized eigenvalue problem. The results for a single 
(q =: 1) real zero at s = z and a complex pair (q = 2) of zeros at s = z and 
s = z - are given in Table F.1. More than one zero or one complex pair can be 
handled by repeated application of the formulas in Table F.1. 
These factorizations are particularly useful for obtaining a minimum phase 
approximation of a non-minimum phase transfer function. The factorizations are 
appli.ed for the non-minimum phase zeros of G (s) resulting in a minimum phase 
approximation Gi( s ) vl or Vo Go (s) for any Vi' Vo such that vlvj = I and 
vtvo = I. Important measures of the approximation error are defined by 
ViPi(S) - 1 
Typically the unitary transformations, Vi and Vo are chosen such that 
~dO) = 6. 0 (0) = O. This is accomplished by letting 
Vi = pt(O) 
Vo = Po(O) 
Input or Output 
Factorization 
Generalized 
Eigenvalue 
Problem 
Eigenvector 
Normalization 
6(s) 
-. 
" " B, C 
P(s) 
Definitions 
" " B, C 
P(s) 
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Tabl e F .1 
Transfer Function Factorization 
Involving Zeros In State Space Terms 
A 
" G{s) = P(s)G{s) G(s) = G{s)P(s) 
(ZIOA) os] [ZIOA) ~:J [~ exT wTJ = 0 = 0 -C -0 -C 
wHw = 1 
G{s) = C(SI-A(l B + 0 G(s) = C(sI-A(li3 + 0 
Im[z] = 0 Special Case 
" 2zwx T " B _ 2zxw T C - C - B = 
P(s) = I 2z wwT ---s + z 
Im[z] F 0 Speci a 1 Case 
a ~ Re[z] S ~ wTw y ~ (1 0 n2ls,2f 
\z12 
" ~ H as * ~ C = C-4ayRe wx - TW X . " [ H as * H] B = B-4ayRe xw -zx w 
P(s) =I- 4ay 2 fSRe[ww H_ a:w*wH}Re[z'tIWH-aSw*wH] 2+ + s 2as \z\ t } 
"-
Note: The expressions for Band y in Reference 31 have typographical 
errors. The above expressions are correct. 
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APPENDIX G 
ACOSS II MODEL DATA 
The ACOSS II transfer function is given by 
84 
G(s) -- ~ c·b·
T 
I I 
i=l 
where bi is a 3 X 1 vector corresponding to x ,y and z torque inputs at node 44, 
Ci is a 3 X 1 vector corresponding to x, y and z attitude outputs at node 11, Wi 
is the frequency and ~i is the damping ratio for the ith mode. The data for Wi, bi 
and ci is tabulated in Table G.1. The damping ratios are 0.005 for all modes 
except: 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16 which have damping ratios equal to 0.7. 
The three rigid body modes corresponding to translation were eliminated by 
letting 
BR ~ block row [bl] i=l, 2, ... , 6 
-
CR ~ block col rc.' i=l, 2, ... , 6 
- L I J 
Then 
ll+ 84 c· b.T G( 8) I; I I -
') ') 
8 2 + 8~ i=7 2~iWi8 + W~ I 
where 
Note that R-1 is the 3 X 3 inertia matrix for the center of mass of the structure 
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Table G.! ACOSS n Data 
"lode Frp.q TorqlJ'" fnouts "'t lI/'JriP. 44 ~ ttl t:.Jdp ()Iltnut~ .qt Nod'" 11 
l( Y z )( V 7. 
r.qd/<;"'c 1 /lIJrn 1/"I1n 1/lIJm r.:!rI r.qrj nrl 
I O.OOe+OO I • JR ",-ot; -3.R4p-04 -10,.00 .. -(')4 I •. 1A"-1)5 -3.~4 .. -04 -~.OO~-()4 
2 () • (JOe + 00 -4.60e-()4 -4.50 e-n 5 2.?Oe-(14 -4 .~Oe_f14 -4.50~O5 :).'O~-04 
.1 O.OOp+oo 4.Al",-(15 1.45p-n5 -1.45p.-"4 4 .81"'-"5 ~ • d 5 .. -11'5 _1.45,,_"4 
4 O.OOe+OO 1.31 e-04 -? "Oe-1)4 1.'1 e-01 l.lle-04 -,.,,,,,-114 1.'lp-O] 
5 o. nO",+fl" -7.01p.-(14 4.56"'-'15 ~ • ", "!-"5 -7.0.1 0-"4 4.5~,,-"5 IS .fl?p-11 5 
10, O.OOa+OO -~.01p.-05 -7.=!4 .. -04 -".~I .. -04 -~.()I"-OS -7.~4 .. -04 -,.Olp-04 
7 0.14e-01 2.Ale-n'l 1 .54e-l1] -'1.'1'5,,-"5 -1.15",.,."t'1 -1.Fl4,,-04 -I • 7~e-05 
"i I .10,5",+()O -7 • .1' ,,-(19 -?17 .. -fl5 -'5 .40,,-04 -1.100-n5 ? • ~"'i .. -f14 1.115_"3 Q I. ()Qe+OO 4.7t,e-04 -I • :14e- I I -5.41 e-II 3.5ge-O~ 1.1 4e-0" -5.~Ie-()A 
1fl 2.00"'+"0 2 • t;?' p'-fH 1.',p-()0 S. ~6 ,,-flO 2.?7e-'14 2.50 e-"7 4 .fQp_f)7 
" 
'.7A"!+00 -1.49 .. -01 -7.00 .. -10 -3 • .1'",-00 -O.'I"-O~ -3. 4t; "!-O" I .1o,4p-07 
12 3 .63e+ on -0.'-8e-'14 -5.41e-fl7 1 .;>1 e-f)~ -7."o,,-04 -4.0"9-01') -3.()Rp.-O~ 
13 3.~5e+"n ?o"",-f1"'i -1.20_fl4 15.17 .. -"4 -5.SS .. - n fl -~ .... 7",-,,4 1 • "15 .. -'14 
14 7. flQe+OO -3.07e-09 'S .54e-03 7.70e-05 -3.~~e-0,,", I • I "ie-at; I .OOf!-I)S 
15 8.1 7",+ nIl 2.14 -n"'i IS. 70"-'115 -4.A1 .. -01 -0.0",p-115 9.51e-""; -,.8?p-'14 
110, A.47e+OO -0.R'5 .. -01 ". (')5 0-00 -0 •. 70",-07 Q.41"'-0'5 -5.m_0" '.1o,5",-O~ 
17 1 .08e+n1 - 3.0'" p.-(n 
-A. "p.-"7 1.41e-fl4 -1S.4?e- f)4 1.1'e-01 -,.67e-01 
I~ 1.14p+OI -'.7?",-OC; -4.?? .. -1" .... 3? .. -"0 -7.41S .. -,,7 1 • 51 .. ~117 2.7op-,,7 
I() 1.1413+01 -I • (ne-ot; I .50f!-\)Q -'.51'!-0~ 7. "l7e-Ot'l 0.Q"le-07 -O.5fle-07 
2'1 1.10 .. +n1 1. ()6",-t? 3.",Op-16 
-5.1S1S",-1'" -8.?7e-15 0.1'1",-1"'i -1.42,,-16 
" 
I ~ 49"+01 I .55 .. -07 -'.710>-04 -'.490-;)4 '. ~0"'-(14 -,.,0 .. -0' -7 J14 p-04 
'-, 1.P8e+n1 -1 • 7? e-"?' -3.7"'e-1\8 -4.0ISe-OQ 1.81e-05 -A.o";e-O" 1.~7e-O~ 
:>J 2.110p+n1 -5.?5 .. -"9 -4.1'" o-fl'3 1.f11",-", -'.54 .. _ f15 IS •. " .. -n"l -2.20i>-'\4 
'4 '.1113+01 5.--'!e-09 - I • 'Op.-O, -'.91 .. -0C; ~ .OA .. -()f, 7.01 -oc; '.47",-0'5 
25 3.24a+111 1. :;5p.-1' -? • 1,<,,,-1 'S 7. "4 ~-1'" 4.07e-1"" 1S.4'i~-1'i -3.7fle-16 
:>" 3.311>+01 -4.45p.-O.1 1 • ~ 1 .. -flO -7.45"'-1 " -1.75 .. - 116 -:>.18 "-"'i. 1 • OS o-f1fl 
'7 4.<)5e+OI Q ."Pe-I 4 5.'54~-17 -1.04e-l.r, , .11 e-I f, -'1.1 ne-I ~ I .07e-1 R 
2'1 5.1 flp.+n1 -Q.01p-n7 3.'5",-'1'i -7.6" 0-0.., 1.'4p.-I13 -! .?'ip.-(11 0.77e-"4 
?O 5.''5e+OI -7.R'''-03 -3.75"-10 :>.,7 .. -00 -'.0C; .. -0'5 A. II .. -010, -,.48p-()1'I 
3') 5.30e+01 1.lo~-(l4 
- t • 'l 1e-"0 1.,1S e-OR -1.7R",-fl] o .10e-04 -4.00e-04 
31 5. 54 .. +() I 
-I • "7 .. -"'5 3."" .. -12 /..10 .. -11 3. 170-"t'I -1.1S0 .. -1':'i 1.17_"6 
" 
5.54e+()1 '. QOa-~'5 I. ,7e- I I '5."'ie-11 4.'A<!-0f, -'.~'e-O~ o • .10p.-17 
." , 7 .11p+01 1.65",-og -5. 0 , .. - f1 8 1. "1 .. -'1;; 
-'3.'5'3 0 -"1S 1 • ;>')",-,,'5 -1 • 5 0~-(\'5 
34 7. :>?p.+0 I 1.7'0-0'5 7. ()()0-07 
-°.0'5 0 -01'1 -7.(')0 0 -04 3.5"0-04 -4.1 "ip-05 
15 f<.nOe+ f1 1 -9.QlSe-"'5 fl.8 4 e-n 7 -'.70~-"'" 1 .'1:>e-"3 -1.;>.fe-f)1 -I • '0p.-'11 
31'1 A.'5lp+OI '.7'0_(17 1.7:>0_"2 -1.5:> o-f17 :> • '1"i 1>-'15 -1 • ('40_"4 -4.00p-'15 
37 A.":>",+Ol .... I4e-0 .. -I.:>4e- i )J -4.Ane-a .. -o.(\'~-()5 -1.10",-01 -~. A()~-I)4 
3B ~ .0""+111 ). .1 Q .. -,,'3 1 ."0 "-'14 -1 .1' .. -nc; -1. :Mo-"l 1 • 77 <!_f11 2.:>'~-"4 30 Q.91e+01 5.41",-05 I • ", .. -O~ I .:>7 P-O" -:>. 4~ .. -:)] -.,."", .. -01 -'5.47 .. -n4 4f) 1 • ')1 e+()') 
-? • 9 '5e-I)'" 5. 77 p.-fl5 
-2. ?"e-"'<' -? f1RA-',.1 -7.I'\R",-()1I -11.101>-(14 
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about the x, y and z axes. Finally a minimal realization of ~ with 6 states is 
s-
obtained as 
R C(81-Atl B 
82 
-
where 
A (~ ~l B ro 1 - - LRJ 
C 
- [/3 01 J 
The modes with small residues: 18, 19, 20, 25, 27, 31, 32 and the modes 
with frequencies greater than 100 r/sec: 40, 41, ... , 84 were also eliminated as 
part of the preliminary simplification to form GZ9 ( 8). 
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